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Jesus tookthree years to tum twelve ordi-
nary men into disciples, but out ofthese
came the dynamic evangelists hat deliv-
ered the gospel to wery corner ofthe
world. Today, many Christians have for-
gotten the essential connection berween
discipling and evangelism. And until now
there has been very linle taught about this
vitallink.
That's why Moody Institute of Sci-
ence has launched the Building the Family
of God: Spiritual Drsciplingfilmserres.
This timely new series offers clear, biblical
perspectives on how to build disciples.
Featuring Dr. John MacArthur,Jr., one of
the nation's foremost Bibleteachers, rn a
vibrant, compelling presentation thar will
inspire your church to take up Christt
work where He left off.
MacAnhurt previous film series
have brought families and churches every-
where to a deeper knowledge ofScripture.
ln BuiLding tbe Family of God,he shares
his insights on Christ's remarkable imper-
ative for world discipling. Combining
lively delivery with solid instruction and
practical application.
Filmt Producing Reproducers.
From the start, MacArthur brings Scrip-
ture to life. Through his clear, verse-by-
verseexplanation, you'll discoverhowthe
process ofdiscipling is passed on from one
Christian to another. Andvou'llfind the
perfect example ofa disciple-maker in the
apostle Paul(ll Tim.2:2-6). (44 min.)
Film 2: Spiritual Parenting.
How can a oerson become adisciole-
maker? Scriprural principles such a. .pirit-
ual renroduction and sacrificial love srarr
you on the right path. And discovering
hon to set rhe right example or teacl.
sound doctrine willinspireyour church to
reach out to others through thepower of
Scripture. (44 min.)
Film3: Marksof A Disciple.
In this film MacAnhurfocuses on what a
true disciple should be like. His in-depth
study ofChrisCs four key marks ofa disci-
ole is fresh and sound. The reward of
becoming like Christwillbe the joy you
experience in leading others to follow
Him. (44 min. )
Ephesians 4:11- 15. MacArthur outlines
th; biblical blueprint for the perfecting
and multiplication ofthe believer. Your
whole congregation ra'ill benefit from these
practical insights as you seekto buildyour
;'*")*
comingyears. (44min.)
Now you can planto have this discipling
film series in your church. And if you
order beforeJanuary 31 , you'll also
receive your own personal audio cassette
version ofthe films, free! A valuable tool
that will reinforce the messaee ofthe films
each time you listen!
Order today by calling (Mon.-Thurs.)
1800-82r-9r79
Califomia residents c dl1-213 -698-8256.
Film 4r Perfecting The Family.].[r*:ilffiln'*"1&:il:i"" THE
church family through the
FILMSERIES
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"l6L mOOIX, InSTITUTE OF SC|EnCE!4. : t  A Mr\rsrFYoE wooov B|BLE ,Ns-r-LTE
'![urray... has finally
and unansnrcrabfu
demolished both the
moral and the
practical claims of
the urctsare state'
-GEORGE GIIDER, The Amqican Spectator
This breakthrough book is moking conseruatioes pun and llberals squirm . . .
"Murray's book, relentlessly logical and well-documented,
should convince any serious reader that it must at least be
squarely faced....The heart of the book, the best and most
devastatinS part, is a long compilation of data meant to prove
that the poor have done worse as tovemment programs aimed
at them have flowered. It is especially uncomlortable reading
because the case is made by comparing blacks to whites. . . . No
doubt that racists will love Murray's book.5o what? When
millions of people are suffering, it seems irresponsible for the left
to expend its intellectual energies on these blame-shifting exer-
cises. . - his is a vision that coheres, as the left's on this subiect
doesn't any more. . . . This is the problem that liberals must ad-
dress; Murray's book in effect throws down the tauntlet to
them. The standard respons€s (most of which Murray neatly
sets up and demolishes) won't do, because they don't offer real
hope of a solution."- Neu Republic
"lrrefutable."-John Chamberlain, syndicated column
"Without bile and without rhetoric, it lays out a stark truth that
must be faced. "- Br.rs itess Week
"l)evastatint. 
. . . Those who already believe welfare is a poverty
trap that undermines independence, ambition, and upward
mobility will find Charles Murray's new book a powerful and
weffdocumented affirmation of that belief."- National Reoieu
How tho Glub Workr
tswy 4 wodc (ll tim6 a year) you gei a free (])py o[ lh€ Club Bulktjn, wliich otgr you
dr l€aturd Seleclion plu5 a good choit ofAhrnaEs - all ol i 1'tst o con5efl?dv6.
t ll you want l|e featurd Seledron, donolhing. lt *ill c0me automainlly. * lf you
don\ want dr leaturd Seledion oryou do t|ant an Alteriate, indicate your \yish6 on tE
tundy card enciGd wi$ your Bulledn and retum it by de deadline daF. r Th maFrity
ol Chb b(J()k l|il h oltbd at XIy)dircoutt plus a dBrgr Ior shjpftr and tE dlii&
* A'r s@n a5 you buy and p6y for I bools at rqgiar Club pri€s, your membenhip nay
be rnded any time, ei$er by you or by dr Club. t lf you cler receive a l'eaErd ljelec-
don without iuvinS lud l0 daF to deide ifyou want iL yo{ nay retum ital Club e\pdlse
lor tull c.dil. * Oood s.rvb. No g)nputels! r TI|e Club will ofier reular SuFF
ba4ains, ftxtly at ?G$90 disrounti plu shipping ard hrndlin& SrFrbq4ains do llOT
srnt ulard hililling your Club obligation, bul do enabk you to buy fire books at give
away pric6. * Only one memhnhip er household.
'A great book. Others have recently made the same arSument.
. . . But Charles Munay's version . . . is particularly convincing.
He writes with flait but his tone is steadfastly nonpartisan; he
marshals an immense amount of data ... but never loses the
reader in numbers; and he never ventures a conclusion for
which he has not laid the most elaborate and convincing
groundwork. . . . By the time Mr. Murray gets around to conclu-
sions, even devotedly non-Reaganite yuppies will be ready to
agree. . . . James Coleman, the University of Chicago sociologist,
is quoted on the dust jacket . . . as saying'future disclrssions of
sociai policy cannot proceed without takint the arguments and
evidence of this book into account.' DusFiacket puffery is
notorious, but in this case the compliment is, if anything,
restrained. Mr. Murray's book is so well wrought that it is likely
to dominate those discussions well into the 198&." -Wall Street
loumal
"Murray unabashedly asserts that slashinS social sp€nding is the
greatest favor the Covemment can bestow upon the poor.. . .
Conservatives have made that argument before, but no one has
documented it as thoroughly as Mu'ray do*." Time
lnporlant for Chrislirns
Is welfarism the way to help the poor? The National
Council of Churches and the Catholic bishops think
so. This book leaves them with only their biases.
,",t"6-!':::,#!'*-','
fii*o*cu,B
15 Oakland Avenue . Harrison, NY 10528
Please accept my membership in the Club and send me, fre€ and
postpaid, Charles Muray's $23.95 vol]jtrne, Losing Ground- |
agree to buy 3 additional books at regular Club prices over the
next l8 months. I a.lso agree to the Club rules spelled out in this
coupon.
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there something inside you thot
dreods lrudging through life os it
is? Does the thought of o refresh-
ing opportuniiy perk up your in-
teresp Whot would it toke to
moke your life exciting?
Picketing ond protests were foreign'
to Anito L. Reno. brJt when she
come foce-to-foce with her per-
sonol occountobility to God, she
hod no choice.
t6
t8
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Here it 15...
The gift your pastor and missionary,
will never forget!
J Olfl r Jerry Falwell r Curtis Goldman I E. G. Robertson I
Bob Perryman r Rudy Johnson I Ken McCormick r
James O. Combs r Russell Johnson r Ken Lyles I
David Janney r Leland Kennedy r Jeff Adams I -
and the Old-Time Gospel Hour Trio
a t . . .
irrL *
Most Fundamentalist leaders around the world are convinced that Europe is one ofthe critical keys to worldwide evangelization.
For independent Baptists, Europe can be compared to the colossal oil and gas reserves of the Gteat North Sea, which until
recently were completely hidden and untapped with a potential of great worldwide significance.
Eurofokus '86, years in the planning, has been designed to meet the challenge of tapping into the enormous potential held
within the people of Europe.
You can join many hundreds ofindependent Baptist pastors, missionaries, and other church leaders as they set out to discuss
possible solutions that will help in reaching Europe on a far greater scale than is presently being accomplished.
The conclusions reached at Eu.rofokus '86 could change the course of worldwide evangelism as we know it today. At the
very least ir promises to be one of the most powerful, informative, fun-packed weeks ever offered to independent Baptists.
Eurofokus'86 we believe your presence can make a difference!
For more information writer Phil Brown, Eurofokus'86, Postboks 81,
4051 SOLA, Norway, or phone: 011-47-4-651408
- - ' - -  - - -  ^  t
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Glebrating Farnilv Life
FUMAMENTAUST
JOURNAL feanres articla
on marriage, family, chil-
dren, stres, forgivenes,
resolving conflicts,
divorce, guilt, and
a myriad of other
topics.
Ve tackle timely
and controversial
questions-when
necesary presenting
opposng !1e$, s0 you
can see how even the
experts disagree.
Take advantage of
this offer to have the
JOURNAL delivered to
your door at an un-
beatable price! As you
face the challenges
of daily living,
- .. 
./ ,
RJNDAMENTAT]ST
JOI.,T.NAL wll h
there helping
your
faith.
Family life
should be
celebrated
and
FUNDAMEN-
TAI]ST
JOURNAL will
help you do just
that. Subscribe
today.
you
snength-
l en
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Shimei's Dust
Chr is tmas was grea t !  Of  a l l  thc
scasons, I love Christmas best-old St.
N ick ,  p )um pudd ing ,  ches tnu ts  roas t -
ing. We had ail the best. I got ncw
covcrs for my Corvette. I bought rn1'
rvifc a gold chain, and rve really over'
did ourselves u ith thc gifts. You knou,
rvhat  I  love  bes t  about  Chr is tnas?
It 's the rvarm feeling I get rvhen I see
thc fanrily's faccs Iighl up as thcy operr
the i r  g i f t s .
You know hou ' the  B ib lc  sa ls  i t ' s
rrolc blessed to give than to receirc?
I t ' s  rea l l l  l ruc .  Our  company took  on
a spccial project this year. We each
ch ipped in  a  do l la r  and bought  a  neu
tc l l ' i s ion  lo r  a  need l  fami ly .  Thev  los t
thc i l  hone in  the  recent  f lood .  I  courc r
te l l  thev  u 'c rc  th r i l l cd .  The l  jus t  s tood
thcrc speechless. They asked us to
keep it unti l thcy cc.ruld find a place to
l i ve .
I  th ink  tha t ' s  the  rea l  sp i r i t  o f
Ch l is tmas.  We shou ld  make i t  a  par t
of er,erv ciav ol the vcar-not just
U ( , (  m b (  I  l ' .  l l  I h \ ' \ (  p e o p l c  \ \ h u  J r (
alrr a1's looking for handouts would gct
to rrork and share their incomc r,"' i th
o thers ,  rve  tou ldn ' t  need a l l  these
rrelfare prograns.
I  rvou ld  g i le  e \en  morc  i l  I  madc
nlorc. But thcn, I hale always been
pretlv generous. When I get back from
o t t r  H . r r r u i i . r n  \ i r ( . r l u n  i r r  g o i n g  t o  y r l
in ro lved in  char i tv  rvork .  There 's  a
group ln  ou f  to \ rn  s ta r l tng  a  ne \ \ ' sup-
l u r L  F r r J U n  t t r  h r l p  r i c t i m .  o [  r ' u p p i r
Ie rer ' ,  a  h igh lv  contag ious  d iseasc  tha t
. , t r r (  [ .  u \ ( r l L 1 i q ,  . ] 1 , ' p p r n g  r r r r l l i r ' . .
Shirr,- ' i
A  d c l i g h t . . .
I  anr  cnco i - r laged bv  the  [o r th l igh t
ness, candof, ancl confcssional spirit ol '
Ed  Dobson 's  nonth ly  a r t i c les .  What  a
de l igh t  I
I also read thc typical preacher's
l l r r  rn  o lher  ponu lar  Chr i . l i an  maEi r -
zincs, bu1 nonc is so heartening as your
Jottrnal.
I  g reu ,  up  a t  Moody Church .
Dr. Harrj '  Ironside was the pastor o[
m) vouth. I fell in love with thc Lord
and thc Scriptures during those for-
mative years. Latcr, I graduated from
Moody B ib le  Ins t i tu te ,  whcrc  bo th
loles l lerc stfengthcned.
In the early [ift ies I became disen-
chanted rvith Fundamentalism. The
ant i - in te l iec tua l ,  separa t is t i c ,  and
pug i l i . t i c . tancc  r . , ' I  rc r ra in  re rbr l  Fun-
damentalists embarrassed me. I have
n c r c T  f o r . 1  m o m c n l  l c l t  m 1  c o m m i t
mcnt to an Evangelical faith, including
mv f i rm s tand on  b ib l i ca l  iner ra r rcy , .
but I rcfused to be identif icd rvith a
movement that claimed to be true to
thc  Scr ip tu res  and ye t  was  love less .
I l  r o u r  m a p l z i n <  l 5  t e p r e s e n t a ' i \ ( .
, ,1  th t  r . , . r l  muod o f  Fundamrnta l i snr
9I
be
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today ,  perhaps  I  am a  c lose t -
Fundamentalist.
I have been a part of the Baptist
General Conference for approximateJy
20 years. It is a fellowship that has
been consistcnt in its Evangelicalcom
milment. I am humbled that God has
allorved me to servc its largest church
rhe.e  pa ' r  th |ec  re l r . .  Wc a | r '  her  ing
the time of our l ivesl God is on the
throne.
Keep up the good rvork.
Dan Baumann, Pastor
College Avenue Baptist Church
San D iego,  Ca l i fo rn ia
From cover to cover . . ,
As a pastor, I receive many reli-
gious magazines. The F un dane ntalis t
lotrrnal is the onlv magazine that I go
through from cover to cover.
I think the Joanrnl presents a good
( ros \  \cc l iL ,n  o [  idc r "  and thcrught .  in
.  u l rcn t  rc l ig iuus  rh ink ing .  I  appre .  i r t c
rour  5po l l igh l ing  o f  mcn,  chur .her .
and Christian colleges, even though
many ol then have opposed 1ou. You
hr rc  becn n los l  pencrou\  ro  g i r t  r ime
and space to opposing viewpoints.
Vanv o l  vuur  a r t i c les  have been rc r l
informative. You have selected toplcs
not found in most religious magazines
and have made me think in arca's I or -
dinarilv would not.
You have my praycrs and supportl
Duanc W. Smith, Pastor
B ib le  Bapt is t  Church
Mich igan C i ty ,  Ind iana
Valuable reading material . . .
Recently, while in a missignary's
library, I sa\\ the Fundamentalist
"/oiinrrrl for the first t imc. The articles
were ver} relcvant, attention-getting,
and thought-provoking. I rvas cspe-
cially attracted to the article on Con-
n  run  ism and Mar r ism 1Ju1y /Augus11.
Our  schoo l  campuses hr rc  a r r  in -
fi l trated with this godless ideology
and, sad to itay, nany are victims of
this demonic doctrine. It is vcrv good
r h e t  1 o u  p u h l i s h  r r r i c l c {  I i k c  t h i s .
Please accept my heartfelt appre-
, .  i r t ion  lo r  lour  mrgaz ine .  I be l i c lc  i t
is vely valuablc reading material for'
elery Chr-istian.
Sah,ador S. Caspil lo
Da\'ao Citv, Phil ippines
I cannot tell you enough about ho$
much I enjoy your magazine. Being a
pas t t  r  o [  r  b r  and-new church ,  I  t  .pc -
c ia l l y  en joy  read ing  about  o ther
pastors in vour proli le column.
John Auchtung, Pastor
Handen Baptist Church
Hamden, Connccticut
Absolutely right . . .
I have just completed an in-depth
studv of the Epistle of Jamcs in a
course on "The Practice of Biblical
Theology." Truman Dollar is abso-
lu te ly  r igh t -we must  deve lop  a
"Theology o[ the Poor" (October). I
think the Scriptures affirm our respon-
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"IT'9 FBOM THE PASTOR I+E ASKS
. / ' / . - -
sibility for the poor within our churches
and within the family of God.
Clifford E. Clark
Pastor Emeritus
Tulsa Baptist Temple
Tulsa, Oklahoma
To be commended . . .
Truman Dollar is to be commended
for his article "A Response to Aids" in
your November issue. With regard to
homosexuality and homosexuals, he
reminds us of the need to distinguish
our hatred of sin from our love for the
sinner. Nevertheless, he quite properly
used some variation of the word homo-
sexual  1or  rhe word i tse l f )e ight  t imes,
but never once used the word ga1, not
even when he spoke of the homosexual
community. He avoided substituting
good for evil and thereby set an exam-
ple which Christians would do well
to follow,
W. Ross Fraser
Westland, Michigan
Did it again . . .
Truman Dollar did it again. I hope
people read what he said in "A
Theology of the Poor" (October). He is
100 percent right on!
Sam Moore, President
Thomas Nelson Publishers
Nashville, Tennessee
Shortsighted judges . . .
The News Briefs section of your
November 1985 issue mentions that
the U.S. Court of Appeals has decided
that creation-science, even if it can be
fully supported by scientific evidence,
must not be taught in public school
since it is also a religious belief.
The judges seem to have been some-
what shortsighted. Since science and
true religion are both involved with
truth, they are certain to agree where
they overlap. Therefore, to be anti-
religious can also be antiscientific.
In the 1600s the discoveries of
Galileo, the great Italian scientist, were
opposed because they disagreed with
religious beliefs of the time. The situa-
tion has reversed. It appears that now
scientific beliefs will be suppressed
because they cgree with religious
beliefs. It would all seem absurd if it
were not so senous.
Charles R, Yoder
LaGrange, Indiana
We welcome your comments and.
will include them in You Said It as
space petmits-subject to condensation
at the discretictn of the editorial staff.
-
You ve seen fi lms that show
how the Lord has used the famous
athlete, famous musician, and famous
p o l i t i c i a n . . .
Now see the film that
shows howfu canuse the
ORIDIITARY
He can't make the pros.
He can't sing.
He can't preach.
WhgdidGodputthe
ordi,nuv Christi,an on
P\anet EartLt?
What happens when an
ordinaryguywho has
made Christ the Lord of
his "rel igion" suddenly
makes Him Lord of his
career, of his free
t ime. . .oJh i , sL iJe?
T0Minutes
Rental$70.00
Arai lable from t our kx alChfist ian f i lm
olstnDulor {)r:
Day Star Prcductions
Dept.I tG,32aj S \\ ' i l lc Avonue.
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JERRY FATWELI CCMMENIS
Make the Most of Your Advantage
l l around our rvorld there are
people rvho knou' no absolutes,
rvho do not knorv right from
rvrong, good from bad, truth from
error. But as Christians we do knou,.
We face thc challenge of the Nerv Year
uith a definite advantage. Wc knorv
rvhom u'e har,e believed, and u,e knorv
rvhat He has rrritten because we have
the Bible, the Word o[ God. We can
counr  un  bas ic  b ib l i ca l  r ru  Ihs  anJ  pr in -
ciples as rve nove into the future.
God says repeatedlv in His Word,
" I f  lou  do  tha t ,  I  w i l l  do  th is . "  Wc can
depend on Him to kecp His promises.
While I cannot give you a "magic for-
mu la"  fo r  success  in  th is  l i fe ,  I  do
know that i[ 1,ou l ir,e bv the principles
o f  Scr ip tu re ,  God rv i l l  b less  1ou.
H e r e  i r  : r  f u n J r m r n l r l .  l u u r - p u i n l
plan to hclp you realize God's bcst
i n  1 9 8 6 .
"Presenl your bodies a l iving sacri
f ice, holy, acceptable unto God, rvhich
is your reasonable service." God rvants
1'ou bodv, soul, and spirit. You are His
proper ty ;  acknowlcdgc  H is  lo rdsh ip .
Prcscnt  your  ta len t ,  your  t ime,  your
treasure, everything you have. Present
yourself to the Lord as a moment by
moment ,  l i v ing  sacr i f i ce  to  God.
Do not be fooled bl thc philosophv
of thc rvorld by allorving yourself to bc
motivated by monev, power, or pres
tige. God u'ants you lo u,in in l i fe, but
He rvants you to har e the propcr moti-
Yation, that in,,vinning you bring glorv
to  H im,  no t  to  yourse l f .
God is  a lways  r igh t .  H is  rv i l l  i s
aluays good for you. Commit yoursell
to  H im.
Prepare for the Christian life. Drscr-
pline yourself to read the Bibie through
a l  l ( a \ t  u n c r  a  y e a r  . l r  h r .  r l l  l h c  i n -
tormation you nccd to knorv to obey
the  Lord ,  Io  kn , r r r  uha l  He rvanr ' .
Why are you in church on Sunday?
Becausc there is a Scripture that says,
"Not forsaking the assembling of our,
seh'es together." Whl do you give tithes
and offerings, the tithe being thc first
tenth ol your total incomc? Bccause the
Scripture says, "Bring ye all the tithes
in to  the  s to rehouse.  .  .  and  provc  mc
lO Fundomentolist. lournol
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lJod wants vou to win
in life, but He
wants you to have the
proper motivation,
that in winning
you bring glory to Him,
nol to voutsefi,
now herewith, saith the Lord of hosts,
if I rvil l  not open you the windorvs of
hcaven, and pour you out a blessil ig,
that there shall not be room enough to
receive it." Why do you read your
Bibie on a regular basis? Because there
is a vcrsc that says, "Study to shew
thyself approved unto God, a u,orkman
that needeth not to be ashamed, rightly
dividing the word of truth." Why do
you spend time every day praying?
B c c r u q c  l h c  S r r i p l u r c  5 d ) \ .  P r l l i n g
alu,a1's, rvilh all prayer and supp)ica
tion." Why do you sharc yr-rur faith
u , i th  o thers?  Because the  Scr ip tu rc
says, "Go yc into all the rvorld, and
prcach the gospel to every crealurc."
Look ro Cod . WorJ fur in,'t rur t iun
on how to be a preparecl Christian. Be
cun5 i 'Lcn l  in  chur . '  h  . r r  t cnJrn ,  c ,  g i r  -
ing, Bible-reading, prayer, and rvitness
ing. They arc all part of the prepara-
tion process to makc vou a fit servant
of God.
Learn God's priorities for your life.
F i rs t ,  deve lop  your  rc la t ionsh ip  w i th
Him. Spend timc every day belbre Him
and with Him privately in His prcscncc.
Thc priority of the Christian is to learn
uho Chr i . t  i i .  Pru l  5  Brca l  , . - ,b .e r ' i . - ,n
rvas to know Christ and the pon'er of
His Rcsurrection and the fellou,ship of
H is  su l le r ings .  Cet t ing  to  knorv  thc
Lord Jesus Christ must bc vour fl irst
priority. If $hat you arc doing so in-
volves your time that 1'ou are unable
to read the Bible and pray and attend
church and seek Christ f irst, vou need
to change your schedule. Your prrorr
t ies  a rc  ou t  o f  o rdcr .  Unt i l  you  gc t
uncler control and make room for God
and seck His kingdom first, you u'i l l
fa i l  in  a l l  o f  l i fe .
Your lamill- is your second priorit l.
Mr  respons ib i l i r r  to  mr  hmi l r  super -
sedes any responsibil i ty I have to nv
congregation. I love every member, but
there rvil l  never be a debate on the
issuc if cvcr thcy comc bctrvccn mc
and mv lamily. I rvould not even pray
about  i t .  My b ib l i ca l  ob l iga t ion  is  tha t
my rvi[e is f irst in my ]i ie under God,
and our  th ree  ch i id ren  are  nex t .
Get ] 'our priorit ies in order. First
God, then family, and after that your
work or ninistly. You can havc thcnr
all i i  you kccp them in order. l l  you get
them out of order, vou u'i l l  lose thcnr
all. You have to decide u,helhcr you
u,an t  them a l lo r  none o f  them.  l f  vou
stalt blorving your famiil apart, and
b l o r r i n g  r o u r  J u t i c s  d l  \ \ o r k ,  b l o \ i n B
your rclationship to God, pretty soon
you look up one night, and you do not
have anl ol them.
Determine that you will persevere.
Pau l  sa id ,  " l  can  do  a l l th ings  th rough
Christ u,hich strengtheneth me." Thcrc
arc days rvhcn )'ou gct up and vou do
not  scc  horv  th is  u i l l  r vork ,  o r  tha t  r , , i l l
come out. All you can do is u,alk by
fa i th .  You cannot  see the  l igh t  a t  thc
end of the tunnel, but you scc thc l ight
at your leet-the lanrp of the Word of
God,  thc  l cadcrsh ip  o i  the  Ho ly  Sp i r i t .
As you take one step at a timc, the Iight
prccedes you. You do not havc to scc
u'herc yc.ru arc going, ) 'ou iust nced to
knorv rvho is lcading you. When vou
l r .  \ \ r l k i n !  r r i t h  C r . , d ,  H s  r r i l l  n e r c r
put more on you than you can bear.
Present yourse)f and allvou havc tcr
God. Prepare yoursell to serve Him.
C c t  l u u t  p t  i o r i t i t  '  . l r r i E h r .  D (  t ( r m i r (
to persevere. God rvants you to bc a
winner. He docs not havc any loscrs.
H , .  l l r r r r  '  \ ' r u \ ( ' :  u \  l u  l t i u m p h  i n
TChr is t .  A lways !
"This Sermon Will Change Your Life"
Chuck Millhuff is an evangelist
with headquarters in a suburb of
Kansas City called Olathe, Kansas.
His crusade ministry has taken him
ali over the world for more than 20 years.
When Cod gare him lhe Giting Lir.
ing" message, Chuck had no idea how the
message would be used to further the cause
of Christ. To date, over $40 million has
been raised through the preaching of thrs
sermon in many different pulpits.
The prernise of the message is that one must
give to get to give again. The message has benefited not only the churches in which it
has been oreached. but also the lives of millions of believers who have followed these
orincioles.
Chuck believes that God wants him to open his schedule and be available to preach "Giving
Living" in churches for stewardship banquets, Sunday sen'ices, and crusades.
OVER $40,000,000 RAISED
ffi
TTIROUGH ITTEPREACHING OF IIIIS STRMON
"There is no greater message on the biblical principles of giving and stewardship
than 'Giving Living.
"Chuck has preached this message three times at Thomas Road Baptist Church and God
has used'Giving Living'each time to challenge our congregation and televisron viewers
to nerv levels ol giving.
"Each time he has preached this message, we have trulv seen an explosion. Chuck is,
rvithout a dc-rubt, one of the greatest pulpiteers alive today.
"If you want to challenge your people to nerv levels of giving, I highly recommend Chuck
Millhuff and 'Givine Livinp."'
-Jerry Falwell
Speaking arrangements lor stewardship banquets, meetings, or reviva]s can be made by contacting:
Millhulf Ministries r Box 160 r Olarhe, Kansas 66061 . (913) 764.0000
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these hate groups have become heavily
armed paramilitary organizalions that
specialize in guerrilla warfare.
Violence: Tlreir Solution In shockins
resemblance to Hitler, these groups of-
fer their solutions to the world's orob-
Iems-violence. These groups will be
satisfied with nothing less than the ex-
portation and elimination of all non-
whites in America-Jews, Blacks, Ori-
entals. and Hisnanics.
A Christian Perspective. The theol-
ogy, attitude, hatred, and violence of
these "Identity" groups are an affront
to the teaching and spirit of Jesus
Christ. They must be exposed for what
they are-religious bigots who know
nothing of the spirit of Jesus Christ.
They have twisted the Scriptures, dis-
torted the truth, and manipulated the
prejudices of people toward their own
depraved beliefs. They are not Chris-
tian, humanitarian, or rational, They
hate thei r  ne ighbor  ins lead o l  lov ing
him. They are known for their violence,
not their love.
A Christian Response. First, we
ought to be informed about these hate
groups. Second, we ought to expose
them for what they are and what they
believe. They are neither Fundamental-
ists nor Christians. Third, we ought to
support law enforcement agencies rn
their battle to bring many of these
groups to justice. Fourth, we ought to
support Jews, Blacks, and all threat-
ened nonwhite people, to protect their
freedoms and ours, ro defend their
dignity and our own. In doing these
things, we will l ikely become the recipi-
ents of "Identity" hatred. Sheldon Emry,
from Phoenix, Arizona, charged that,
"Some of the Identity Christians are still
fooled by Falwell and others like him
who get the confidence and trust of
Christians by mouthing patriotic slG
gans, opposing obvious and open crimes,
and who then preach that being a Chris-
tian or a patriot is si,nony'rnous ( ic) with
praising and supporting the anti-Christ
Jews."
We must take our stand againsr
religious and racial bigotry, because it
is anti-biblical, anti-Christian, anti-
humanitarian, and anti-American! I
Thou Shalt Hate Thy Neighbor
by Edward Dobson
illiam Potter Gale is a re-
tired army colonel who
served with General Douglas
MacArthur in the Philippines. He is
founder and "pastor" of the Ministry of
Christ Church in Mariposa, California.
Although he claims to be a "pastor" of
a "Christian" church, he is not a pastor
and his church is certainly not Chris-
tian. In 1983 radio station KTTZ-FM in
Dodge City, Kansas, broadcast one of
his messages. The following is an ex-
cerpt from that message.
Yes, we're gonna cleanse our
land. We're gonna do it with a
sword. And we're gonna do it with
violence. "Oh," they say, "Reverend
Gale, you're teaching violence."
You better start making dos-
siers, names, addresses, phone
numbers, car license numbers, on
every damn Jew rabbi in this land,
and every Anti-Defamation League
leader or J.D.L. leader in this land,
and you better start doing it now.
And know where he is. If you have
to be told any more than that,
you're too damn dumb to bother
wi th.
Such is the language and message
of a so-called minister. Gale is part of
a small but dangerous collection of
American organized hate groups. His
church is part of a movement known
as the "Identity Churches." These
churches, along with the Posse Com-
itatus, the Christian Defense League,
Aryan Nations, the Christian Patriots
Defense League, certain parts of the
Ku Klux Klan, and Neo-Nazi groups,
all share a common theological belief
and a hatred for nonwhites and Jews.
These groups present themselves as
biblical examples of Christianity, but
true Christians must expose them for
what they really are-racial bigots
who are neither biblical nor Christran.
Anglo-Israelism: Their Identity.
"ldentity" churches practice a theology
called Anglo-lsraelism. They teach that
white Anglo-Saxons are God's chosen
people and compose the l0 lost tribes
of Israel. They speak of the "rrue idenri-
fication of Israel," claiming that Great
Britain and America are the Holy Land
12 FundomentolistJournol
L*du, of organized
hate groups preach
white superiority
and promote intense
hatred. Many are heauily
armed paramilituy
organizations,
and they are the true descendants of
Israel. Thev believe that God's promises
to Israelare fulfil led in them and that
the Jews, who are represented in Judah,
are recipients of all curses given in the
Old Testament.
Racial Hatred: Their Theology. The
leaders of these organized hate groups
preach a doctrine oI white superiority
and promote intense hatred against all
nonwhites. Thomas Arthur Robb, direc-
tor of The White Peoples' Committee to
Restore God's Laws and editor of ly're
Torch, wrttes
The law of God as set forth in
the Holy Bible is the only cure for
the black plague and Jew parasites
that are destroying our race and
nation. Will you be the next victim
in this age-old battle between the
Children of Darkness (Jews) and
the Children of Light (the White
race).
Apocalyptic Paranoia: Their Moti-
vation. Many of the "Identity" followers
believe that there will be a major war
between the races in America. Accord-
ing to them, this war will be followed
by an attack on America by the Soviet
Union. They believe that only the "Iden-
tity" followers will survive, and they
will build a "New Israel" in Amerrca.
This apocalyptic vision of impending
doom precipitales a paranoia o[ every
person and group not associated with
their movement. Consequently, many of
lf you care whether America
livesordies.,.
WATCH:
Sure, it's easy to ignore our na-
tion's problems. But as a famous
historian once said, "The only thing
necessary for evil to triumph is for
good men to do nothingi Today,
our country is facing a crisis.
America: You're Too Young To Die
is a special oresentation about our
future, the hope of our children and
the destiny of our country. ltshows
how you can make a difference in
returning America to the values
that made this nation great.
AilIERICA:YOU'RE TOOYOUNG TO DlE.
Watch your local newspaper or TV Guide for
January airdate, time and channel.
..,.,*W{.
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Resolutions
by loxathan Edwards
t That I will do whatsoever I think to be most lo the glory of God and my own good profit, and pleasure, in the
whole of my duration; without any consideration of the time.
'f, to do whatever I think to be my duty, and most for rhe good and advantage of mankind in general.
't N"u.r to lose one moment of time, but to improve it in the most profitable way I possibly can.
.t To liu. with all my might while I do live.
't N.u.. to do anything which I should be afraid to do if it were the last hour of my life.
'i to b. endeavoring to find out fit objects of liberality and charity.
.f, N.u". to do anything out of revenge.
.?. N"u". to suffer the least motions of anger toward irrational beings.
.i fhat f will live so as I shall wish I had done when I come to die.
'?. to liu. so at all times, as I think is best in my most devout frames, and when I have the clearest notions of
the things of the gospel and another world.
.?. To maintain the strictest temperance in eating and drinking.
.l N"u". to do anything which, if I should see in another, I should count a just occasion to despise him for, or
to think any way the more meanly of him.
.t N"u", to ruy unything at all against anybody, but when it is perfectly agreeable to the highest degree of Chris-
tian honor, and of love to mankind, agreeable to the lowest humility and sense of my own faults and failings,
and agreeable to the golden rule; often, when I have said anything against anyone to bring it to, and try it strictly
by,  rhe test  o f  th is  resolut ion.
,l In narrations, never to speak anything but the pure and.simple verity.
-t To inquire every night, as I am going to bed, wherein I have been negligent-what sin I have committed-and
wherein I have denied myself; also, at the end of every week, month, and year.
'?- N"u". to allow the least measure of any fretting or uneasiness at my father and mother. Resolved, to suffer
no effects of it, so much as in the least alteration of speech, or motion of my eye; and to be especially careful
of it wirh respect to any of our family.
'i On the supposition that there never was to be but one individual in the world at any one time, who was properly
a complete Christian, in all respects of a right stamp, having Christianity always shining in its true lustre, and
appearing excellent and lovely, from whatever part and under whatever character viewed: Resolved, to act as
I would do if I strove with all my might to be that one who should live in my time.
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Liberty Home Bible Institute
Dept. 1047
Lynchburg, VA 24514
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mY frer, inlornration packet.
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Cirv s ta te_  z tp  _
by Carlton P. Gleason, Sr.
"I,VF.frl";[?]:T'
Jesus told the disciples in the Upper
Room (John l6:23). This most precious
of promises was followed by the com-
ment, "Hitherto have ye asked nothing
in my name: ask, and ye shall recerve,
that your joy may be full." Failure to
understand just what constitutes pray-
ing in Jesus' name has resulted in
failure to bring the miracle-working
power of God as an effective force into
the lives and experiences of professed
believers.
Until that hour in the Upper Room,
rhe disciples had asked nothing in
Jesus' name. They, as the Master, had
worshiped and prayed in the temple
according to the [,aw through the blood
sacrifices of animals as administered
by the earthly priesthood. What had
changed ?Jesus u as about to be cruci-
fiedl He was to become the ultimate
and eternal sacrifice for all sin, for all
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men, for all time. He as God's High
Priest was to sacrifice Himself. The
veil o[ the temole was to be rent in
twain, and all mankind was to have
.Fraver that moves the
hand of God was made
possible by our Lord's
supreme sufrender
of Himself,
open access to God through Christ.
Praying in Jesus' name became the
avenue of approach to God and the
assurance that our prayers would be
answered because of the death, burial,
and Resurrection of our Lord Jesus
Christ.
Praying in Jesus' name is not just
a "tag" we put on as an addendum to
our prayers. Neither is it spiritualized
"name dropping" inserted to impress
God. Praying in Jesus' name involves
two crucifixions, His and our own! The
shedding of His blood provided our ac-
cess to God. Our self-crucifixion makes
His Crucifixion available to us. Pravcr
that moves the hand of God was mide
possible by our Lord's supreme sur-
render of Himself. We too must be
totally surrendered to the will of God
as we understand it. In James 5:16 wc
read, "The effectual fervent prayer of
a righteous man availeth much." Also
in James 4:3 we are warned, "Ye ask,
a_nd receive not, because ye ask amiss,
that ye may consume lt upon your
lusts." What was wronq with such
prayer? Those "asking ariiss" had not
experienced their own crucifixion. In
compassion and wisdom, God will not
answer prayers that are not for our
good and His glory. I have learned to
pray, "Lord, I'm not trying to deceive
You. You know what I want. You know
my desire, my request. But only You
know whether or not this is consistent
with Your will for me. If this request
is not in keeping with what You know
to be best, then I really do not want it
to be." God has honored many such
prayers with positive answers. At other
times He has left me to wait and trust.
However, He has frequently taken
away all interest and desire for that
which had seemed so important to
me. We are not wise enough to know
exactly what is best unless it is clearly
stated in His Word, or we have been
given direct assurance through His in-
dwelling Spirit.
As in most situations, there are
ditches on both sides of the road. On
one extreme are those who believe that
praying in Jesus' name obligates God
to give them everything they ask for, if
their faith is strong enough. Requests
that are consistent with the will of God
are no problem to them, but tragedy
occurs when God in His loving wisdom
does not grant their desire. Friends
who hold similar interpretations of the
promise chide them for their lack of
laith. Their confidence in themselvcs,
and even in God, is undermined. Jesus
Himself prayed in the garden, "If it be
possible, let this cup pass from me."
The cup was not removed from Him,
and He did not lose faith in the Father's
love or power, for He knew the purpose
and will of the Father when He prayed.
"Not my will, but thine, be done" is the
oraver of the crucified life.
- 
in the ditch on the other side of the
road we find those who pray with such
a lack of confidence and assurance that
their prayer is hardly more than mere
wishful thinkins. Their faith has been
so undermined 6y the possibility that
God may not grant their request that
their prayer becomes ineffectual. "Not
my will, but thine, be done" should
never become the conditioning for
defeat nor the excuse for unanswered
oraver. We can stand assured that
*h.n *" p.ay u""ording to the will of
God, He hears, He will answer, and all
hell cannot prevent our receiving our
reouests.
How can we know when to stand in
faith on an issue ? How can we entertain
the possibility that God might not wish
to answer our prayer as we prayed it,
yet not lose faith or confidence? The
secret involves our own crucifixion!
When we die to self in total surrender
to God. we lose our shallow, humanistic
self and find our true Christ-centered
self. We enthrone Him within, and His
Spirit directs our thoughts and mont-
tors our prayer. We can then say with
Paul in Galatians 2:20, "I am crucified
with Christ: nevertheless I live; yet not
I, but Christ liveth in me: and the life
which I now live in the flesh I live by
the faith of the Son of God, who loved
me, and gave himself for me." We have
this assurance in Romans 8:26, "The
Soirit also helneth our infirmities: for
wi know not what we should pray for
as we ought but the Spirit itself mak-
eth intercession for us with groanings
which cannot be uttered." We are
further assured in verse 27 that the
Spirit makes intercession for the saints
accordins to the will of God. Those
who are 6orn of the Spirit, filled with
the Spirit, can be led by the Spirit.
Such a wonderful relationship with
our living Lord is not the blessing of
only a privileged few. It is to be the
norm of all born-again believers.
Jesus was born to die that we might
live. We in tum should die to ourselves
that He might live in us. One Jewish
maiden was honored by God to provide
a human body for Jesus, the Christ,
that He might die. Each of us has the
high honor before God of providing
Him a body through which He can live.
God the Father, God the Son, in the
person of God the Holy Spirit wish to
walk the earth in our shoes. Our lord
wants to complete His redemption of
the world through us. I thrill at the
words of that Gaither song, "Oh to be
His hand extended, reaching out to the
oppressed. Let me touch Him, let me
touch Jesus that others may know and
be blest!" Our Lord would love the
unlovely through our hearts, would lift
the burdens of the oppressed with our
hands, run missions of mercy with our
feet, look with compassion through
our eves. How wonderful if the world
looking on could see Jesus, the livrng
Jesus, alive in usl I believe that if we
will truly let Jesus teach us how to
pray in the Spirit, we can pray the
prayers God is longing to answer.
Jesus did Dav it all. He was cruci-
fied to provide.' for all who will sur-
render io Him, direct access to the
Father that we may truly pray in Jesus'
name.
I Carlton P. Gleason, Sr.. is a retirei
oastor and administrator. He holds a
b.A. from Eastern Nazarene College in
Quincy, Massachusetts.
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by Brent D. Earbs
Gl hakespeare refashioned a ohrase
S from Ho-.r's lldad, and it has
17 become a famous line in King
lohn, III: "LiIe is as tedious as a twice-
told tale, vexing tlre dull ear of a dmwsy
man."
One of the subtlest canlers Chns-
tians face is boredom. The dull. un-
eventful pace of routine can grip life at
its throat, and choke out the fresh
breath of zeal. Uninterestins sameness
has a drying effect on oud;ok. Doing
th:,sarje things over.and over again,
wlrn tne same people, tn the same
places, and in the same old ways can
take the sparkle out of life. The iuture
loses its luster.
od wonB ur to
liYe lifc cr il wcs
ncent !o l.3-
brrr|itg wilhforrrldp
of nrrirg uatcl
ovdowiq oul ctp.
_ 
Monotony may be a greater threat
thal y-o!r thin}. When people grow
tired of dullness tlre old niture is prone
to struggle for atrention. Our ihrill-
filled world shouts aloud a message of
Eqto. The road of temptation gers
wtoer.
Business as usual can grow unbear-
able. Deep within boils thdplot to make
a great escape. The frustrated are liable
to try anything to get out of their rut.
Virtually no area of life is exemnt from
the commonolace.
You might be surprised, even
alarmed, at the army oi people who
battle boredom. Mariiases ofien turn
stale because couples f&get to pump
m new utalrty throwh communication,
triendship, and sharing. Then they
wonder why they have become tired ol
each other. Schoolwork has its own
special grade of tedium. perhaps none
complains of boredom more tlan the
anxious teenager. Workers have another
brand of boredom-fatigue. So it has
been said we are a generition of clock-
watchers. Commercials ing a message
T
that sticks: "Turn it loose, tum it loose,
tum it loose tonight. . . . Dont hold baclq
turn it loose tonight!" We do not want
to Iisten, but we cannot help hearine.
Church and Christian livirig are jus-t
as vulnerable, maybe -ore so.l"ache.t
grow weary of iheir Sunday school
classes; bus ministers tire of their
menial tasks; music ministers battle to
keep life in the services, and asainst an
onslaught of.unfit contemporail songs;
laymen ta lnto a sorl ot slow motion
when-left unfed and unchallenged by
preaching; and pastors lose 
-heart.
When the abundant life in Chrisr is lost
in 
-the ordinary, a wilderness journeyis fast approaching. The Bible calls it
luKewafinness-
How about you? Do you long for
some zesty change of scenery? Is there
something inside you that dreads tmdg-
ing through life as it is? Does th!
thought of a refreshing opportunity
perk up your interest? Has blandness
c_aught up with you? If any of these.
things are so, what would it take ro
make your life excitins?
Thit last question Is very impor.
tant. A false enthusiasm ofteniecomes
the choice of people eaqer for adven-
ture. This is one'reasoi Charismatrc
groups attract crowds. With a manu-
factured hoopla they invite people who
are trapped in the drab to visit the
world of sensationalism. The sad fact
is their dramatics are all too often far
from authentic.
. 
Whatever area of living we apply
this to, the fleshlv, carnal aioroaid t6
eternal youth, freshness, ani vitality is
ever-tempting. From sports cars to
sports stars the crave for thrills pangs
in us all one way or another. Whi-ie
some are conteni to be plainly dull,
most of us are hungry for criioncss.
We want a rejuvenaiei exuberance rn
our relationships, our home life. our
daily walk, and our communion with
God.
The only genuine path to freedom
from boredom leads toward a deeper
relationship with Jesus Christ. He
says, "I am come that they misht have
life, and that they mieht haviit more
abundantly" (Joln l0:10). He larer
built on this theme by teachins. "l am
the vine, ye are the branches . .1. These
things have I spoken unto yol, that my
Joy mrgnr rematn ln you, and that yourjoy might be full" (John l5:5,1t).
Jesus invigorates all of life. An inti-
mate_friendship with Him is necessary
to refuel everything that gives life pur-
pose. I am not talking about religion or
churchmanship. "Deeper life" people,
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brimming with theological expertise,
frequently miss the spirit of truth.
Believers need a daily adventure in the
Word of God, and then before the
Throne of Grace in their quiet time, an
opportunity to yield all to Christ that
ne may Dnng newness.
Listen to the words of Paul describ-
ing the vitality we should be experienc-
ing. "As Christ was raised up from the
dead by the glory of the Father, even
so we also should walk in newness of
life" (Rom. 6:4). He said it this way to
the Corinthians who had lost motiva-
tion to serve: "Therefore if any man be
in Christ, he is a new creature: old
things are passed away; behold, all
things are become new" (2 Cor.5:17).
That verse is not for new converts only!
It is lor every believer.
We cannot help but feel Paul knows
something we do not when he says,
"For me to Iive is Christ, and to die is
gain" (Phil. l:21). That kind of efferves-
cence does not radiate from us. Just a
minute, though, before you get the
wrong idea. Paul was not a thrill-
seeker. He did not rely on strange
manifestations to set his Christianity
afire. In fact, Paul's demanding sched'-
ule could be classified as extremely
tedious. Exactly what was it that madi
his life so hrll? He reveals it in startling,
but challenging sirnplicity: "That I may
know him, and the power of his resur-
rection . . . I press toward the mark for
the prize of the high calling of God in
Christ Jesus" (Phil.3:10,14). Jesus was
Paul's all in all.
God wants us to live resurrection
lives! He wants life to be red-hot with
fervor. He does not want us bogged
down and defeated in spirit. The Lord
Jesus makes it oossibli for us to live
life as it was meant to be-burstins
with fountains of livins water overi
flowing our cup.
The disciples had a constant flow
of enthusiasm and freshness in their
daily companionship with the Lord.
Whether on the Mount of Olives, or in
the synagogues confronting Pharisees,
or on hillsides feeding thousands, or
answering their questions born from
confusion, Jesus brought spice to life.
Notice I did not say smoothness, nor
did I say uncomplicated. There were
stormy blasts and parabolic riddles,
but at least each day presented the ex-
traordinary and unpredictable.
So then, there is no substitute for
close contact with Christ in battline
boredom. When we forget the indweli
ing Spirit, and the splendor of being
able to confide freely in Almighty God,
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living loses its edge. When personal
intimacy with Christ is out of focus,
days blur into weeks. Everything seems
lne same.
Some other boredom-breakers may
help rekindle this central flame. Pro-
vided they are only a supplement to the
actual 
.relationship, these tips canDnng zlng:
Break routine occasionally. Routine
is not bad; it is good. It leads to con-
sistent progress. But when routine
, ,
€epel lih"
people,
bdnniry
with theologiccl
exp€ilirG, frcqucndy
nls the cptdt of trudl.
Bclievers necd to yield
oll to Ghdst trcl lle|noy hing newncos.
becomes rut, everything has a way of
digging in. Preventing this is not hard.
Just switch things around a little bit.
Major changes may not be the key.
Perhaps variety will give you the punch
you neeq.
Get away from it all. Vacations,
retreats, camps, and such are a breath
of fresh air. Jesus made timely use of
getting away from pressures. He took
His disciples aside privately for a day,
maybe two. The idea is to find some
serenity, a place to relax and unwind.
During these times one should seek
special spiritual and physical recuper-
ation. Uninterrupted nourishment from
the Word, while apart from the usual
rigors of life, can rinew the well-berng
of the whole person. When you return,
reborn ardor will replace the musty
odor of the unchanged.
Redlscover precious truths. People
commonly grow weary with the Chris-
tian walk. I have known some who
behaved as if they were machines. Hav-
ing been programmed with the essen-
tial truths, they became unresponsive
to anything they had already learned.
They were mechanical, fulfilling the
outward "obligations" of being a Chris-
tian. However, inwardly, life-giving
truth had gotten old. Look out when
God's Word gets dull to you! God's
Book is alive through the Holy Spirit,
who quickens it. Whenever we get
bored with previously discovered truth
we need a new treasure hunt in old
gold mines. Let God's Spirit roll the
stone away, so repressed promises can
e_scape the graveclothes we have grven
Inem.
Reach out to the lost. Few thinss
evoke heart-thumps like witnessin-g.
Every person being different guaran-
tees a unique situation each time you
share your testimony with the unsaved.
Those who have become bored with win-
ning souls have let their love for the
lost ebb low. Evanselism has become
a chore rather than-a challenee. Break
out of methodology in witnesiing. Try
some new approaches, but be prepared
for these golden opp,ortunities. Nothing
puts a.shine on life. like seeing a sin-
ner Derng Dorn agarn.
Disciple a new convert. Have you
ever listened to new believers talk?
They do not talk; they babble. Have
you ever noticed how they smile? They
do not smile; they glow. Then, of coursc,
there flows a never-ending river of
questions. New converts are so eager
to learn. They have the wonder of a
child. That is what bored Christians
are lacking. By spending time in fel-
lowship the mature believer can give
the young in Christ some goals to shoot
for, while the enthusiastic convert un-
knowingly will rub off some sparkle on
the worn-out saint. Both are sood for
each other.
Unfortunately, some people are
satisfied with mediocrity. They do not
want to move any faster than slow;
they do not want to answer any other
way than "no"; they do not want to
face any hurdle but low. They are not
bored. They are boringl Their spiritual
blood pressure barely registers, and
their vision is nearsighted. They think
the preacher is always talking to some-
body else. They mistake apathy for con-
tentment, and ritual for spirituality.
Let it not be so with us. When bore-
dom creeps in let's not "turn it loose."
Rather, let's "tune it" to Christ. Then
we might be able to refashion the words
of Shakespeare's King John to some-
thing like: "Life is as challenging as a
first-sought adventure, thrilling the
heart of a Spirit-filled man."
I Brent D. Earles, seminar speaker
and author of several popularbooks,
holds a B.A. from Open Door Bible
College in Kansas City, Kansas.

he Bible is clear concerning
the absolule protection to be
afforded human life. An urbom
child is a human life, an unrepeatable
miracle. God's care and concern for
the unborn is clearly expressed rn
P s a l m  1 3 9 : 1 3 - 1 6 :  " F o r  t h o u  h a s t
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possessed my reins: thou hast covered
me in m1' mother's womb. I will prarse
thee;  for  lam lear lu l l l  and r tonder-
fully made: marvellous are thy rvorks;
and that my soul knoweth right well
\4)  sub5tance was nol  h id I rom thee.
uhen I was made in secret, and cu-
riously wrought in the lowest parts of
the earth. Thine eyes did see n.ry
substance, yet being unperfect; and in
thy book all my members were u'rit"
ten,  u 'h ich in  cont inuance were
fashioned, rvhen as yet there was none
of them."
The unborn child is the most helP-
Iess of the helpless, Deep within the
womb, each one is viewed and loved by
the Father. The Giver of Life knorvs the
litt le one is growing and developing
according to a precise genetic pattern
tha t  marve lous ly  sprang in to  be ing  a l
the moryent of conception.
Yet, how does secular society, and
even some Christians, view the un'
I
born ? An article in Newsweek (January
14, 1985) reveals lhe pro-choice atti '
tudc toward the unborn-  a v ierv in
t 0 t a l  a n t i t h e s i s  t o  t h e  b i b l i c a l
perspectlve:
It is one thing for the born to
recognize the unborn as humar.,
however, and quite another for
society to vest them with moral
or legal rights as persons. "I
don't think abortion is ever
wrong," argues psychiatrist and
anthropologist Virginia Aber'
nathy of Vanderbilt University's
School of Medicine. "As long as
an individual is completely
dependent upon the mother, it's
not a person." In this view, which
is shared by other pro-choice
theorists, an individual becomes
a person only when he or she
becomes a responsible moral
agent-around the age of three
or four, in Abernathy's judgment.
Unt i l  then,  she th inks,  in fants-
l ike [e tuses-are nonpersons.
Defective children, such as those
with Down's syndrome, ma,
never become persons. The claim
they have on people, she says, is
compassion, not a moral right to
life: "Compassion is always very
important, but [it] loses when
weighed against the rights o[ a
person.
On January 22, 1973, abortion-on-
demand bccame a legal option for the
women of America. Until then, the
church had been relatively quiet and
unconcerned over the equal rights
and pro-abortion movements. We had
looked on smugly at what we wrongly
believed was just a bunch of harmless
"kooks" and misguided misfits. Roe r,.
l4/ade belatedly brought us to our
senses. Since then, covered beneath a
bloody sea of senseless rhetoric, more
than 15 million babies have been killed
through abortion.
Pro-abortionists have developed an
extensive lexicon of deluding jargon
and slogans. Shortly after the Roe v.
l4/,idc dcci:ion shocked moral Amcrica
arvake in a strong anti-abortion reac-
tion, the pro-abortionists attempted to
c o n f u s e  t h e  i s s u e  b y  l a b e l i n g
themselves pro-choice.
Prochoice grew out of the dual argu-
ment that (a) a woman has the absolute
final right of choice over her ou'n body,
and (b) every child should be a wanted
child. Wherher or nol the uoman is
married is of no consequence-the
opinion of the husband or boyfriend is
irrelevant.
When discussing abortion prior to
1973, terms were clear and graphic.
Abortion meant the surgically induccd
prenatal death of a l ive baby in the
mother's womb. lt was the intentional
k i l l i ng  o f  the  fe tus  dur ing  the  n ine-
month period of pregnancy. Such lan-
guage brought to mind too clearly thc
genuine horror and questionable
morality of abortion.
However, the abortionists had the
answer. First, they began relerring to
the unborn baby as merely tissue, the
product of conception (POC), a mass of
ceils, a thing, an it. Then they brought
in the question ol "viability" and
"personhood."
By viability they mean the ability
of a fetus to survive outside the womb.
The argument  focu.ed on what  t imc
during the pregnancy a babl' became
viable. According to the Roe v. Wade
decision, an unborn baby is n<.rt
considered viable until the third
trimester (approximately the 28th
ueek;  o l  pregnancl .  Unt i l  rhen i r  i .  a
prime candidate for abortion. Yet, ad'
vances in  medical  care keep pu.h ing
back the point of viability earlier and
earlier. As Dr. Bernard Nathanson has
stated, "viabil ity depends on today's
state of technology. What was not
viable during my years as a medical
student is viable today. Five years ago,
Wi l l iam Schroeder - the  ar t i f i c ia l
heart recipient-would not have been
viable. Today, he's perfectly viable"
(USA Today,  March  21 ,  1985) .
Sti l l , the argument over viabil ity
did not quiet the opposition to abor-
tion. And the issue shifted to the rights
and personhood of the fetus. The abor-
tionists argued that since the unborn
fetus was not viable, it was not a per-
son.  And s ince  i l  uas  no t  a  per .on .  i t
had no rights-to delend or protcct.
Only the mother whose body housed
the baby had the right of choice. A non-
person, or nonentity, had no choice. At
this point the abortionist's respect for
a l l  human l i [e  i s  b rought  in to  qu( . l iun .
and a Pandora's box of ethicai dilem-
mas is loosed into society.
The appall ing tragedy is that God'
fearing people have naively accepted
these views as the correct ones-and'
wil l ingly debated them as iJ they had
mcr i l .  We harc  le l t  uncha l lenged rhe i r
basic philosophical assumptions and
failed to point out the repugnant,
logical conclusions tci u,hich these
views inevitably lead-infanticide and
euthanasia. If a healthy, unborn child
is considered a nonentjty, what of a
de lo rmed in [an t ,  r  m idd le -agec l  r  i c t im
of a debil itating disease, or a help)ess
aged adult with no one who u'ants to
care for him?
Albert Schweitzer once stated, "If
a man loses reverence for any part ol
l i fe, he rvil l  lose his reverence for all
of l i fe." The fundamental biblical issue
herc  i s  tha t  aborL ion  i .  rhe  
"h ,  dd  ing  o [innocent blood and utterly violates the
value and sanctity of human life. Cod-
f e a r i n g  p e o p l e  o f  a l l  r e l i g i o u s
backgrounds must call the debate ex'
clusively to this-and insist that it star-
there.
I
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Immorality and violence generally
stem from the devaluation of human
Iife. Pornography devalues women.
Homosexuality devalues men. Incest
devalues children. And a person
devalued gives rise to a person who
abuses and brutalizes others. Sin
begets sin. Murder begets murder. The
sustained legalization of abortion
i n e v i t a b l y  I e a d s  l o  i n  I a n  r  i c  i d e ,
euthanasia, and a plethora of other
moral and ethical nightmares.
As to pro-choice, the Scriptures
condemn this sophistry which at-
tempts to remain neutral to the shed-
ding of innocent blood. The Scriptures
emphasize that the choice is to protect
innocent Iife.
As to the right of a woman to her
own body, the Word of God empha-
sizes that we are created in the image
of God and our life-our bodies-are
gifts from Him. Our first consideration
is not for our rights, but for the respon-
sible use and behavior of our bodies,
that we might bring glory to Goo.
As to viability, the Scriptures em-
phasize no such arb i t rary designaLion,
but consider human life precious in all
instances. We have been given a great
creative gift. God is aware of each life
at the moment of conception and even
before. God told Jeremiah that He had
known him before he was even formed
in the womb. What about the promises
to the parents of Isaac, Samson,
Samuel, or John the Baptist?
All these questions touch on an
immeasurably larger question: What
value does our society place on human
I i fe? Bib l ica l ly  that  is  the a l l -
embracing question. The bottom line?
None of these factors-choice, rights,
viability, acceptance-are relevant.
They are modern diversions in which
even anti-abortionists have beconre
tragically caught. The issue is the value
and absolute sanctity of human life.
That is the message we must bring to
society.
Secular society has devalued life
across the board. Non-Christians may
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find it easy to devalue and abort an
unbom baby because they do not value
themselves enoughl They cannot.
Wirhout God, their value system is
baseless.  The only  a l ternat ive,
Humanism, attempts to put man in the
place of God. But, all too aware of his
own weaknesses, faults, and insecur-
ities, man senses the foolishness of this
false philosophy. Yet he has to beheve
in something, so he tries to live out the
ultimately despairing course Human-
ism sets, and to embrace Humanrsm
and its consequences i to abort one's
soul.
Abortion kills helpless, innocent
Iife by sanction of the state and
society-murder sanctioned and en-
couraged. Daily, thousands of women
are told that they should abort their
ch i ldren.  Society  te l ls  lhem i t  is  r ight ,
normal, and moral for them to kill the
life developing helplessly in their
wombs. What should be our reaction ?
Here is where Christians have
failed. Instead of confronting the error
of the world with love, and teaching
them the truth of God's Word-that all
men are created in the image of God
and are infinitely valuable and loved-
we have persisted in reacting to
secular  soc iety  wi th condemnar ion,
ridicule, and a sense of self-righteous
superiority. We offer judgment with-
out compasslon.
Angry condemnation attacks the in-
herent God-given value and dignity of
the abortionists, who also are created
in the image of God. Violence, as has
recenlly occurred in the bombing o[
abortion clinics, is not the answer.
Our first reaction should be to
respond in love. Christ clearly stated
in Matthew 5:44, "But I say unto you,
love your enemies, bless them that
curse you, do good to them that hate
you,  and pray for  them which
despitefully use you."
While God intends that all men ex-
ercise faith in Him and live obedient
lives, He also gives each the power of
choice. But we must live with the con-
sequences of our choices. Redemptron
is an option available to everyon(.
This leads to our second reaction
which must be to warn, with compas-
s ion,  of  Cod's  impending judgment  in
the face of persistent sin. We must
explain clearly that choosing sin is also
choosing judgment.
Ezekiel confronted the idolatry and
child sacrifice of his day, and spoke
clearly of God's judgment. God's Word
is clear, and we must proclaim it. This
is not, as the Humanists have accused,
a matter of imposing our morality on
others. It is not our law; it is God's law.
And we, His church, are subject to His
Iaws, as is the world. We are held ac-
countable, as is society.
Proclaiming God's Word is not just
a matter of rights. It is a matter of
responsibility. We are commanded to
preach the gospel to all the world,
especially where sin is most visible. By
refusing to speak and live His Word in
society, we become as guilty and
susceptible to God's righteous judg-
ment as the society we ignore. We
must remember that the First Amend-
ment is subordinate to God's Word.
Finally, we must also proclarm
God's compassion and desire for
reconciliation. God's ultimate dream is
that all men would walk in His law,
redeemed by the blood of His Son,
Jesus. This is the hope of God's Word,
and the hope for society and the
church.
OnJy by rhe grace of God has
Americr gone unpunished lor its at-
titude toward abortion. This is why the
church today plays a crucial role-as
did the prophets of the Old Testament.
God s special care lor the in-
nocents, and the value of all human
life, must be proclaimed, so Americans
can once again grasp the infinite value
of each unborn child, cease striking at
God's gift of procreation, and avoid
national cataclysmic doom and eternal
judgment and despair. We must act
now to save the children, to stop the
kill ing and to save our society through
God's mercy and grace.
I John O. Anderson is an author and
pastor in Klamath Falls, Oregon.
Stephen R. Clark is a freelance writer
and editor in Findlay, Ohio. This arti-
cle is based on Cry of the Innocents:
Abortion and the Race I'owards Jutlg-
ment by John O. Anderson with Doug
Brendel (Bridge).
SOAPBOX
Parents v. Planned Parenthood
by ludie Brown
ore than 30 American cities
have birth control clinics
in junior and senior high
schools. Planned Parenthood Federation
of America is the nation's number-one
promoter of abortion. Each affiliate of
Planned Parenthood may be in control
of numerous offices, thus the tentacles
of Planned Parenthood spread across
this nation.
The concept of "family planning"
suggests a concern for those who, for
whatever reason, want to space their
children and need guidance. Wrong!
Family planning today is the provi-
sion of abortion<ausing pills and IUDs
to unin[ormed "clients" and the provi-
sion of abortion-promoting counseling
to women who are already pregnant,
and distressed about it.
If they unsuspectingly enter a "fam-
ily planning" clinic and determine that
they are pregnant, the last thing they
hear is congratulations ! Rather, they
are advised of the availability of abor-
tion. The "family planner" feels it is his
"ethical" duty to provide the guidance
needed to terminate the Iife of the pre-
born child. Each time an abortion rs
performed, a baby dies and mother-
hood is defiled.
Can the children of our nation seek
"family planning" services independent
of their parents? Yes. The Supreme
Court has ruled that parents have no
r ight  to  be involved wi th the decis ion
of an unemancipated minor to abort a
baby or use dangerous birth control
chemicals and devices. Most parents
are completely unaware of their lack
of rights in this area. "Family planners"
have fought efforts for mandatory
parental involvement from the very
first discussion of sexuality with un-
emancipated minors. Similarly, these
"family planners" have denied their
support for abortion by exclaiming,
falsely, that their programs are de-
signed to lessen the need for abortion.
Between 1970 and 1980 the number
of teens exposed to these so-called
"family planning" programs increased
by 397 percent. Yet, during that same
period, the number of teens who ob-
tained abortions increased by over
230 percent.
Adolescent pregnancy, abortion,
venereal disease, and sexual acrivitl in
general is on the rise. It will continue
to rise until parents reclaim their God-
given position. A recent Harris poll,
commissioned by Planned Parenthood
and done under the most dubious of
circumstances, pointed out that over
64 percent of the adults in our nation
today support the idea of birth control
clinics working hand-in-hand with
junior and senior high schools.
Were those polled the parents of
teens? Were those polled informed
beforehand that no parental consent
would even be considered?
In order to protect preborn children
who live in the wombs of their mothers,
we must first protect the moral values
of our own children. So far, the abor-
tion promoters are ahead of the parents
by a score too high to count.
Parents must fight for a restoration
of their rights as the primary sex edu-
cators of their own children. Parents
should discuss these matters with the
child in the privacy of the home, deter-
mine the course of action that is best
for the child, and then shepherd the
child onward throughout adolescence.
The federal government, its bureau-
crats, and its facilitators should not be
replacing parents in a classroom set-
ting, in an in-school birth control
clinic, or in any other situation.
I Judie Brown is president of the
American Life League.
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SUPPORT THELIFE PRINCIPLES
he wind stung my face as I
stood on the sidewalk clutch-
ing my sign in mittened hands.
December is cold in Spokane, Washing-
ton. I gazed up at the imposing struc-
ture towering above me. DEACONESS
HOSPITAL-neat concrete letters
identified the institution.
Deaconess Hospital had an ex-
cellent reputation in the medical com-
munity. It had developed one of the
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finest obstetrics units in the North-
west. That was the reason I had chosen
this hospital for the birth of our
children,
Fourteen years before, I stood in
this spot waiting for a severe labor
contraction to pass before entering the
hospital to give birth to my son. Today,
Paul stood beside me, holding his own
sign. My daughter, Merilise, also born
in this hospital; my pastor husband;
and three members of our church wcre
with me. We came to protest the per-
forming of abortions in this hosprtal.
Moments before, as we climbed out
of our car, a woman leaned out of a
third"story window in a nearby apart-
ment house shouting, "What about
Women's Rights?" A knot of fear
clutched my stomach.
We were early for the protest, sched-
u led to s tar t  a l  noon.  I le l t  somerhing
like David did before Goliath. This was
one of the largest hospitals in the
Pacific Northwest. We were seven
Christians who felt we had to speak
out against the slaughter of the un-
born. It was lonely on that sidewalk.
I wondered if anyone else would come.
Picketing was new to me. I had
looked askance at picketers of any kind
in the past, classifying them as radical
or part of the lunatic fringe. My attitude
toward abortion had been one of pious
complacency supporred by rar ionaliza-
tion. I had never condoned abortion. As
a Christian I knew God's viewpoint on
l ife.
I had felt that the escalation of
abortions in this country was just
another sign of the times. We are in the
last days, I would say. "Evil men and
seducers hall wax worse and worse."
Several things had focused on my
life during recent years to bring me to
the activist stance I now hold. The
national election brought attention to
the moral question of abortion. My
8l'o*,,,1,
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proclivity to read about current issues
had oaraded authors such as Francrs
Schaiffer, Franky Schaeffer, and John
Whitehead before me. The film Assign-
ment Lile had left me weeping. The
notential for success or failure had no
bearing on my decision. I knew abso-
lutely that I had to stand, speak out,
and do what God wanted me to do. I
was personally accountable only to
Him.
Rumors began to surface that abor-
tions were done at Deaconess. In 1982
we visited a lady from our church who
was recovering from surgery in the
large Catholic hospital in Spokane. She
said she would always choose Sacred
Heart because Deaconess HosDital did
abortions. My husband and I were ap-
oalled. We set out then on a ouest to
establish facts, not rumors. Once we
were certain that abortions were per-
formed there, we considered the pos-
sibilities of protesting.
Picketing seemed to be the best way
to go. A meeting was called for con-
cemed oastors to discuss the issue.
There w-ere mixed feelings about pick-
eting, but each committed himself to
pray. Three pastors agreed to ap-
proach John Mitchell, chairman of the
board of Deaconess Hospital, asking
for the cessation of abortions. This
confrontation brought negatrve
results.
The pastors then organized a com-
mittee called Christians for Life. They
proceeded to set down positive guide-
lines for picketing. Picketers were to
be quiet; orderly; maintain a prayerful,
positive attitude; and not block access
to the building. A large prayer meeting
was called the week before the orotest.
We obtained the permit required for
the demonstration and announced our
intentions to the news media. The local
TV stations and newspapers had
avoided any coverage of prolife picket-
ing in Spokane up to this time.
Suddenly we were no longer alone
in front of the hospital. People con-
verged from all directions. Church
buses, cars, and vans unloaded pick-
eters carrying signs and petitions.
Almost 30 were there from our small,
rural church alone. A total of 324
Chr is t ians marched seven t ime s
around the hospital, alternately sing-
ing and praying. Although there were
jeers, shouts, and obscene gestures
from passing motorists, there was en-
couragement too. A taxi driver honked
and gave a thumbs-up sign. A nurse
oushed a Datient in a wheelchair to
i window- in the hospital. Smiling
broadly, they gave us a thumbs-up.
I cried as we gathered for prayer in
front of the hospital and sang "Amaz-
ing Grace" before dispersing.
The evening news carried the event
on three channels. The coverage was
positive. I was amazed. The protestors
were snown marcnrng, slnglng, pray-
ing. The news commentators reported
that when hospital officials were con-
tacted they stated there were no plans
to change the policy. I thought to my-
sell "At least they are admitting
publicly they have such a policy." No
longer was this a well-kept secret. It
was blazoned before the world.
Our Christians for Life group has
expanded. It is now the umbrella
organization for most of the proJife
groups in the Spokane area. We have
an office, volunteer staff, and a regular
newsletter. Churches oroceeded to ask
their congregations to boycott Deacon-
ess and write letters of protest to the
hospital. In May 1985 a formal Decla-
ration of Boycott, patterned after the
Declaration of Independence, was
drawn up. It was signed by I 15 pastors
representing 90 churches.
Plans for 1986 are to escalate the
boycott, enlisting more pastors and
their constituency in the battle.
Picketing continues. Leaders of Chris-
tians for Life see this as a two- to three-
year campaign, but are willing to con-
tinue standing for "those who are
ready to be slain."
I Anlta L. Reno is a homemaker and
freelance writer in EIk, Washington,
where her husband pastors Peaceful
Valley Church.
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lay shivering on the steel X-ray
table.
"Try to stay calm," the radiolo
gist urged. "These tests will be over in
a minute."
My husband and T had been hoping
for an addition to our family for nearly
a year. Our two daughters even ended
their mealtime and bedtime prayers
with a request for a baby brother or
slster.
Now suddenly my own health prob-
lem had forced i ts  way in to the l ime-
light and I was undergoing four days of
intensive tests and X-rays. A routine hos-
pital admissions pregnancy test had re-
vealed the usual disappointing negative.
After X-rays, scans, and tests of
practically my entire body, the doctor
concluded that my stomach pains and
discomfort were related to severe food
allergies.
That night I cheerfully packed my
medication and left on a shorr vacation
wi th my laml ly .  S ince T uas not  preg.
nant I scheduled some dental surgery
for the following week.
"Maybe after that I canjust concen-
trate on rebuilding my health and en-
joying my beautiful family," I thought
happily.
But five weeks later, I was back in
the specialist's office, complaining of
even more problems. This time the
tests showed I was pregnant.
My elation quickly turned to fear
as I learned that I had already been
pregnanl  at  Lhe t ime o[  the in ten-
sive tests, numerous X-rays, strong
medications, and when I had beerr
anesthetized for dental surgery.
After being so careful and "baby
conscious" during the year that we
had been hoping for a baby, a faulty
pregnancy test had caused my ulborn
child to be exposed to almost every
harmful condition from which I had
wanted to protect him. To make mat
ters worse, I learned that one of my
medications had just been added to the
Federal Drug Administration's list
as one of those that possibly cause
bi r t  h  defecr . .
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"What can we do?" I asked franti-
cally.
My doclor was not req reassuring.
"If you really want this baby, you can
only wait and see."
During the next few days, our tele-
phone bill increased ramatically as I
called every physician and research
specialist about whom I heard or read.
Everyone showed concern but no one
could give me the reassurance I sought.
I visited our library's reference sec-
tion and began reading every book and
magazine article that dealt with the
many causes of birth defects. I was
strengthened and awed by the courage
and patience that many parents of
special children possessed when they
faced the staggering responsibilities of
a handicapped or brain-damaged child.
But in examining newspaper and
magazine articles on genetic research,
I saw the word cbortion often listed as
a simple and convenient alternative to
that of bringing an "imperfect" child
into the world.
Back at home, I found the small
doc to r
had given to me before the birth of our
oldest daughter, I quickly turned to the
illustrations of the month-by-month
development of a baby inside its
mother's womb.
The brightly colored pictures illus-
trated the fact that by the time we had
discovered i was expecting, my baby
already possessed tiny arms and legs,
and its small heart was beating stead-
i ly .  From the moment  o l  concept ion,
this little creature had grown from a
miniscule part of my husband and me
and had begun its own individual and
unique existence.
During the next few months as I felt
our baby kick and move, I could not
help wondering if his limbs would be
shortened or otherwise deformed.
Could our human errors have inter-
fered with his brain development?
My prayers went upward constantly
for this new life that was surrounded
by so much love. I was certainly not be-
ing brave or heroic-I was fighting a
daily battle with my emotions.
I was uncertain about so many
rhings. I only knew that whether our
baby was perfectly healthy or whether
he possessed formidable handicaps, he
would still be our gift from God and
would have his own special purpose rn
life. I reread Dale Evans Rogers'book
Angel Unaware, about her handicapped
child, Robyn, and I prayed that cod
would give us the same kind of faith
in whatever situation we faced.
Many months Jater  I v is i ted a large
department store to have photographs
taken of the perfectly healthy son with
whom God had blessed our family. As I
was writing a check while waiting for
the photographer, the receptionist
asked my son's age. For some reason
she opened her heart to me as she
played with Nathan.
"I was pregnant but I didn't know
it," she said. She then explained that
she had the identical tests I had under-
gone. "Later my doctor told me that if
there was a defect, it probably couldn't
be determined by amniocentesis, but
he thought there was a big chance of
fetal deformity. I decided not to have
the baby. I can always have other chil-
dren. . . .  "  Her  vo ice t ra i led of f .
Watching a few minutes later as my
laughing, handsome little boy looked up
at the camera, tears stung my eyes, My
heart was aching for the other little child
who never had a chance to laugh.
I Sury Lowry Geno is a staff
writer for the Soalrem DemG
cral in Oneonta, Alabama.
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biological children, but God never
adopts any other than His spiritual
children. Civil adoption provicies a
comfort for the childless, but God had
a beloved Son prior to adopting us.
There are usually many pleasing char-
acteristics in a civilly adopted child,
but not in God's children prior to their
adoption (Rom. 3:10-18). Civil adoption
could never give the child the nature
of the father, but God's adopted are
given the very mind of Christ (l Cor.
2:16). In some cases, civil adoption
could be declared null and void, but
God's adopted are absolutely secure.
Willmington also points out how
spiritual adoption and civil adoption
are similar. First, the Father must
begin the action leading to adoption
( Isa.  l :18,  John 3:16) .  Both types of
adoption give an inheritance to one
who previously had none (Rom. 8:17,
I Peter l:l-9). Lastly, both types of
adoption provide a new name (John
1:42; Rev. 2:17) and a new home.
Galatians 4:4-5 rccords the promisc,
"But when the fulness of the time was
come, God sent forth his Son, made of
a woman, made under the law, to re-
deem them that were under the law,
that we might receive the adoption of
sons." I cannot understald the mystery
of why, when a certain fullness of time
had come, God sent our son and our
daughter to us through adoption. But
I do not doubt for one minute that
those children were meant for us.
There were too many miracles along
the way, too many things that could
not have happened by chance. I am
always mindful that our God is the one
who takes bad things and makes them
good. He takes ugly things and makes
them beautiful.
Do adopted chi ldren have any spe.
cial spirirual problems? None rhar can-
not be understood and dealt with. No
two chi ldren are a l ike,  whethcr
adopted or biological. Therefore no
two children can be disciplined, loved,
and handled in the exact same way.
Adopted children may feel intensely in-
secure and wonder, "Where did I come
from?" Or they may feel bitterness
toward the mother who gave them up.
But if these problems are recosnized
and patiently confronted with- love,
they need not be any more traumatic
than a biological child's problems of
self-acceptance. Each child's person-
ality and needs will be different.
In his l982Institute in Basic Youth
Conflicts, Bill Gothard cautions that
infertile couples may adopt children to
meet their own needs rather than the
needs of the child. He writes: "A
couple who adopts a child as an objccr
to be loved and to return love to them
will usually have a possessive mo-
tional involvement with the child. This
will not free the adoptive parents to
objectively discipline the child or allow
the child to properly respond to that
discipline. Every parent must be emo-
tionally free to propcrly discipline
each child."
Parents of any child must realize
that children belong to God. Through
this knowledge we can cope with a
child's il lness or death. The lack of this
knowledge leaves parents bereft of any
comfort when misfortune falls upon
one of their children.
Gothard stresses that this principle
will uphold parents i[ the children
later reject them or the things the
parents have taught. We must dedicate
our children to the Lord with our wills,
and our  emol ions must  be in  submi5-
sion to the wills we cxercise. Gothard
cites the example of two Old Testa,
ment parents who died emotionally to
their children in order to please the
Lord. Abraham dedicated Isaac to the
Lord on the sacrificial altar. "When he
raised the knife, he died emotionally t<r
the son whom he loved. Hannah dedi-
cated Samuel to the Lord. When she
promised to give him back to God for
His service, she became emotionally
objective."
God called us
to adopt, I do not
have anv doubt,
When you are feeling the despera,
tion that comes as a result of infer-
til ity, or when everything within you
longs for a baby to hold, emotional
oblect iv i ly  i .  d i t f icu l t .  Bur  l rom pcr-
sonal experience, I believe God will
bless you if you are willing to follow
His wi l l  f i rs t  o f  a l l .
After rvaiting for 18 months, rve
heard about our daughter, Taryn. For
13 weeks we waited for her paperwork
to be completed. We had received one
package of photographs of her and I
studied these [or hours each day. She
was living, breathing, and I loved her
with all of my heart even before she
arr i red.  And then we uere l (s led.
Suddenly, my husband learned that
he might lose his job. I cried out,
"Lord, I can stand to leave our house,
our church, and our friends. But, I
can't stand the thought of losing nry
baby girl." If he haJlost his fob, we
would either have had no money rc, pay
lhe adoption expenses and no way lo
get a loan, or we would have had to
move to find another job and most
likely would be in a state outside thejurisdiction of the adoption agerrcy
through wh ich we uere-uork in-g.
The days of uncertainty woie on
and finally I was able to pray, "Lord,
you know best. You have never failed
us. You have our lives and that baby's
life in Your hands. May Your will be
done. We will trust You.
What God did for Abraham, He did
for us. He gave us our baby back. And
though we know that she belongs to
Him, we are proud and happy to be the
ones who will care for her, love her,
and teach her the things of the Lord.
I know that the Lord intended for'
us to be adoptive parents. When we
first learned of our infertil ity, of
course we grieved, but our first reac-
tion u,as to saj, "Let's adopt." M! hus-
band and I both knew that there were
many homeless children, and I had
visited orphanages where these chil-
dren stood with open arms and open
hearts. God calicd us to adopt. I do not
have any doubt.
However, many pastors belteve
that infertile couples too often seek to
adopt a child when they should be
waiting on the promise of God. Thc
story of Isaac and Ishmael is used to
illustrate the dilemma parents can
create when they substitute a child of
the i r  own choosing in to the ro le in .
tended for the child of promise. If yc,u
feel that this is your situation, bv all
means wait. Doctors are not in[aliible,
and many rvomen who were labeled
"infertile" do give birth to children.
The Bible records that Isaac, Jacob,
Joseph, Samuel, Samson, and John the
Baptist all were born of "barren
women.  A chi ld  uho lakes some l imc
in coming is truly a special gift from
God. With Him, nothing is impossibie.
But lor many, adoption is God's
way of bringing parents and children
together. According to the National
Committee for Adoption, 2 million
couples are present lv  on the r ra i t ing
lists of adoption agencies. Thosc
families will find that children u,h<r
arrive on an airplane or in a rvorker's
car are gifts from the Lord, as precious
as biological offspring. I
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"And thy Father which seeth in secret
shall reward thee openly" (Matt. 6:6).
n my 1 2 years of pastoring in rural
churches, I have never ceased to
marvel at the commitment of the
saints who labor for God in relative
obscurity. The real work of the king-
dom rests upon the shoulders of those
little-known saints who serve without
recognition, that God may be glorified
to a lost and dying world.
We hear about the great evange-
lists, the electronic preachers, and
the glitter and lights often associated
with glorious servanthood, but little is
said about those who remain loval to
the local church in faithful service.
Though their efforts may go unrec-
ognized now, they will be rewarded
onenlv before the throne of God.
,ir
I he beautv of the
contemporary church is
the humilitv of the ftttle-
known saints who never
count the cost,
Paul wrote to the church in Corinth
concerning rhis matter (l Cor. l:26-29).
Those people were discouraged be-
cause their work gained little or no
recognition. They were freely giving of
themselves, but there was no glory
associated with their labor. The rich
just kept getting richer, the strong
stronger, the wise wiser, and the poor
DOOrer!
Paul gave them a timeless message.
He asked why they could not see that
not very many mighty, wise, or
, aristocratic people were a
pan of their ranks. Could
they not see God's pur-q\':i:,:1n:'if,'.ii3
confound the wise,
the weak to con-
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found the mighty, and the lowly to con-
found the noble. Why? Because the
lowly people would submit themselves
to the authoritv of God and the power
of God to accomplish the work of the
kingdom. God could mold them and
make them. But that was not true of
the wise and rich and noble. They
would never submit to Christ's
authority; they would only try to over-
throw it. They would trust in them-
selves and what they possessed, but
not in God.
The beautv of the earlv church was
that it was mide up almost entirely of
common people, little known of the
world, but known of God. Without
these people the church would have
died in infancy. But the power of God
worked through these humble people
and the church grew.
The beauty of the contemporary
church is the hurnility of the little-
known saints who never count the cost.
They labor and increase the kingdom
without popularity or fame. So many
men leave the Dastorate for the
glamour of evangeiism simply because
they want to be well-known. But re-
maining pliable to the Spirit of God is
more important than having our name
in lights.
In Arlington National Cemetery
there is a tomb inscribed to the "Un-
known Soldier." This gesture of praise
and gratitude is a lasting monument o
the valor and courage of every man
who has given his life so that we may
be free to enjoy the bounty of God's
blessings upon this great land.
Few of us realize it, but Christians
have unknown soldiers too-people
who have given unselfishly of them-
selves for the building of the church.
Perfect examples of the little
known are those diiciples of Jesus who
took a backseat to the popularity of
men like Peter. John. and James-the
inner circle. The others labored with-
out a great deal of fame. They patiently
built the kingdom and then laid down
their lives for Christ. PerhaDs the least
known of these men was lames the
Lesser, or James the son of Alphaeus.
There are many theories regarding
who James really was, but all we know
is his name. We have no hint of his
origin, or his prior occupation. He is
obscure in Scripture and historv. We
know even lesi about him than we
know about Simon the Zealot. He was
not a oart of the inner circle. His name
was not spoken in Scripture as often
as Paul's. Grand things were not told
of him. His name is never linked with
a great event. No powerful sermon of
his is recorded, and there are no ac-
counts of any miracles performed by
this man. What can be said about
James the Lesser? He experienced
Christ! He was known of 
-God. 
And
that is all that matters.
He saw the water turned to wine.
He was there when the 5,000 were fed,
and he helped gather up the l2 baskets
that were left over. He was a oart of
it all, and in that sense he was ai great
as any of the disciples. Still, as far as
the world is concerned, James is the
unknown discinle.
James simply proclaimed the gospel
in the early church. He did it without
fanfare, fame, fortune, recognition, or
reward, but God was well aware of
what James was doing, and He was
well pleased. James gave his all, even
his life, for the gospel.
, 
We should not yearn to have people
Know our names or recognrze us every
time we walk down the street. We
should not have to receive great praise.
Our desire should be that people recog-
nize the name that is above every
name-Jesus.
We would do well to Dattern our
lives after the unknown James. I be-
lieve he was an urselfish man who was
R".riongpkable to the
Spirit of Gd is more
imprtant than hauing
our rnme in lights,
more concerned with the needs of
others than with his own desires. I can-
not remember a time when there was
more selfishness in the world than
today. No one seems concerned about
others, only about himself. The more
people have, the more they want. This
attitude hurts God's church, for people
fail to give God what is His in terms
of tithes, time, and talents. One of the
most rewarding experiences of the
Christian life is putting self aside to
give to and lor others. When there is
no giving, there is no joy in the Chris-
tian life.
I believe that James was an r.mbridled
man. He was not ashamed or wishy-
washy. He boldly preached and took a
stand on everything that was godly and
rlsnt.
Today men seem blown about with
every wind of doctrine, following
whatever comes along, providing it
does not require something of them or
step on their toes. They are for one
thing one day and something totally
different the next. No wonder the
world is in a state of confusion! But the
people who are like James are not con-
fused. They are steadfast. As trees
planted by living waters, they cannot
be moved. They stand firm on the solid
rock, and no flood can ever swav them
or wash them away.
Lastly, I believe that James was an
unrelenting man who would let noth-
ing stop him. No mountain was too tall
to climb, no obstacle was too great for
James. Likewise, the unknown Chris-
tian, with the power of God burning in
his soul, will arise to spearhead the
work of God in this world.
We recognize the names of the great
saints of old-Peter and Paul, Martin
Luther, John Calvin, Billy Sunday, and
Charles Spurgeon. But how many can
name the untold saints of the early
church who were fed to the lions or
burned at the stake? How many know
the names of those who spent much of
their lives in the catacombs beneath the
city of Rome? How many can name
those saints of God who have given
unselfishly of their time and effort to
promote the gospel and the church
down through the ages? How many can
name the precious saints who labor
behind the Iron Curtain and dodge cer-
tain Dersecution? How manv can name
thosi who work each day, without
thought of reward to fill the pews every
Sunday and support their local church?
No one could name every name, but the
kingdom of God is made of such people.
When we feel that we are laborins
in obscurity, we must remember thi
words of Luke 10:20. "Rejoice, because
your names are written in heaven "
The One who sees in secret will
reward our efforts ooenlv. And we know
that the rewards of this world can in no
way compare with what we shall receive
of Him in eternity.
Are you unknown? Then rejoice, for
you are the one who carries the load,
does the most work, and gives the
greatest gift. Be patient and of good
cheer. God knows what you are doing,
and His is the only praise for which you
should strive.
I Terrell Ray Blair, Sr., is pastor of
Chapel Hill Baptist Church, Millry,
Alabama.
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SPECIAI FEATTIRE:
Billy Burden on-
"How To Remernlcer With Eosel"
thls ls a musl ln your mlnlslry!
1986 JERRY FALWELT
April 2l-23,1986
D
SPEAKERS:
Jerry Fqlwell
FEATURES:
Adrion Rogers
I Elght hours ol concenlrcted tecching by Dr, Jerry Fclwell
I Question qnd qnswer sessiors wilh Dr, Jerry Folwell ond conlerence speokeF
I Dynomic preoching ond music
I Cossettes ol evening sessions provided io oll regdslrqnts
I Pqrticipcrtion in o Liberty University chcpel service
I "Remembedng Ndmes qnd Foces" seminor with Billy Burden
I Finqnciql workshop with Trumqn Dollor
FOR THE WTUES:
r A11-dcry shopping trip ond tour of historic Williqmsburg. Virginio
I Luncheon with Mrs. Jerry Fqlwell ond ponel ol pqstors' wives
For tudher irformation contoct Glenn Reese, Thomos Rood Baptist Churctr Lynchburg, VA245l4 a 804-528.4112
John Rcrwlings Truman Dollqr
1986 JERRY FALWEIT PASTONS' CONEENENCE
Enclosed is my conlerence fee,
n Pastors - $5O
n Wives - $25 (includes trip to Williomsburg ond luncheon with Mrs. Fclwell)
Mqke checks poyoble to Thomos Rocd Bcptist Church
NAME SPOUSE NAME
CHURCH CHURCHPHONE-
HOMEADDRESS HOMEPHONE-
CITY ATE ZIP
n Please send hotel listings Ior Lynchburg
Postors' Conlerence, c/o Glenn Reese, Thomos Rood Boptist Churcfr Lynchburg, Virgmio 24514
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People toMeet, BooK to Read
by Charles E. (Tremendous) lones
f, re you enjoying your life in
ll Christ, or are you constantly
I ldiscourased and disillusioned
because you do n-ot see great successes
for Him? What makes one person
achieve mighty things in the Chris-
tian life, while another barely
maintains from day to day?
Many believe that setting
a goal to start the day or the
New Year is the most impor-
tant factor in their success.
Yet goals will mean nothing
unless they naturally unfold
from a deeper motivation
that is focused on two princi-
ples. The first is a sim-
ple biblical principle
that, if forgotten,
makes life a futile
exercise in self-
propulsion. Jesus
said in Matthew
10:39,  "He that
findeth his life shall
lose it: and he that
loseth his life for my
sake shall find it."
Life in Christ means
letting go of life on
your own, rn your
own strength, ac-
cording to your
own plans and schemes. Only by losing
your life in Christ will you discover the
life you are so desperately trying to
find by yourself.
Next to this basic principle from
Scripture, the most meaning-
ful thought I have exper-
ienced is: "You are the
same today as you will be
in five years, except for two
things-the peo
ple you meet
and the books
you read." Of course the Bible is The
Book. It stands alone. It is more than
a book. It is the Word of God.
After you come to know Christ as
your Saviour and have hidden His
Word in your heart, the surest way to
a triumphant and abundant life is to
read and study the biographies and
autobiographies of the saints who
knew what it meant to lose their lives
in Christ.
I discovered soon after I came to
krrow the Lord that the Christian life is
by grace, but everything I came in con-
tact with related to work,
which usually
led to a short
period of excitq-
ment  and a
I
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long period of discouragement. The
discouragement is supposed to end
when you give up, but it never does.
Fortunately, God exposed me to
people who introduced me to books.
Because I never liked to read, God
allowed me to experience many won-
derful failures in teaching Sunday
school and witnessing. I say wonder-
ful because it was these failing ex-
periences that drove me to the most
tremendous discovery of my new life
in Christ-BOOKS!
When I read about Adoniram Judson,
William Carey, or David Livingstone, I
forget myself without any effort. As I
enjoy Christ Iiving in them, I discover
new ways to serve, people who need
help, places that need financial aid,
and so on. I find myself reaching be-
yond my own plans for my future, my
family, or my happiness.
Let me share a few experiences and
book titles that I hope will warm your
heart and enlarge your vision.
Discouragement derails many great
pfans. I remember e ading Pe rspe c tive s
by Dick Halverson one day when I was
in a state of complete discouragement.
No matter how hard I tried, nothing
worked. Imagine the joy of my heart
as I read: "In one respect at least a man
is like a horse. He's not really of much
practical use until he's broken.
"A wild horse out on the mesa may
be thrill ing to watch . . . but he never
carries a rider or pulls a load, All his
energy, strength, speed, and beauty are
wasted. .  unt i l  he 's  broken.
"A man is that way too. He may be
quite exciting and attractive when wild
and untamed. . .  but  he doesn' t  pu l l  a
loadl He needs to be broken for har-
ness! He may hold great promise; pure-
bred pedigree, intelligence, strength,
drive . . . but until he's broken, all these
qualities are dissipated."
"The sacrifices of God are a broken
spirit: a broken and a contrite heart, O
God, thou wilt not despise" (Ps.5l:17).
By the time I reached the end of the
page, I was not only smiling, but my
eyes were clouded. I realized once
again that "we are His workmanship."
I thank God for that book. It turned my
discouragement into a learning ex-
perience. lnstead of continuing on in
discouragement, I experienced the en-
couragement of God working on me as
I kept on working for Him.
Criticism causes many to give up,
Once when I was experiencing the
sting of prolonged criticism I discov-
ered A. W. Tozer's The Pursuit ol Cod.
I read: "Jesus calls us to His rest, and
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meekness is His method. The meek
man cares not at all who is greater
than he, for he has long ago decided
that the esteem of the world is nor
worth the effort. He develops toward
himself a kindly sense of humor and
learns to say,'Oh, so you have been
overlooked? They have placed someone
else before you? They have whispered
that you are pretty small stuff after
all? And now you feel hurt because the
world is saying about you the very
things you have been saying about
yourself? Only yesterday ou were tell-
ing God that you were nothing, a mere
worm of the dust. Where is your con-
sistency? Come on, humble yourself,
and cease to care what men think.'
"The meek man is not a human
mouse afflicted with the sense of his
own inferiority. Rather he may be in
his moral life as bold as a lion and as
strong as Samson; but he has stopped
beins fooled about himself. He has ac-
cept;d God's estimate of his own life."
When I reached the end of that
chapter, my hurt had melted. I realized
again, God's wonderful grace, love,
mercy, and especially a fresh glimpse
of His patience. Someone could have
made these points through counsel,
but sometimes God chooses to work in
a very special way when you are alone.
A great book does not seem to get in
the way. Some well-meaning saints do.
Why can't I be a winner? Many
Christians grow bitter with this ques-
tion, and I have to confess to asking the
question a few times myself. Why does
it take me so long to accomplish so
little? A few years ago, after traveling
3,000 miles to a meeting, I was left
waiting for my transportation for al-
most three hours. I was extremely tired
and began to think about my problems
and enjoy some self-pity. Then I began
reading Don't Waste Your Sorrowsby
Paul Billheimer.
"The imnression is current that to
be saved ahd filled with the spirit
opens a charmed life entirelv trouble-
fiee. where all nroblems are instanra-
neously slowed and where miracles
never cease. According to some, 'a
miracle a day' is the norm. If one does
not experience constant supernatural
manifestations it is because he is sub-
normal spiritually.
"The other side of the coin is also
represented by the record of the noble
army of martyrs whose blood has
proved to be the seed of the Church.
It is represented further by the body
of literature that has exalted and glori
fied the heroic courage, valor, self-
denial, and the high cost of disciple-
ship or discipled Christianity."
Amy Carmichael, who directed the
Dohnavur Fellowship from an invalid's
bed for many years, has articulated
the warfare ideal.
Soldier's Prayer
Give me the love that leads the way,
The faith that nothing can dismay,
The hope no disappointments tire,
The passion that will bum like fire,
Let me not sink to be a clod:
Make me Thy fuel, Flame of God.
I'l l remember that wait as long
as I live. As I read those wonderful
thoughts I began to laugh. My heart
shouted Amen at the end of each serr-
tence. Once again, I was wonderfully
delivered from trying to be a winner
for Christ. I realized anew that trying
to be a winner is like trying to earn
your way to heaven. I thought of mrs-
sionaries who see only an occasional
convert, evangelists who can never get
their mortgage paid and barely make
ends meet. In Christ we are winners.
But the victory is His. We have the
Victor and thank God for His victory.
Paul said it beautifully when he said
we run the race with patience. Who-
ever heard of running a race with pa-
tience? The child of God has. The race
has been fixed. We run out of obedi-
ence. We run because God says run.
We run with confidence because He
has declared us victors with Hinr.
Add a new dimension to your life.
Commit Matthew 10:39 to memory and
remember-you are today the same as
you will be in five years except for two
things, the people you meet and the
books you read.
I Charles E. (Tremendous) Jones is
president of Life Management Services
and author of Life is Tremendous and,
Eternal Life Insurance Policy.
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From Charles "Tremendous" Jonesr
"Euu1 gnd tfuugl,t, every god thing tlnt fus lappuwn i rny life is related
diruiy w o,nirrd.b n abnk.Tlwtslwlduplninrny monvononfu thisbmk."
THREE YEARS IN THE
MAKING, this book grew
to four volumes, 1104 pages,
with over 2,000 tremqndous
people sharing a favorite book,
or their wisdom on books and
reading.
Some of the contributors include:
o Charles Colson
. V. A. Criswell
o James Dobson
o Jonathan Edwards
o Jerry Falwell
o Tim LaHaye
o R. G. Lee
. C. S. Lewis
r John MacArthur, Jr.
o J. Vernon McGee
. G. Campbell Morgan
. George Mueller
o Ronald Reagan
. C. H. Spurgeon
. Hudson Taylor
r Jack Vl,rten
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Life in
Contrast
by Tyler B. Flynn
ontrasts. Life is made up of them-
day is juxtaposed against night, labor
against rest, satisfaction against frustration,
gladness against sorrow. Like the strings on a violin,
life is made taut by contrasting forces. The people who
experience life's richest melody have discovered and
learned ro aonreciate rhis rension
Virtually-ill of life is made up of opposites. Eating
follows hunger, sleeping comes after fatigue, the
blossom of spring is preceded by winter's death, satis-
faction is the victory over frustration, fellowship is most
appreciated in the context of loneliness, and comfort
comes only when there has been sorrow. That is the way
life is meant to be.
i knowing good and evil" (Gen. 3:5). Adam and Eve
must have chafed under the lordship of God.
They resented the contrast between God's
dominion and their servanthood. So they
took a step they thought would make life
uniform. Instead they plunged themselves
_ i,H*Tffrilrui::l"i*'iffi;oJ|;
Life's oooosites are not to be eradicated. We must
accept them 
-and 
live with them. The key to doing that
is contentment. The Greek word for contentment lit-
era l ly  means 'se l f -suf f ic ient . "  l t  conveys the idea
of being independent of one's circumstances. Chris-
tians, of course, are not to be self-sufficient, but God-
sufficient. The contented Christian has learned to
rely on God, not circumstances, for ultimate security
r!
Eliminatine contrast is
Iike loosening the strtngs
on a violin-the melodv
disappears.
Eliminate the element of contrast and life loses
its melody. Eating is no fun when we are full; sleep
is fitful when we are not tired; leisure is not as enjoy-
able if we have not worked hard; and spring is not
soecial to those who have not endured the cold
winter. Eliminating contrast is l ike loosen-
ing the strings on a violin-the melody
disappears.
l ron ica l l y .  we resent  the  con-
trast and wish life were uniform.
On Monday we wish the weekend
would never end! We fail to
realize that the weekend was
pleasurable because it followed
five days of hard work. An
endless weekend would de-
stroy the melody. Ask some-
one who has recently retired
and knows nothing but leisure.
The people who enjoy retire
ment reestablish the contrast by
engaging in new types of work.
This desire for uniformity is
not new. It goes back to the Fall.
Satan enticed Eve with this deli
cious thought: "In the day ye eat thereof,
lthe forbidden fruitl then your eyes
shall be opened, and ye shall be as gods,
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and pleasure. Having ordered
ambitions and emotions around
a relationship with God, the
Christian is able to live with
life's hard moments as well as
its pleasurable counterparts
(Phi l .4 :12-13) .
So the next time you wish
for a weekend that never
ends, or a spouse who always
agrees with you, or a life free
from menacing headaches, or
a church that is a carbon copy
of your preferences, remember
what a violin sounds like when
its strings are loose. . . and
when they are taut.
I Tyler B. Flynn is pastor of Covenant
Baptist Church, Columbus, Ohio.
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GatewayFiliii3
"You're crazjt! It trsill..neoer fly!" *e*e,e
told when cateway Films made a long range commitment
five years ago to put out an ongoing series of films on church
history- Contrary to that sentiment they have been, and will
continue to be, the central (although not exclusive) focus of
our energies and efforts.
We will admit that these historical films are not big money
makers- But they have developed an enthusiastic and
apprcciative following. And there is a reason why we feel
particularly called to this neglected area. The public per-
ception of Christianity, especially in the United States, is
rragically disrofted. We desperately need a historical per-
spective to undemtend where we have come from, who we
are as Christians and the church, how we got here, and where
we should be headed.
wc arc deeply convinced that some of the besf tools that
we can provide you to help your ministry are these historical
productions.
Not only ere these films encouraging and challenging
pcople in your local ministry, but we have been heartened
as doors have been opened to a wider outreach.
Last February our-/ohn Wycliffe aired pritl]e time on the
British commercial network- In December of this vear the
new C. s. lewis film air€d prime time on two other European
ne t  $  o r k : .  The \e  end  ou r  o t  he r  f i lm \  a re  (n i oy ing  an  ev (  r  i n -
creasing reception both in this country and around th€ world.
Looking to the future, we are involved now in maior co
production agreements with both national secular television
companies as well as international Christian organizations to
bring you more of the great stories from our christian
nerlrage.
As an ordained minister it has been my privilege to serve in
local pastorates as well as teach at both college and seminary
levels. I have personally tested the films offered here in a
variety oflocal churches and classroom settings to discern
hov/ well they communicata. Each title in this catalog has
been included because of its particular usefulness in opening
up a certain dimension of the gospel and irs application to
our lives. when properly introduced and integrated into your
ongoing program they will serve you well.
Atl of the films in this catelog are intended as e resource for
the Christian community. We thenk you who have used our
films over the past twelve years ofour existence and trust
that this present catalog will be used to schedule programs
that wi l l  be ofsignif icant assistance to you in your work.
A. Rennetb Curtis, Pb.D.
ti
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Gateu)a! Films
I n te tnati ona I H e ad.quat ers
is a remodeled barn in
Eatsten PennsJ/luania
I
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A GREAT VALUE
Christian fi lms represent avery economical way for a church,
Christian school or other ministry to enrich its program and in-
crease its eftectiveness in communicating the Gospel. They
are an outslanding value! And their abilityto challenge the mind
and stir the heart is unique.
Consider by comparison the cost to bring in a guest speaker
including travel, lodging, meals, honorarium. Film is an in-
valuable assistant for you. lt does a job no other commu n ica-
tion format can do. Use fi lms. Select hem carefully and they
will work for you for a very reasonable cosl.
WHAT ABOUT VIDEO?
You can usually save even more by using video-cassettes
rather than ' l6mm fi lm. But be sure to select f i lm or video ac-
cording to your group size and purpose.
Video is excellent for groups of under 20 people, for small
classroom or small group meetings, especially if you want to
stop and startthe program for comments and discussion. lt also
gives you the advantage of being able to easily back up and
review sections.
For larger groups, video cannot compare with fi lm. The
darkened room and large screen help concentralion and
provide an impact hat is unique to fi lm. Make the most of your
program presentation to larger groups by relying on the
superior quality of f i lm.
While lhis is basically a fi lm catalog, many
of the productions presented herein are now
also available on video as well as fi lm. This
symbolis used to indicate those now outon
video. Ask your fi lm dealer for rates.
\v/;HiT:
VIDEO VERSION
save sll) oll
renlal price
l ian onel i ln
PLANNING SUGGESTIONS to give you some ideas on when
and how to use the films in this catalog are on page 23. Also
on each page please note that the suggested audience age
level is indicated. Production formal. whether animated.
documentary or drama, and prices tor rental are also given on
each page. Rates are for single showings only. Consult your
dealer for additional showing rates.
SPECIAL DISCOUNT
You may receive a special discount of $10 offthe l isted rental
of most f i lms in this catalog when you book morethat one ti lm
at the same time. The exceptions are mostly series fi lms that
have their discounl structure indicated. All
films available for the $ 10 discount have this
svmbol.
ADDEO COSTS
Your fi lm dealer wil l add to the fi lm rentalthe cost of shipping,
a small f i lm damage insurance fee, and if applicable in your
area, the required localtax.
FREE PRISON SHOWINGS
In orderto encourage localministry in prisons and correctional
you are permitted to conduct a free showing in a
prlddn when you schedulethefi lm foryourown use on a rental
basis. The free showing must be on the day adjacent o your
rental showing and arrangements must be confirmed lor this
in advance with your l ibrarian.
YOUR FEEDBACK IS IMPORTANT
We listen to you. We value your comments and suggestions
for planning. Write and let us know how the fi lms are received
by your group and what you want to have available forthe future.
SAVE TEN OOLLABS
THREE NEW FITMS IN PREPARATION FOR
GatewayFilrns'
Church History Collection
BUN]TAN 'be
Bunjan in BedIor.l Jail. He uas released
briefu bf a swpatbetic jailet to preacb
to the comrnon Iolk.
PREACHER
The sccond in the BBC Great Preachers €ries to be includcd in our
Church Hislo.y collection. The first was WISLEY (s€e pagc I l)- This film
on Bunyan is relcased concurent with DANGEROUSJOURNEY (px8e 5),
an animated sedes for children bas€d on his classic PILGRIM S PROGRESS.
John Bunyan, now remembered as one of thc most gifted of all
Christian writers, wai better known io his own day as a soul stirring
prcacher. This film follows him es he is let out ofiail temporarily by a
fricndly iailer to preach to an "unlewful assembly ' gathcred in rhe woods
near Bedford.
The message, based on his writings, is "so run that yc may obtaio." an
urgent call !o pursue salvation by fa.ith in Christ. Thc film is a heavy dose
of lTth century Puritan preachinS at ils bcst.
Documentary/Rele4se Date: february 1986/Runnlng tlme: 30
mlnuteslRental! t 39/Fo!. Youth throurh Adulr
fo
l . t
f | ,Ulrhh Zningb was lhe leadcr ofthc Rcforma'
!-7tion in Zlrich in rhe 1520's. A conremporary of
Luther, Zwingli was a capable scbolar, powerful
Dreachcr. lnd cifted leader.pr r, g
tion and his lifc of 47 years was caught up in ;r
versv and difficult decisions thet resulted in b(
He was also a man ofaction  i    
swirl ofconflict. controversy  ifficult isions t orh
notewonhy triumphs and raglc d€feats.
Thc film depicts no lvory tower saint- Rather, Zwingli wis a man who
prssionately sought to do th€ will of cod in the midst of intcosc historical
change when the answers were ncvcr clear or easy. He died on the ficld of
battle. His life is an important part ofthe Reformation story that you will
want to experience,
Ruffrirrg time, r€lease datc and rcntal price to be atr[ounced.
Ulrich Zu,ingli as portrajed in Jo hconing
Iilt , o the life of trre Suiss ReIor.rner.(Film is in color)
itffiit#'i-:: Hll x::" COMENIUS
( 1592- 1670) ha$ l() be ranked among rhe greatest leade6 in all Christian
hi$ory, particularly in thc field ofeducarion.
His fascinaling and tragic life is set against the background of the
atrocities of the ]'hirty Years War. He is exiled from his beloved(lzechosbvxkia because ofhis religi()us convictions and finds rcfuge in
t  nghnd. Pr, land swcdcn rnd Hol iand.  His \ rar t l ing (ducar ionel  cdncepts
spark his()ric innovations across Europe. His personal llfe is a tcstimony
to faith and courage as he loses three wives, bartles rhe plague, has his life
bng literfiy pursuits burned and flees p€rsecution. COMENIUS will be a
major dramatic film.
Release d4tc and othe. d€talls to b€ announccd.
For mofe lnformation on Christian History
Magazhe a,rd sp€clal lssues devoted to
other films i]r this sedes write:
Christlan History Magazine
Box 54O
Worc€ster, PA 19490
Traged! upon tr.tge.l). tested the faith
ofJobn Amos Conerius inclutlitrg tbe
buming oI bis b@ks bl'gorcrnDrcnt
Eaeb ol rbe flns notod on tbis page
uiu be ac@rnpanicd hl
4 wca editbn oI chrbthn
History Magazhrc.
I
Nikolai
@
. . . will be sauifice his
faith or bis future?
. . . a teenage boy in a
communist country faces
the acid test of Cbristian
commitment!
. . . how much is too
mucb to giue up to
follou Christ?
. Dramatic
. 30 Minutes
. Rental $39
a new and deeper look at the meaning of Christian
commitment and the price some must pay to
remain faithf ul.
SAVE TEN DOLLARS
Save $10 oll
renlal price
wnen m0r8
than one li lm
is booked.
Nikolai  Rublenko is a high school student and the
son of devout Christian Darents. He lives behind the
lron Curtain.  His father is under KGB survei l lance
for his Christian activities.
Nikolai  s a s incere Christ ian. He is also an out-
standing student and a gifted athlete. He will go on
to university and become a lawyer and perhaps he
will be able to help the struggling Christians. All he
has to do is compromise along the way, not mention
his faith, and join the Young Pioneers Youth
Organization. And, one more thing, he would need
to cooperate with the authorities by turning in
evidence on his father's ministry. lf he does not go
along, not only will Nikolai's academic and athletic
aspirations be sidetracked, but his entire class will
be penal ized. Only Nikolai  can decide!
This gr ipping hal f-hour dramatic f i lm wi l l  cause
every believer, but especially oung people, to take
I
Dangerous |ourney
@
A new series of films for
cbildren based onJohn
Bunyan's immortal classic
Pilgrim's Progress.
A uiuid retell'ing of this
uictorious journey of faitb.
A special treat for cbildren.
o Animation
. Four Films
. 30 minutes each
. Series rental price $150
Written while in prison by John Bunyan in 1676,
PILGRIM'S PROGRESS has for centuries caotured
the hearts of children and adults alike.
Especially suitable fqr children ages six and older,
these films are a faithful condensation of the original
book. Beautiful illustrations are animated as a com-
pelling dramatic sound track makes for story telling
at its best!
DANGEROUS JOURNEY will introduce children to
the basic themes of the Christian life and pilgrimage.
Colorful characters and gripping situations, de-
picting the challenges of a life committed to Jesus
Christ, will make a vital and lasting impression.
ldeal  for Bible School,  Chi ldren's Church and
Sunday School, the four DANGEROUS JOU RNEY
films coverthe following episodes lrom PILGRIM'S
PROGRESS:
Film 1 : The Slough of Despond and The
Interpreter's House
Film 2: The Hil l  Dif f iculty and The Fight
with Apollyon
Film 3: The Valley of the Shadow of Death
and Vanity Fair
Film 4: Doubting Castle and The Dark River
A book version of DANGEROUS JOURNEY
based on lhe film series has been published by
Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishers and is available in
bookstores and libraries.
I
C. S. Lewis Through the
Shadowlands
This beautif ully crafted true story drama is full of
both laughter and tears. Lewis, the brilliant Oxford
and Cambridge scholar, lives the life of a com-
fortable professor who confidently expouses the
Christ ian faith in the midst of his skeotical
colleagues.
His life as a contirmed bachelor is rudely interrupted
when he meets Joy-a Jewish, former communist,
divorcee who becomes a Christian through reading
Lewis' books. U nusual circumstances lead him to
marry her in a secret "technical marriage" where
they continue to live apart. When it is discovered
Joy has cancer, he marries her openly "before
God." A brief miraculous remission only adds to the
devasting rief Lewis endures upon her death.
Lewis, grief stricken, is left as an awkward step-
tather to Joy's two sons and with a sorrow so shat-
tering that his basic Christian beliefs, magnificently
'Tbis is
sbadows .
the land of
, . Real ife
@
"I neuer kneu tbat
Ioae could burt so much,
yet I loae you, and all
I want is to loue ttou.
Beyond euery door I hear
your uoice saying to me-
basn't begun yet.' "
. Dramatic
. 80 Minutes
. Rental $85
communicated in his many books, are called into
serious doubt.
We live with Lewis the man as he begins to put back
the pieces, pick up his life, and move forward in faith
out of the depressing shadowlands realizing anew
that "real life has not even begun yet."
SAVE TEN DOLLARS
Savc $10 olf
rental price
when more
than one lilm
is booked.
I
|ohn Wycliffe: The Morning Star
. . . The Heroic struggle
of Wycliffe and his
vision for the common
people.
. , . He prouided the first
translation of lhe Scriptures
into English ouer 600
lears ago.
. Dramatic
. 75 minutes
. Rental $85
An Oxford scholar, John Wycliffe was one of
Europe's most renowned phi losophers.  Yet
Wycl i f fe ident i f ies with the common people and
teachers that 1sth Century church doctr ine and
pract ice are corrupt.
From the New Testament,  he br ings forth Bibl ical
teaching to cal l  the powerfuland worldly medieval
church to repentance. A mighty batt le ensues.
Archbishop Courtenay, obsessed to preserve the
power of  Rome, moves to s i lence Wycl i f fe.  But
Wycliffe won't be stopped and boldly moves
forward in spite of increased persecution and
opposi t ion.
Joh n Wycliffe was grieved and angered as he saw
indulgences sold with the promise of forgiveness.
He knew that genuine spir i tual  recovery would
come only with a return to the Word of God. But
there was no Bible in Engl ish and many of the
pr iests could not even read i t  in Lat in.
Wycliffe was exiled from his beloved Oxford in his
later years.  But th is humil iat ing banishment
became the occasion for his greatest work and
monumenlal  achievement-the translat ion of  the
ent i re Bible into Engl ish.
This unprecedented accompl ishment did much to
shape our Western world and the course ol
Christ iani ty.
SAVE TEN DOLLARS
Save $10 off
renlal price
wnen more
than one film
is booked.
fohn Hus
A priest and scholar trom central Europe, John Hus
lived 100 years belore the Protestant Betormation.
As a forerunner to that momentous time, Hus
became convinced of the authority of God's Word
and that the Bible should be presented in the
language ol the people. Through the study of
Scripture, Hus came to the conviction that salvation
comes by faith in Jesus Christ.
Hus introduced reform in his urban congregation.
He initiated congregational singing in the native
language. He also taught openly in the University
ol Prague challenging the abuses of medieval
Christendom. But soon. Hus was accused. im-
prisoned, and charged with heresy.
JOHN HUS is the film depiction of Hus' prison days(with flashbacks to earlier experiences) and of his
trial at the Council of Constance. Intrigue, decep-
tion, and false witnesses challenge Hus' firm stand.
SAVE TEN DOLLARS
fiSaveEl(|otl
I . Ll rcntat p ce
L - \whon mon
L - - /lhan one lilm
I-lisbookert.
\v/ ilftT :
VIDEO VERSION
I
The ftrst of three
films in this bistory
collection to win tbe
Christian Film Astributors
Association "Best Fihn
of the Year" Autard.
(First Ftuits and Wyclffi uere
also winmrs. )
Condemned a"c a
beretic, Hus was
bumed at tbe stake.
He died singing.
. Dramatic
. 55 minutes
. Rental $66
Ultimately, he is left to stand alone-condemned
as a heretic. His death by burning at the stake is a
powerful reminder ofthe price that many have been
willing to payfor their commitment toJesus Christ.
First Fruits
A multiple award
winningfilm about
missiong tbe motiue
and necessity o
take tbe Gospel to
all tbe world.
Tbey went willing to
become slaaes themselues
in order to preacb
tbe Gospel!
. Dramatic
. 70 minutes
. Rental $75
During the early 1700's, the Moravians ent out
more missionaries than all other Protestant groups
would send in 200 years. Under the dynamic
leadership of Count Zinzendorf, they were driven
by two strong convictions: world evangelism isthe
prime obligation of the church; and every member
of the Christian community has this responsibility.
Over a hundred years earlier, they were per-
secuted refugees. But then under the protection of
Zinzendorf, the Moravians had become asettled,
prosperous people until the vision for world
missions oossessed them.
In FIRST FRUITS, you willsharethe struggle of this
community in reaching the decision to reach oul at
a time when missions to the heathen masses was
unthinkable. You will learn of the sulfering which
the first missionaries ndured for their zeal. Among
the slaves in the West lndies thev were met with
ridicule, sickness, and condemnation. Yet,
ultimately ou will rejoice over the first fruits of
ministry and the impact of this vision on the course
o1 Christian history.
SAVE TEN DOLLARS
Save $10 oll
rcntal pdce
when more
than one lilm
is booked.
I
Where Luther Walked
An excellent introduction
to the great leader of the
Reformation
On-camera bost is the late
Professor Roland H. Bainton,
dean of lutber scbolars,
longtime professor at Yale
Uniuersity and author of
tbe award-winning Luther
biograpby HERE I STAND.
. Documentary
. 30 manutes
. Rental $40
He depicts Luther's annoyance when the members
ol the City Church flocked to buy the indulgences
of Tetzel, when the salvation that Luther considered
the free gift of God was being bought and sold.
These and other enlightening insights are address-
ed in the captivating documentary film "Where
Luther Walked."
SAVE TEN DOLLABS
Save $10 off
renlal price
v{hen more
lhan one lilm
is booked.
The film comes alive with the lore of Roland
Bainton's tories, but also from Bainton's dramatic
f lair for act ing out Luther's feel ings and struggles.
For example, we can better imagine Luther's
problems at saying his first mass when we stand
with Bainton, through the eye of the camera, in the
Augustinian monastery at Erfurt and sense the
feeling of awe that comes from the stained glass,
the ancient limestone arches and gravestones of
long-dead monks.
Bainton is highly successful intransferring to his au-
dience the enthusiasm he put into his books. He ex-
amines with care the contrasting feelings of young
Martin and his father, when Martin decides he does
not want to be a laywer but a monk instead. He
investigates Luther's devotion in becoming a monk
and how quickly those feelings of awe and mystery
turned into doubts.
10
|ohn Wesley: Preacher
"The filmJOHN WESIEY,
PREACHER is the finest audio-
uisual auailable depicting
Wedey's paxionfor the wbole
gospel, Tbe content and acting
are tboroughly first clax. Tbis
is an excellent ool to use to
introduce Wedey's theologjt,
his concernfor people, and
his prophetic rnessa,ge.
Dr.  Char les Yr igoyen Jr . ,
General  Commrsson on
Archives and Hislory,
Th€ United Melhodist Church-
. Documenlary/Dramatic
. 30 Minutes
o Rental $39
The f i lm JOHN WESLEY: PREACHER begins with
a short documentary opening which sets the day
and age in which Wesley lived. This intormation
gives necessary background to prepare the au-
dience to share in a recreated Wesley sermon.
Using authentic locations, this dramatic film cap-
tures the excitement ofhearing firsthand one of the
most powerful preachers in all of church history.
As the people gather, a wealthy merchant pays off
a group of thugs to break up Wesley's meeting.
When Wesley begins preaching from ll Corinthians
6:14, he is interrupted; butWesley masterfully uses
the  taunts  and cha l lenges  to  h igh l igh t  h is
preaching. Using stories from his own experience
and Paul 's text "Now is the day of salvation .. . ,"
Wesley launches into a captivating sermon which
confronts he ills of the day with a message that has
lost none of its oower to stir hearts.
In the end the young men who cameto break up the
meeting show their change of heart by putting their
money in the poor box. Others also are deeply
moved by Wesley's call for salvation. Even as his
preaching stirred the masses then, so will con-
gregationstoday be cut to the heart bythis enduring
message.
SAVE TEN DOLLARS
Save $l0 oll
tenlal price
wnen more
lhan one lilm
is booked.
I
S rbevl..
Pilate tried to wash his
hands ofJesus as depicted in
program 8 - Opposition.
Today most people would
still prefer to wash their
hands of him. This series
presents the Christ of The
Scriptures and his unavoid-
able call to us today.
D.tt'id Watson. noted eaangelist and
aulh.tr b('slell lhe scries Pri!,r lo hi.
recent cleatb.
. Twelve Film Series Rental
$350 (U.S.)
. Films available individually for $40. each
Each JESUS THEN AND NOW program intends to edify
and deepen the lives of believers as well as give the
unbeliever a convincing presentation of the living Christ.
David Watson and co-host Tina Heath, along with pro-
minent Christian leaders and ordinary people, dig deeply
into the issues Jesus raised, and press home their
relevence to the problems of today. You'll see and hear
Bishop Festo Kivengere, Eric Delve, Mother Teresa,
Ronald Sider, Dr. Howard Marshall, Cardinal Suenens,
Michael Cassidy, the Riding Lights Theater Company,
and Dr. Michael Griffiths.
You won'l agree with every single point of interpretation,
but you will find all of the programs faithful to the Scrip-
tures. Everyone who sees these programs will come away
with new insight into the life and meaning of Christ and
challenged to new levels of commitment and service.
\v/nil#f
VIDEO VERSION
Twelve half hour films
o Select individual f i lms for a
single program.
o Plan a mini-series usinq 2. 4.
or 6 selections-whate"vei
you choose.
. Use as a 12 part series.
Using a diversity of media techniques, each half hour
program investigates the history and significance ofJesus
Christ. A fewof the questions addressed are listed below.
Not only are issues discussed from a Biblical perspective,
but each program is br imming with insight into the
meaning of Christ's life for us today. Many relevanl ex-
amples of faithful contemporary responses are docu-
mented.
I
I lesus Then and Now will serue
And NO W i:J:;J" t;:rlW':
. Bible Study Classes
. Lenten Sefvices
. Baptismal or
Confirmatlon Classes
. Weekend Retreats
o Special Series
. Adult Sunday School
o Sunday Night and
Midweek Services
'Jesus: Then and Now shows a
creativity which is too often
lacking in Christian films and
video. I was struck by the variety
of forms used to communicate
Jesus' story-interviews, drama
set in Jesus' day. dmma ser in
modern times, documentary. The
Palm Sunday dance sequence was
brill iant.
And through it all, I got the
feeling that whatJesus did all those
years ago was Yery important to
the people on the screen-and
that, if I am to be any sort of
responsible citizen of the modern
world, Jesus should be important
to me as well.
I don't know how they found so
many interesting inte rviewees. I
would expect theologians and
scholars ofthe caliber ofthose in-
terviewed here to be dusty old
chaps-brilliant but boring. Maybe
it's the camera angles or the ques-
tions asked or the comfortable
surroundings-or maybe there's
,ust a lot of boredom left on the
cutting room floor. Whatever, the
result is a ver)'cogent conversation
about the ke]'doctines ofthe faith-
And then they move from dis-
cussing iustification in this theo-
logians office to a flock of sheep
scurrying blindly across a hillside.
'All we like sheep lrave gone
a s t r a y ' w a s  n e v e r  p l a i n e r .  A
simple, powerful image.
Thank you for letting me view
thesc episodes of"/esus: Then znd
Now. It has restored my faith in
Ohristian use of modern media
methods."
- l t rnd\  I 'c lcrv)n I lxnxgingl id i r (n '
I i \ r n r c l i c r l \ ( $ s l c r r ( r . ' l h e l t i b l c \ c $ r l c l l t r
Twelve half hour programs
Program 1r BEGINNINGS
Why look at Jesus? ls the New Testa-
ment reliable? What kind of world was
Jesus born into? What did his birth
mean?
Program 2: TEMPTATION
Who was John the Baptist? Why was
Jesus baptized, and how was he tempt-
ed? Doesthe Devil really exist? Howcan
Jesus helo us with temotalion?
Program Jr DISCIPLES
Whydid Jesus calldisciples? What does
discipleship mean, and what etlecl does
it have?
Ii "Screu'tape Letters stJ,le, tbe agents
( [ tbe e dl one plot agdi st tbe fo llou'ers(l Cbrist (from P/()gr.tm 6).
Program 4: MIRACLES
Why isthere pain and sutfering? Whydid
Jesus work miracles-do they prove who
he was? Do miracles sti l l  happen?
Program 5r LIFESTYLE
How did Jesus l ive? What did Jesus say
about l i festyle and how should we live
loday?
Program 6r PRAYER
What is prayer-and what can Jesus
teach us about it? Why is prayer so dif-
f icult? How can we develop in praying?
From Proglam 9-THE CRUCIFIXION.
7 be passouel meal bec()mes a sfmbol
.lesus uses to explain tbe meaningofbis
sqclirtce.
from which to choose:
From Program 1q-THE RESURREC-
TI()N. Ajudge listens to euiclencefor tbe
resurtection from attonels debating
tbe matter.
Program Z 'l HE MAN
What kind of person was Jesus? Whodid
Jesus say he was-and can we believe
him?
Program & OPPOSITION
Why was Jesus arrested-and what
charges were brought against him? How
is Jesus opposed today?
Program 9r CRUCIFIXION
Why isthe cross centralto Christianity?
What is sin-and how is Jesus'dealh a
solution to it? What was th€ result ot
Jesus 'death?
Program 10r RESURRECTION
ls the resurrection important? Can we
believe in the resurrection, and if so,
what does it mean? This program in-
cludes a drama sequence in a judge's
chambers where the evidence for the
resurrection is weighed.
Program 11: THE SPIRIT
Can we believe in the ascension? Who
isthe Holy Spirit and how does Hework?
Program 12; THE NEV AGE
Howdowe look atthe future? Are Chris-
tians optimistsor pessimists? How should
we prepare forthefulure? WillGod really
judge people? What is the Christian
hoDe?
F4)m Progrdm 4 - MIRACLES. Tb('se
u ho obsen'edJesus werefascinaIed b!
bis powers but ollended b.t his tlaims.
' t3
The Genesis Proiect's
Forthe Christian leader, no task is more
important han opening the door to the
message and meaning of the Bible for
your people.
Thittylhree 16mm frTrns covering the en-
tire books of Genesis and Luke bring
Scripture alive in a new and meaningful
way. Meticulous research and unspar-
ing attention to detail gives an authen-
ticity to every scene and chapter. The
contents treat only that which is in the
Scriptures with no added commentary.
As you see the compelling visualization
of the people, places and events, and
words of the Bible, new levels of under.-
standing and appreciation of Scripture
will result. From God's provision of a
sacrifice for Abraham to the resurrection
ofJesus Christ you and your congrega-
tion will betouched bythe simple yet prG
found power of God's Word.
The New Media Bible is not a substitute
or replacement forthe written word, but
a valuable supplement providing a vital
"In a da! wben tbe actual
contents of tbe Bible seen to
be poorl! flderstood, tbe pro-
ductian of Tbe New Media Bibtre
will belp people ahaalize tbe
bibkcal narratiue. "
Mark O- Hatfield, U.S. Senator
Oregon
"As I sat uieuing tbe films, I was
oery impressed. uitb tbeir poten-
tial for tbe lord in eaeryt culture
of tbe uorld. "
Jason Johnson
Ov6lseasCrusad6s
"One of tbe greatest break-
tbroagbs in biblical communi-
cation since tbe Bible was first
translated into corn non
language. "
Dr. Robert Schuller
Garden Grove, California
Tbe rtlms of
Film l: THE CREATI()N
((;cnei is l :1.2:J)
Film 2: ADAM AND EVE
((;enesis 2:.t-J:2.1)
F-ilm .l: CAIN AND ABEI.
((iencris {: l-5:27)
Film .l: N()AH & THE FI.(X)D
((;enesis 5:2t|-l | :lO)
Film 5: ABMHAM I-THE
J(XJRNEYS((;cne!i is I  l : f  l  - l  J: l t l )
Film 6: ABMHAM II-THE
PRoMISE
((;cncsis lj- | 7)
Film 7: ABMHAM III-S()DOM
& (X)MoRMH
((;enc'!iis I tl, l9)
Film tl: ABMIIAM tV-
fiE BINDIN(; oF ISAA(;
((;encsis 20-22)
!'ilm 9: ISMC. ESAIr& JA(I()B
I_REBEKAH
Film l():
((;cncsis 2f: l-25: lt l)
rsMc, BsAtJ & JACOB
ll-ESAU &JACOB
((iencriis 25: I 9-2tl:9)
rsAAc. EsAtJ & JAC()B
III-RACHEI, & I,EAH
((;en6is 2ltr l0-J0:.i l)
rsAAc. ESAU & JACOB
IV_ISRAEL
((;cneiis i l , f2)
lsMc, EsAtJ & JAC()B
V-THE C()}'ENANT
c()N]'TNUES
((;cneris 33-J6)
JOSEPH r-THE
DR.E,{,MER
((;cnc--i is.a7..lt|)
.x)SEPH rr-vlzrER ()t;
E(;V'T
((icnesis 
.t9: | -11:{(r)
JOSEPH rrr-
J()SEPH'S BR()THERS((ieneriis { | :i6--lj:2)
JOSEPH IV-
REc()NC .lATl()N
(( icnc-.iis JJ :.t- J7:2(,
J()SEPH V-rSRAEr_ lN
E(;l'l'T
((icncsis {7:27-5t):26)
Genesis,," ,,-...
Film l5:
Fi lm 16:
r  m  I  / l
l'ilm I tl:
'14
Film l2:
New Media Bible
visual perspective which recaptures the
Biblicalworld. lt shows the human, per-
sonal face of the ScriDture accounts
which will send people back to the
written with a new appreciation and
understanding of God's Word.
General information and ordering the
New Media Bible:
"Here at tbe ca.thedrul, wbere we welcome tbousands of uisitors from
all ouer the globe, Tbe Neu Med.ia Bible lilms are presented on a daifit
basis and haue been entbusiasticall! reaiued. b1 tbe public. "
Ths CathedralChurch
of  St .  John ihe Div ine
New York Citv
[/ilr'#]':
VIDEO VERSION
Genesis,  18 f i lms
Luke, 15 f i lms
Suitable for all denominations, the
films consist of the Biblical text
only-no added commentary or
interoretation
Based on meticulous historical, geo-
graphical, archeological research. No
detail spared to bring the biblical
world to life authentically
May be rented or purchased
Rentals may be for a single film, a
selection ot films, or the entire
series.
'tr;;;"f,i;';k Blble
Wherever the reading of scripture is appropriate, the New
Media Bible films bring cod's message to life. Use these
films to highlight sermons or special meedngs.
Seasonal film p il.ckages *,,, u,,"
renew interest and bring excitement at dtese special
times of year. See the Christmas story with
ANNUNCIA ONS (Luke I ) and THE NATMTY (Luke 2).
A riety of filrns are al'ailable for special Lenten or E |ster
programs. Trace the final week, Christ's crucifiion,
resurrection and ascension. Other films from the Gosoel
of Luke such as JESUS HEALINGS, MIMCLES. or
TEACHINGS will fill out l Lcntcn scrics.
The filns of
F'ilm l: ANNTINCIATI()NS Film tl:
( t .ukc I )
Lgkg .5 \()rumc!i)
Film 2: TrlE NATIVITY
(Lukc 2 )
PIAIN
( l . uke  5 .6 )
Fi lm 5: THE AN()IN'I  IN(;
( l-ukc 7: l-u:-19)
Film 6:
THB MT]STARD SEED
( l .uke  12 ,  l3 )
THE PRoDIGAI, SoN
(Luke l"{, l5)
,TEACHIN(;S
(Luke 16, 17)
ENTRY INTOJERICHo
(Lukc  l8 :1 .19 :28)
JER(JSAI.EM(Lukc l9:29-20:.17)
THE L,{ST SUPPER
(l-ukc 21. 22)
TTIE CRT]CIFIXIoN
(Lukc 23: l -{9)
RESTIRII.ECTION &
,{SCENSION
(Luke 2f:5t)-2-i:52)
Film 9:
BAtvftsl\1.TEi1qIIAII()N Film l0:
& REJECTION
(l-ukc 3. {)
THE SERMON oN THE
F i lm  I  l :
t^ i lm l2:
t-ilm I l:
THE TRANSFI(;T[tA]]oN
(t-uke tt:.10-9:62)
THE LoRI)'S I'RA\TR
(Lukc  lO.  l l )
Film
Film
Each program approximately 20 minutes
$30 rental each
100/o discount if three or more are ordered
200lo discount if entire books of Genesis or Luke ordered )
I
1 5
Rent singly or select
for use as a series
Each film 23 minutes
Rental Rate $27leach
t"/a NE\V
TESTAMENT
Seven Films
1. Jesus Birth and Youth
2. Jesus Teaches and Calls Disciples
3. Jesus Heals and Works Miracles
\v/ilil,#f .
VIDEO VERSION
4.;esus' Struggles and
Opponents
5. Jesus' Suffering Death
and Resurrection
5. The Apostles and The
Early Church
7. Paul's Ministry and Trials
The OLD
TESTAMENT
Six Films
1. Joseph
2. Moses
3. David
4. Elijah
5. Jeremiah
6. Esther
I
t o
Year after year this
Christian motion picture classic remains
one of the most effective evangelistic films...
Powerful because ff3 TRUE!
SAVE TEN DOLLARS
The power of Christ o change the human heart is presented
with clarity and and unforgettable impact. Millions around the
world have been moved by this hard hitting presentation
since it was first released in theaters.
Color/Dramatic/105 minutes/$8s (U.S. Rentat)
shipping, insurance, and tax added it applicable.
A Gateway Films Release
Save $10 otl
renlal price
wnen m0r8
than one li lm
is booked. \v/ilil,#l,
VIDEO VERSION
Two films featuring world class magician Danny
Korem exposing the world of psychics and the occult.
You may use either film alone, but preferably plan
to use both as a two pafi mini-series.
PSYCHIC CONFESSIONS
As youth and society seek refuge from anxiety in the
superstilion and occult world, magician Danny Korem
unmasks these dangerous deceptions. Korem, a
committed Christian and experl in recognizing decep-
tion exposes one supposed psychic, James Hydrick;and
persuades him to tellwhy he "tricked the wholeworld."
This tilm features demonstrations of how psychics use
tricks to deceive.
. Documenlary
.44 minules
. Renlal Price $66
. Audience: Youth-Adult
THE FAKERS
Calling on experts ol deception, Korem further reveals
the psychic's bag oftricks trom lirewalking and the Ouija
board to pendulums and sleightot hand. when over 100
mill ion Americans believe in the powers of "psychics"
and fortune tellers, no Christian should be unaware of
these dangers. Korem is clear and convincing and
makes for an importanl, intormative, entertaining
program.
. Documentary
.41 mlnutes
. Rental Price $66
. Audience: Youth-Adult
tation wbicb needs to be sem
1.
by all belieuers. I commmd
Danny Koremfor bis coura-
geous ffirt."
- Josh McDowell
\ ! / rr,,u'. 
I I ld.ll.bl.
I1 " " '
vroEo vE8stol{
SAVE $20. Rent both films at the
same time for $56 each.
How do you respond to claims of psychic
of supef'natrrflful power?,,An extraordinary presen_
In this penetrating two part film series, Danny
Korem investigates and exposes alleged
psychic powers. Korem climaxes this critically
acclaimed exoosd with two truths.
JeSUS ChfiSt is the true source of
needed power; not the neighborhood
psychic or fortune teller.
As exhorted in Eohesians 5. Christians can
protect themselves and others from decep-
tive practices by exposing the "tricks and
powers" of the kingdom of darkness.
I
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A GATE\X/AY FILMS RELEASE
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A4-pafi film series that
moves us beyond the supef-
ficialities of modern culture
and into a more intimate
walk with God.
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GatewayFiliii5 SAVE TEN DOLLARSSave $10 oltrontal pricewhen molelhan one film
ls book8d.
Sound of tifht
Laurie Moore's promising music career is cut short by a car accident.
Consumed with anger, she se€s her life dreams ruined. Through the
Christian witness and love of a blind girl, Laurie finds ne$ hope in
Jesus Christ.
Color/Dramatic/25 minut$/i36
Audlenca: all agea-especlallyteens.
BEN TRYING
Ben was confused by everyone's opinion about religion. On the brirk of
death, Ben grasps for answers from his three sisters: Misty, Ernestine,
and Faith. Only Faith showed Ben how faith in the finished work of
CMst was the way to find the peace of God. But wai! the filrn is not
over yet-you'll want to see what happens next with special guest
appearance of "Little Richard."
Color/Dramatic/2O m inut$/027
Audlence: all ages-especlallyteens.
Diia@Nq@Brs
Just before her daughter's planned wedding, Mrs. Saunders is sent to
the hospital. Long harbored hatred have translated into physical
sympioms. With repentance of sin, God's forgiveness in Christ brings
healing to broken lives.
Dramatlc/25 minutes/color/$36
Audlenc€: all egss.
IYhcn tIrc Bough Bt'csks
Jeanie had always been told she would never amount to anything. As a
child she had been sent from foster home to foster home. Now as a
teen-age mother, her fragile existence collapsed. She deserted her baby,
who was sulfering from pneumonia and malnutrition, and desperately
tried to end her own life. Share how Christ's love and grace bring new
hope to ihis broken life.
Colo/DramEtic/25 minutes/i36
Audlance: all ages-e8peclallytesnE.
G'OODSHIPA]UEN
Har&driving business mar, Iarry, meets Cap ard is amazed at the old
timer's gift of caring for others. Larry tries to take advantage of this
former sea captain but is touched by the Gospel when he discovers that
Cap has inoperable cancer. A powerful example for all ofus !o share
the Good News ofJesus Christ,
Coloi/Drematlc/25 minutes/$36
Audlonce: all ages
I
GatewayFiliiis SAVE TEN DOLLARSSave $10 oflrental pricewhen more
than ono film
ls booked.
rr,'ViSitOr Based on Tohlo! s sbort story,''wbere Loae Is' '
Everyone whom Maftin encounters is dragged down by his troubled
spirit. However, one day a friend from Manin's past helps fan a flickering
spark of faith and assures him that an imponant visitor is coming to see
him. Manin thinks this coming visitor will b€ the Lord. He begins to find
renewed slrensth to reach out to olhers.
He awaits eipectantly and a visitor does come, but noi as Manin had
imagined. Ordinary, everyday people become the channels of God's
grace.
Dramalic/30 minutes/S39
Audience: Youth-Adult
Hazel's People
Secular-minded Eric is confronted by a seemingly backward community
of faith among Mennonites of Pennsylvania. When he attends the funeral
of his best friend, Eric discovers a way of life he never knew existed. The
mother of his friend is torn by griefyet she struggles to understand and
helD Eric.
Bitter and hostile at first, Eric stays and finds his hatred changed to love
through a personal faith in Christ.
Dramatic/105 minutes/$85
Audience: Youth-Adull
A captivating host uses humor to convey the serious message that music
and the media can manipulate and shape our values. Using Ephesians 6.
the film encourages viewers to "Put on the whole armour of God. . . "
because the battle for the mind is really a battle for the soul.
Documenlary/45 minutes/$48
Audience: All Ages
l,P/*l
Use I, PAUL as pan of a sermon series, as a devotional, in Sunday
School, youth meetings, for an evening service, prayer meeting, or any
time when the prcsentation of Scripture is appropriate.
I, PAUL, is an unexpected and different type of film presentation. With
clarity and power, one actor depicts the imprisoned Paul giving tbrth his
final legacy-the second letter to Timothy. Presented in the classic
majesty ofthe King James Version, I, PAUL's only script is Scripture
itself.
Color/Dramatic/31 minutes/S33
Audience: Young Adult-Adull
'lotFHr",
ln hisown words, Nicky CruzofTHE CROSS ANDTHE SWITCHBLADE
fame tells his story. He relates how everyone-the courts, psychiatrists,
teachers-wrote him off as beyond help and hope. Nicky describes how
Christ was able to bring new life to one who was spiritually dead. His
simple, penetrating testlmony has challenged even the most cynical
skeotics and has been well received in churches of all denominations
Documentary/30 minutes/t36
Audience: All Ages, especially Teens. 2'l
A DUTCH TREAT IN CHRISTIAN BROADCASTING
The E.O. (Evangelische Omroep) of Holland in addition to serving its own people
is developing a unique and significant international communications ministry.
^ '  . i , r . ,  :
Beginning of E.O.
During the turbul€nt sixties when
new t rends  and d iversc  groups
clamored for attention. God worked
in a most unusual way in the Nether-
lands.
As the Holland goYernment sought
to reorganize their broadcast facilities
to mcet the demands of those seeking
social change, a new structure arose.
()rganizations which rcpresented
largc enough constituencies would be
assigned tax revenue in order to pro-
vide broadcast programming. A door
was unexpectedly opened for the
spread of thc Gospel.
From a small, unc€rtain beginning
in April of 1967, a group of cvangeli-
cal Christians sought a place within
rhis provision of Dutch law. Bv
1969, the Foundation Evangelische
Omroep grew to 15,000 members
which allowed it to provide four
hours ofradio and one hour ofTV pcr
u,eek. Through opposition and dis-
couragement ,  E .O.  cont inued to
grow. rif i thin two more years, E.O.
had reached the mandatorv membcr-
ship of 10O,00O to continue broad-
casting. As a C-Catellory station, E.O.
then provided 2 /, hours of Tv and
l.l % hours of radio pcr weck. In
1984. E.O.'s classification was in-
creased to a B-Category. Now five
hours of Christian television and 38
hours of Christian radi{r arc hein8,
ru i rcd  wcek l l  to  mi l l ions  ( ) f  homcs in
Holland.
Productions that Minister
Always guided by the aim of sprcad-
ing the Gospel ofJesus Christ in the
widcst sense-E.O. has becn pro-
viding Christian television, f i lms,
radio programs, books and literature
ovcr these past l8 years. This product
is used not only in Holland but in
othcr countries as well.
Some of the best Christian pro-
grams now ava i lab lc  in  Amer ica
originated in Holland from E.O. A
number of f i lm series are to E.o.'s
CTCdit: ORIGINS. HOl$g THE BIBLE
CAME TO BE. WHATEVI]R HAPPEMD
,TO THE HUMAN RACB, and HO.W
SHOULD NfE THEN LM to name a
few. E.o. is presently involved in a
numbcr of co-productions including
the story of C.s. Lewis through THE
SHADOTVLANDS and NIKoLAI. E.O.
Television productions have been
used on national television networks
throughout Europe.
An lrternational Outreach
E.O. is now expanding its ministry
with the appointment of Gateway
Films as exclusive North American
representative. E.O. and Gateway are
currently researching a projected
twe lv f -Dar l  c loc  umcn i  a rv  ser ies
t rea t ing  exampl€s  o f  Chr is t ian
renewal and revival around the world
where the presence of the Gospel is
making a difference in the society.
cateway will be responsible to
provide E.O. producr t() other Chris-
tian organizations for distribution in
North American and will also serveto
generate new co-production proiects
involving various Christian fi lm pro-
ducers in the United states and
Canada with E.O.
As the wholc communications in-
dustry world-wide has become more
complex, E.o. has felt compelled to
loin forc€s with other l ike minded
ministries in the media systems not
only of Holland but around the
world. The top quality programs
planned and produccd wil l attract,
challenge, and touch a wide audience
with the claims of Christ. Programs
from a Christian pcrspcctive that
entertain, inspire and fascinate are
needed to compete amidst the pre-
sent clutter of messagcs. Through
film, radio and TV programs, E.O. is
on the forefront of media ministry.
The goal of E.O. has always been and
wi l l  con l inue t ( )  hc  thc  p rcscn ta t ion
ofJesus christ through the contem-
porary media.
Eyangelische Omroep
oude Amcrsfoortsweg 79a
rostDuS )o)
l20O AN Hilvcrsum
HOLLAND
North American Repres€ntative:
Gateway Films
2030 \Ventz Church Road, Box A
Lansdale, PA 19416
(2r5) 584-1893
I
Film
Planning
Suggestions
Filmswill be one ot your most loyal, devoted, and effec-
tive assistants if used properly. Caretully consider how
and why each film is to be used. Whether tor evangelistic
outreach or a family fun night, good planning leads to an
uplifting event.
Consider these three "P's" ol film planning:
PROMOTE fikn showings -peopte witl
come to see a film who might not come for other
meetings.
PREVIEW each film-your awareness of the
content and enthusiasm forthe film makes for a more ef-
fective program.
PREPARE and involve the vlewers
-introduce film showings with comments or back-
ground and then close the showing with discussion or
a call for commitment.
Goodfilmstake months, even years to plan and produce.
You need to spend some time planning lts best use for
your situation.
Planfor a Lenten Series
In many communities churches are now joining together
for community services during Lent and using films as
a part ofthe service. Consider using allor part ofJESUS
THEN AND NOW, Richard Foster's CELEBRATION F
DISCIPLINE orthe eoisodes trom THEGENESIS PRO-
JECT Book ot LUKE leading up lo the Crucifixion and
Besurrection.
Plan for Children
As a leader you can probably recall the vivid impact films
had on you as a child-images that have never left you.
The GREAT BIBLE STORIES, SOUND OF LIGHT and
especially DANGEROUS JOURNEY will have an enduring
and compelling Christian message tor your children's
groups.
Planfor Youth
Youth live in a media saturated environment. Complement
your teaching program with carefully selected films.
WHEN THE BOUGH BREAKS, NIKOLAI, THE CROSS
AND THE SWITCHBLADE, PSYCHIC ONFESSIONS,
THE FAKERS will touch the hearts of young people and
deep€n their interest in the Gospe..
Planfor tbeEldefly
Senior citizen programs are using films more and finding
them among the most popular programs. I PAUL, THE
VISITOR, GOOD SHIP AMEN and most others in this
catalog will fit well into these types of programs.
Planfor theFarnily
Special family film nights will be an enriching experience
forallage groups. Startwith a mealor light relreshments,
show afilm, share a few commentsor insights about the
subiect matter in the film and then open for discussion
tor the whole group or in small groups.
Planfor Sunday School
Plan an adult Sunday School class for a month using
CELEBRATION FDISCIPLINE or aquarter using THE
GENESIS PROJECT NEW MEDIA BIBLE, or a quarter
using JESUS THEN AND NOW. We find two things
happen as a result. Attendance increases and th6 class
complains that they need more time to discuss matters
raised by the tilms.
Planfor Films to Accompany
Sermon Series
lf you are a pastor, you will see many films thal may be
used in conjunction with a sermon or series of mes-
sages. Oryou may be preparing messages and tind that
some films will fit in beautifully with your themes. Just a
fewexamples: Abraham, lssac, Jacob and Joseph from
the NEW MEDIA BIBLE series, or Prayer, Lifestyle, The
Holy Spirit selected from JESUS THEN AND NOW.
Plan a Historical Series
Introduce your people to the great leaders and move-
menls from our Christian heritage. Use The Church
History Collection to show how God has worked through
his people in the past. Many have used Reformation
Sunday or Worldwide Communion Sunday to test this
aDDroach and have come back to schedule a whole
series ot historical films.
These are iust a l6w ideas for yout considetation. You
know best the needs that can best be serued by tilms.
Some other areas to think of tor film use:
Evangelistic Oulreach
Retreats
Special Summer
Programs
Special Midweek Series or Christmas Programs
Sunday Night Film Series New Year's Eve Service
Bible Studies
ONE FINAL WORD. While we believe the films offered by
Gateway in this catalog will serve the wide variety of your
tilm planning requirements, we lully realize that there are
many other superb productions available from other
companies. Your film library is an able consultant to help
you plan and selecl. They are eager to discuss your needs
and advise you. They and we want you to have the most
appropriate s lection toryour particular occasion. Use their
services. For immediate helo contact he Christian film
librarywhose phone number and address are on the back
of this page.
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For Prompt Senrice
Catl the Christian Film
tibrary Nearest You!
I. CHFISTIAN CIITEMA
1OB Butler Pike
Ambler. PA 19002(215) 628-4630
1 .AOO523€O4a lout ldo PAI
r€@492.2@3 tPA)
2. CHRISTIAI{ FILIS INTENSTATE
7915 Big B€nd Blvd.
Sl. Louis, MO 631 I 9
{3141964-$30
1€G325€5O9 loui.ide itot
I €OG392.3O07 {MO)
3. CHURCH FILM SEBVICE
No.th 2929 Monros
Spokane. WA 99205(sog) 325-38Et
1€oq54l a3424 (Oubldo WAI
r€oc572€2@ (WA)
4. CHUBCH F[ttS & AUOIO V|SUAIS
1 733 University Avonue
San Diego, CA 92103
16r9) 294.1729(619) 29&3601 (M.tro San Dloso)
l€Oq532.39aO lsoutnom CA)
5. CHUACH FILME OISTFIBUTOR
5505 W 39tn $r€€t
Sioux Fallq SO 57106
{605)30r{o72
1 -aoc44$345E (Oubids SDI
1 €OC452.5527 (SO)
6, COBNEBSTOI{E MII{ISTRY
3248 Cahaba Heighl! Boad
Bimlngham, AL 35243(205) 967-6076
l€0(}0334369 (Out.ldo AL)
r 
€oqg33€91 8 {ALl
7. FEr-LOrnSHtP F|LIS
lO27 W Jelt€rson
Spnnslield, lL 62702(217)747-1799
| .8OO252€OO? 0L)
A. GOSPELIN FILIIIS
90 Whiiins Strc€t
Plainvi[e, cT 06062(203)747-sso9
1€OG2435792 {Outrtd. CT)
r €oo.rs7-t | 62 (cT)
9. GOSPELOt TBE CS FTL S
t615 S Denv€l
Tuls,  OK 74119(sl 8) 582-0203
'l-80G331.3472 loubld. OK)
t-aoc722-354O {OK)
IO. GOSPELTHFU FILMS
701 Dec€tur Avenu€, N.
Sui te l1O
Minneapolis, MN 55427
{612) 545'53214
r 
€Oq32&461 5 {Outddo MN)
r €oG752€1 53 (MNl
I,I . GOSPEL WITI{ESS FILMS
275'1 4th Streel, N.W
Atlanta, GA 3o318
{404)EA5-1017
1€OO24l -l 755 ioullld. GAI
1{OO2a2-r OaO IGA)
12. HERIIE CHFtSTtAt{ A. V.
SPECIAUSTS
910 Hinon Rosd
Ferndale, Ml4a22O(31 3) 398-41 zl4
t 
€oG5210329 (Out8ld. MD
1€@"4a2.!4!O tM0
13. [{SPtBACT|ON FTLMS
7200 S. Cenhal Av€nu€
Lacr6nge, rL 60525
B121 24&7990
1 "a@323.4243 {Outdd. lQ
l€@.942{415 {tU
14. iltDAitEntca Ftlus
41 1 -5lh Street
W 0€3 Moines.lA 50265
1515)279-9679
I €00247-2264 (Oulllcl. lA)
I €00362-2 r 43 0A)
,I5. MILLEA FILM IIBTIA]IY
3144 Mc{acken Slre8l
Muskeson, M|49441
{61 6) 755$334
'| iEOO42l.1OO2 loubld. illl
1 .8@42r Oal 3 litD
16. MINISTAY RESOUACE LIAFABY
San Antonio, TX 78212(51 2) 73G44O6
1 €O(}2g2{1 9r (rX)
17. MUNOAYT COLUNS
28O Willow
San JoBe, CA 951 1 O
l4os) 247.5705
't 
-8oq8o2€ooo (ca)
1A. BAII{BOW FILM I'INISTRY
1144 Alexander Strcet
Houston, TX 77008(713) 8Er.139O
T9. REELTO NEAL LIFE FILMS
2283 Fruilville Pike
Lancast€r. PA 1 7601(71 7) !89{301
20. SACBEO FILT'S UBRAAY
2000 Meidian strcel
hdianapolis! lN4620?
1317J 926.2404
1.800426.7001 (Oubldo lN)
1.EOO772.724€ {tN)
21. UPPER MIDWEST FILI'S
P.o Bo( 7
Chisline ND 58015(701 ) 994-2700| 
€OO4il7{756 {Ou.3ld. ND)
r€ooo32aool (r{o)
22. VISUALAID CEIVTEB
3920 S. F€doral Blvd.
Englswood, CO 401 1 O(303)761.Os54
1 €oc525€O33 (Denvsr Arca)
1 .A00332€260 (CO)
In Canada conlact your nearest Chrislian lih library
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in on eight-poft series-
Morrioge,
Divorce
€r Remorrioge
Divorce ond the Teoching of Jesus ond Poul
by Edward Dobson
FJlhe Pharisees also came unto
, him, tempting htm, and saying
.t unto him, Is it lawlul for a man
to put away his wife lor ettery cause?
Antl I say unto you, Whosoever shall
put away his wife, except it be for for-
nication, and shall marry another,
committeth adultery: and whom mani-
eth her which is put away doth commit
adulte ry (Matt. 19 :3,9\.
We have been discussing the prin-
ciples of divorce and remarriage ac-
cording to the Scriptures. Last month
we studied the various positions on
divorce as related to Matthew 19:9.
Three theories are comrnonly based
on this passage. Those who hold to the
theory that the word porneia (fornica-
tion) refers to premarital sex believe
that Jesus meant the marriage covenant
could be broken during the engage-
ment Deriod.
Thbse who believe that oomeia
refers to an incestuous relatlonshin
allow divorce only in the case of incesi.
The third interpretation, the illicit
sex theory, holds th at pomeia refers Io
illicit sexual intercourse in seneral. It
is a broad term that can rifer to all
types of sexual immorality including
incest, sodomy, harlotry, perversion,
and all sexual sin before and after
marnage.
Where else is this word used in
Scripture? In I Corinthians 5:l Paul
defines "fornication" (the Greek word
is pomeia\ as an incestuous relation-
ship. In this particular example it also
refers to adultery. The man Paul wrote
of was married and had a relationship
with his father's wife.
Jude wrote in verse 7 ol the pomeia
of Sodom and Gomorrah. and the pas-
sage obviously refers to homosexuality.
Paul also used porneia to refer to pre-
marital sex in I Corinthians 7:l-2
Pomeia is used throughout Scrip-
ture to refer to different tvoes of sex-
ual activity. So what did Jeius actually
say in Matthew l9:9?
"Whosoever shall put away his wife,
except it be for fornicationltomeia -
adultery, homosexuality, incest, per-
version, prostitutionl and shall marry
another, committeth adultery."
In contrast to the school of Hillel,
which allowed divorce for any trivial
reason, Jesus said that sexual immoral-
ity was the only allowance for divorce.
Did Jesus permit remarriage after
divorce ? Those who hold to the engage-
ment theory believe that because the
marriage was never consummated, re-
marriage is not an issue. Those who
believe in the incest theory allow for
divorce, but do not permit remarriage.
Those who believe that porneia reters
to ill icit sex in general have two posi-
tions: l)There may be biblical grounds
for divorce, but remarriage is not per-
missible. 2) If there are biblical grounds
for divorce, there is a biblical rea-
son to remarry. The key to deciding be-
tween these two Dositions is found in
the exceotion clause.
"Whoioever shall put away his wife,
except it be for fornication and shall
marry another, committeth adultery."
The issue here is actually simple to
understand but difficult to solve. Does
the exception clause refer only to di-
vorce, or to rcmarriage as well? I believe
the exception refers both to the act of
divorce and the act of remarriase. If
a person has a biblical divorce, thit in-
nocent person is free to remarry.
In Luke 16:18 Jesus dealt with the
adultery inherent in divorce and re-
marriage, and he mentioned the conse.
quences of both. In Matthew l9:9 He
allows for an exception, and the excep-
tion appears to be given for both di-
vorce and remarriage. The two schools
of philosophy prevalent in Jesus' day,
the schools of Shamai and Hillel, both
believed that a legitimate biblical di-
vorce allowed remarriage. If Christ had
intended to prohibit remarriage, He
probably would have made it much
clearer than He did in this passage.
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I believe rather than emphasizing
the putting away of the wife or marry-
ing another, Jesus emphasized com-
mitting adultery. Jesus was saying that
divorce and remarriage not based on
a biblical allowance was adulterous. If
a divorce was granted on a biblical
basis, porneia, then the innocent party
had the opportunity to remarry. Re-
marriage was not required, but the
party did not sin by remarrying.
Some suggest that there are no
biblical grounds for divorce or remar-
riage and that those who divorce and
remarry live in a perpetual state of
adultery. Have they forgotten the for-
giveness of God? Our loving God for-
- : . , ^ ^  ^ - l  a ^ - - ^ . ^
tsrvcs arru rer  tssr5.
As he usually did, Jesus encouraged
God's ideal for marriage. While there
are biblical grounds for divorce, di-
vorce is not a right. I have met families
who are falling apart and claim they
have a right to divorce. No Christian
has that right. We have every reason
and opportunity to reconcile our prob-
lems, to come together, and stay to-
gether. Even though God permitted
divorce, God's ultimate plan and will
is for people to stay together.
But Jesus did recognize that we live
in a sinful world. The ideal state secn
in the Garden of Eden was ruined when
sin entered the world. Because of the
hardness of their hearts God allowed
Moses to instruct the Israelites on how
to write a bill of divorcement. Jesus
did not condone divorce, but He recog-
nized that the world is sinful.
Jesus therefore permitted divorce
on the basis of sexual sin and allowed
remarriage to the innocent party after
divorce. Does this position open up
doors for divorce in the church? No.
We ought to preach against divorce.
We ought to urge reconciliation. We
ought to encourage people to work out
their problems and stay together.
Some people who do not believe in
eternal security use a similar argu-
ment: "If we teach eternal security,
then people will just get saved to go out
and sinl" In reality, once a believer
understands salvation and what God
has done for him, he wants to live for
Christ. When Christians understand
God's plan for marriage, they will also
understand what God wants them to
do to preserve their marriage in a sin-
ful world.
Perhaps the most difficult Bible
passage to deal with is Romans 7. Stat-
ing that the woman is bound to her
husband until his death, Paul uses the
illustration of marriage to explain how
believers are no longer under the Law.
In 1 Corinthians 7:39 Paul makes a
similar statement: "The wife is bound
by the law as long as her husband
liveth; but if her husband be dead, she
is at liberty to be married to whom she
will; only in the Lord."
Paul's language is straightforward
and simple. If a woman remarries be-
fore the death of her husband, she is
an adulteress. Can this passage be
reconciled uith Jesus exception in
Matthew 19? I
Next month: Divorce and the Teaching
of Jesus and Paul, part 2.
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Il fi ontaigne said, "Children,s
I l/ I playings are not sports and
4' f I should be deemed as their
most serious actions." Child's play
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may seem silly from an adult point of
view, but children learn through play-
ing. The teacher who wants to be sure
children learn biblical principles can
easi ly  inser l  
. them. inro p layr ime by
uslng oramattc techntques.
Finger plays and iction rhymes
tbabyhood-grade 2; may be usid to
I
relax children, introduce a story, im-
press a simple Bible truth, teach
rhythm, or simply quiet children after
an exciting activity. They allow the
child to use his muscles, and the chal-
lenge of moving his head, arms, body,
legs, and fingers is often equally as
important as learning the words.
To use finger plays the teacher
must tell the story or repeat the rhyme,
demonstrating appropriate movements
and facial expressions. The teacher
should thoroughly leam the words and
actions, because this teaching method
is not effective if she is dependent upon
a book. A teacher must make the finger
play so much a part of herself that she
can use it spontaneously. The finger
play then becomes a great vehicle for
teaching Bible stories or Christian
character qualities.
The tabliau is a favorite dramatic
form with young children (grades K-6).
The teacher displays a picture of a
Bible scene (available in Bible story
Urng drama in your
classroom makes
the Bible come alive
.  . ,  f
rn me eves oI vour
children.
books or included in most curricula)
and then chooses several children to
take the same "stil l" position as the
pictured characters. Although this
form of drama will need props (crown,
staff, robe, etc.), it helps the young
child "feel" the part of another person.
Il serves as an excellenl introduction
for a Bible story.
Puppelry (pre-school-grade btis a
dramatic lorm all your:g children enjoy.
Even the most shy child will project
himself into the puppet character and
will sometimes act with an abandon he
would not display were he doing the acr-
ing himself. He finds security in work-
ing behind a puppet screen or losing
himself in the fun of working the
puppet.
Before choosing the kind of puppets
you uill make with your children,
remember that puppels need not alwals
represent people. They may be talking
animals (the donkey Mary rode to
Bethlehem), talking trees (the sycamore
tree Zacchaeus climbed), an article of
clothing (Joseph's coat of many colors),
or even a piece of furniture (Jesus'
manger). The child's sense of "let's pre-
tend" may lead to the creation of almost
any character.
The puppet production should be
simple. Little children are satisfied with
merely holding the puppets in front of
them. Older children enjoy manipulating
their puppets along a table ledge, kneel-
ing behind it to be out of sight. The em-
phasis hould not be upon production,
but upon the use of puppets to teach the
Word of God.
After the children have heard or read
a Bible story or character quality story,
each one chooses the person, object, or
animal he wishes to depict. With the
teacher's guidance he will now choose
from several puppet types.
The stick puppet is the simplest. The
child makes a picture of the character
he has chosen; colors it with crayons,
markers, or paints; cuts it out; and glues
it onto the end of a craft stick or straw.
Or the child can make a bag puppet by
painting a face on a small paper bag,
stuffing it with tissue, putting it over a
foot-long dowel or stick, and tying a
string around the neck.
Molded puppets may be made lrom
papier-mache or styrofoam balls. A card-
board tube for the base provides an open-
ing to move the head. Glove puppets are
made by gluing a puppet head to one or
all of the fingers of a glove. The heads
may be made of paper, large wooden
beads, or small styrofoam balls. Hand
puppets consist of a head and a small
garment that fits over the puppeteer's
hand. The puppet is worked with two
fingers and a thumb. Lastly, sock pup-
pes lend themselves particularly well to
the creation of animal puppets. The foot
becomes the animal's head and may be
decorated with buttons, yam, and felt to
make the face. The leg of the sock then
becomes the animal's neck.
The idea of using some forrn of
drama in your classroom, or even at
home, may be frightening to some. It
demands enthusiasm, a confidence n
what you are doing, a little bit of know-
how, the gathering of supplies, and a
love and respect for the children placed
in ;our care. But, isn't rhis a small price
to pay in order to see the Bible come
alive in the eyes of your children?
Whether you use puppets, pan-
tomime, or finger plays, you will en-
courage imagination, creativity, and
group participation. But most impor-
tantly, dramatic play is fun, and the
Bible lessons your children leam will re-
main with them for years to come
I Jean Beck is curriculum writer for
the children's ministry at Thomas Road
Baptist Church, Lynchburg. Virginia.
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BIOGRAPHY
Mel Trotter
"Everlastingly At It"
by Bernard R. DeRemer
I n icy wind off Lake Michigan
f.l howled over Chicago that Jan-
I luary night in 1897. A homeless,
hopeless, helpless hobo, who had just
sold his shoes for one more drink, stag-
gered down the street in his stocking
feet, shivering in the bitter cold, and
driven almost insane by the awful crav-
ing for alcohol.
A ho.dro, hopeless,
helpless hobo staggered
down the street driven
by the craving
Mel Trotter knew Skid Row only
too well;he had frequented it for years.
Now cold, penniless, and unable to
satisfy his demonic demands, he began
to listen to other voices:
"Mel, you're no good-just a bum.
You'll never amount to anything. It
would be better if you headed for Lake
Michigan and jumped in, ending it all.
There's no hope for you!"
Surely this seemed the only solu-
tion to a life of misery.
But other forces were also at work,
unknown lo lhe 27-year-old former bar-
ber, insurance salesman, and gambler.
In the providence ofGod, he stumbled
past  the o ld Paci f ic  Carden Miss ion,
then at 100 East Van Buren Street. In
spite of the biting cold, Tom Mackay,
an ex-drunk and cardsharp, was stand-
ing outside, looking for needy souls.
When Trotter shuffled past, Mackay
grabbed him and with a cheerful word
led him into the warm building, prop-
ping him up on two wooden charrs.
Demon Rum was about to lose one of
his many victims-but not without a
fight.
Trotter fell asleep, but awoke when
Superintendent Harry Monroe prayed,
"O God, we ask You right now, move
in that poor boy's heart and save himl"
As consciousness ebbed and flowed, he
heard enough of Monroe's testimony
(who was also 27 when he was saved)
for the Spirit of God to penetrate his
alcohol-fogged mind and spirit. He be-
gan to feel his heart strangely warmed;
perhaps he was recalling the fervent
prayers of his godly mother and wife,
Finally the invitation was given and
Trotter lurched forward, asking for
prayer. That night, he accepted Jesus
Christ as his personal Saviour and
immediate l l  became a new creat ion
(2 Cor.5:17). At once he was delivered
from his former slave master-and
was destined never to touch, even to
desire, alcohol againl
Trotter was born in Orangeville,
Ill inois. His godly mother believed in
prayer and tied to teach her boys
spiritual truths. But for a time his
alcoholic bartender father set the
I
for alcohol.
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Trolter prepores for his mission to deliver food 10 the needy.
Monroe and Trotter forrned a team,
going out to different churches repre-
senting Pacific Garden Mission. Trotter
memorized 365 verses of Scripture the
first year of his new life and was be-
coming more and more an effective
soulwinner.
In 1900 a group of businessmen i -
vited Trotter and others to visit Grand
Rapids, Michigan. There a mission was
voted into being, $1,100 was raised to
start it, and Trotter was asked to head
the new work.
At that time Trotter, who had so
often given his testimony, had never
actually led a mission meeting. But he
accepted, and on February 24, 1900, the
organization, which eventually became
known as the MelTrotter Rescue Mis-
sion (now Mel Trotter Ministries), was
opened at 95 Canal St.
Soon the work expanded, and on a
vacant lot across from a downtowrr
hote l  "a lease was secured and a mis-
sion building constructed in 44 days.
Suddenly Trot ter  found h imse] f  in  a
new building seating 750, the largest
mission auditorium in the country at
that time."
As time went on, Trotter called
more and more upon local ministers to
baptize, marry, and perform other
functions that he as a layman could
not. So a pastor said, "Why don't you
become ordained? We can ordain you
as an evangelist, and it will carry all
these privileges."
Mel went before the Grand Rapids
presbytery, but somehow it was found
that he could be ordained only as a
minister. His examination was a classic,
as recal led by Ed Reese in  h is  Chr is-
tian Hall of Fame series booklet:
' '  'What  are your  Chr is t ian er  i -
dences?'
" 
'What's that?'
" 
'Are you saved?'
" 
'You bet.'
" 
'How do you know?'
"'l was there when it happened,
January 19, 1897, l0 minutes past 9,
CenLral  r ime,  Paci f ic  Garden Miss ion,
Chicago, Ill inois, U.S.A.'
" 
'What do you know about church
history?'
" 
'You know more about that than
I do.'
" 
'What is your doctrine?'
"'The Monroe doctrine. Harry
taught me everything I know.'
" 
'Are you Calvinistic or Arminian?'
' '  'You can search me;  my father  is
Irish.'
"An old minister rose and said,
'Who are we to refuse ordination to
example and influenced Mel, who be-
gan barbering and drinking heavily at
an early age.
He moved to Pearl City, Iowa, think-
ing a new environment might help.
There he met and married l,ottie Fisher,
a dedicated Christian, who was soon to
suffer two severe shocks-finding out
Mel was a drunkard and seeing him
lose his job, an ominous omen of much
worse to come.
The next few years were a nightmare
of struggle for survival, and heartache
beyond description. Repeatedly Mel
would promise, "I'll quit." But the con-
s lanr  crav ing a luavs conquered h im.
Hospi ta l izat ion,  r reatment  s , nor  h ing
worked.
Then their baby was born. Friends
wishing to help Mel avoid the liquor
curse set the family up in a farmhouse
1l miles from Polo, Ill inois. For three
months they lived like honeymooners
with their little boy. But Lottie did not
know that the devilish desire for drink
was gnawing right through Mel's weak-
ening willpower.
Ei'erything climaxed one terrible
night when Mel made a mad dash for
town, sold his horse and buggy, and
began drinking to make up for lost
time.
Next morning he staggered the 11
miles home-to be welcomed as ten-
derly as ever. Lottie's look and touch
broke Mel-and once again he swore
off booze.
The Trotters moved back to town,
where his lack of willpower led him
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steadily downward. The baby died.
Again. Mel could not keep his solemn
promrses.
The oevil had dragged
Trotter to the very
bottom, and it was
indeed a "long way
back," but the grace
of God enabled him
to make that tremendous
transition.
But when God saved him that night
in the mission, He truly gave him a new
heart and a new life. His wife found
herself happier "to live in one room
and have Mel sober than in a palace
with a drunkard." Mel returned to
barbering, although he often cut his
customers because his hands still shook
from so much drinking. There is a
sowing to the fle"h, and a reaping o[
the flesh.
Delivered from bondage to the bot-
tle and servitude to the saloon, Mel
began to spend ever l  n ight  at  the mis-
s ion.  He test i f ied ro '  pract ica l ly  every-
one he met about the Lord, including
every drunkard on the streets" and
won many to saving faith in Christ.
T
one God has ordained? God has out
His hands on this man; the Presbyt-ery
of Grand Rapids will follow our [ord.'
He was ordained in seven minutes!"
In 1906 ano*rer milestone occurred-
Trotter's group bought the old Smith
Opera House, just across the street.
"Conversion of the building from a
cheap burlesque show into a house of
prayer captured the interest and enthu-
siasm of the entire city."
But the evangelist was concemed at
the oresence of a saloon next door to
the mission-and 14 houses of prosti-
tution in the immediate area. His first
victory was getting the saloons on the
street to close from 7 to 9 D.m. on Sun-
days, during the mission service.
A greater triumph came when the
saloon next door finally had to close
because of lack of business, so many
of its customers were getting savedl
Trotter bought the property and poured
the liquor down the sewers, dedicating
this new addition to the glory of God.
As a natural outgrowth of his great
success in Grand Rapids, Trotter was
used to establish missions in other
cities across the country-a total of 67,
finally.
In l912 Harry Monroe had to give
up his work at PGM because of poor
health. Mel Trotter was called to be-
come superintendent; however, he felt
other responsibilities made it impos-
sible for him to assume that work Der-
manently. He did take over PGM foi six
months, then entrusted it to an assis-
tant for several more years, until the
next permanent superintendent was
called.
During World War I Trotter and
others ministered among servicemen
at 57 camps in this country; resulting
in an estimated 15.000 orofessions of
faith in Christ.
Five times cancer threatened the life
of Mel Trotter, and he had to give up
his work temporarily. ktters poured in
from all over the nation assurins him
of the prayer support of such em-inent
leaders as Billy Sunday, Charles M.
Alexander, James M. Gray of Moody
Bible Institute, and many others.
Howard A. Kelly, the beloved physi-
cian of Baltimore, took care of him,
and at last Kelly could write:
"l give thanks that the dreadful
trouble is better. I am sure it was rn
answer to prayer, both here and that
of your many friends. I give hearty
thanks for your relief."
As Trotter's fame grew, so did his
opportunities. On occasion, Billy Sun-
dav's il lness made it imnossible for
him to complete a campaign. At these
times Mel Trotter took over for orob-
ably the most famous evangelist in the
country at that time. Trotter also as-
sisted J. Wilbur Chapman in meetings.
In 1936 and 1937 Moody Bible Insti-
tute sponsored a two-year campaign to
mark its 50th anniversary and the cen-
tennial of D. L. Moodv's birth. with
great meetings across the United States
and British Isles.
Mel Trotterjoined some of the most
renowned religious leaders of the day-
H. A. Ironside, Bishop J. Taylor Smith,
and others-in these services, with the
evident blessing of God.
Meanwhile, Trotter's mother, after
so many years of heartache, had the
joyous experience of living to see "her
boy become one of the greatest soul-
winners of his generation . . . [and] all
her children saved and her husband as
well."
Trotter was described as "a man
who was nowerful. built close to the
ground; fwhose] massive shoulders
looked as if he could relieve Atlas of
his world-holding job."
His readv humor and cuick Irish wit
enabled him to present;essages irre-
sistibly. "His audiences often rocked
with laushter."
Sometiimes he would observe, "I ride
thousands of miles yearly in sleepers
lrailroad Pullman cars] now, but I used
to ride them on top or underneath."
Thoush his deliverance from drink
was totail-he had indeed been saved as
a brand from the burning-it did not
follow that he never had any struggles
after that. On the contrary, Homer
Hammontree, the musician long associ-
ated with Trotter, recalled how the
evangelist would sometimes exclaim,
"Ham, it's a long way back; it's a long
way back!" The Devil and his forces
had dragged Trotter to the very botrom,
and it was indeed a "long way back."
But the srace of God enabled him to
make thit tremendous t ransition
His favorite ScriDture verse. nat-
urally, was 2 Corinthians 5:17, his
favorite hymn, "When I Survey the
Wondrous Cross."
His last appearance at the mission
was the 40th anniversary, in January
1940. In Aoril he became ill and never
completely recovered. He died on
Sentember I l.
I Bernard R. DeRemer is a free-lance
writer in West Libertv. Ohio.
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by Melvin E. Trolter
For he hath made him to be sin for us,
who knew no sin; that we might be
mad.e the ighreousness ol God in him.
(2 Cor. 5:21).
n 1883 in Sing Sing prison was a
man named Bill Caesar, guilty
of murder in the first degree and
sentenced to be electrocuted. He
discovered one tiny ray of hope,
however. He reasoned, "If I can only
get the governor now to give me a
reprieve and sentence me to life im-
prisonment, maybe the state of New
York will someday have another gover-
nor, and he will give me a pardon."
Now that was like a drowning man
grabbing at a straw, yet that was the
only hope he had.
Finally, Bill went into a decline and
the doctors declared that this fellow had
what they called quick consumption.
Old Bill was up against what you
might call the real thing. He was under
a double sentence of death. lf he wcrc
cured. he must die for his murder: if he
got a pardon, he must die of his disease.
A pardon would not help him; a cure
would not help him. He needed, both.
That is the picture of every man,
woman, and child born into the world
since Adam fell. David once said,
"Behold, I was shapen in iniquity; and
in sin did my mother conceive me." Paul
said, "tn me (that is, in my flesh,)
dwelleth no gmd thing."
I am old-fashioned enough to be-
lieve the Bible from cover to cover. So
I am going to keep on believing what
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The Double Cure
God said about original sin. He said,
"The soul that sinneth, it shall die." I do
not believe God made Adam to die, or
he would not have been made in the
image of God. But He told him if he did
a certain thing he would die. Adam did
it and he died. From that day until this
there have been graveyards and under-
takers. The moment we come hto the
world we start toward death. We misht
as well face it. Quick consumption liad
old Bill Caesar, and death as sure as that
has got you and me, unless we can find
somebody who will bring us a double
cure.
Every red-blooded man lsrows that if
he lets go of himself he will go down.
You get hold of yourself, and you try
your level best to hold yourself up
where you belong, but in spite of all you
can do, that miserable thing that got
Adam is in you. Everywhere you go you
will find it the same way. There is not
one who ever escaoed it.
In Isaiah 53:6 we have this word, "All
we like sheep have gone asray." It does
not say, "Part of them," and exempt a
few nice folks; but it says, "All we like
sheep have gone astray." We have all
comnitted the thing. We were not only
bom in sin, but we have done the thing.
S* um*, gets you
down to the very place
you do not intend to go.
A fellow who "can drink or leave it
alone" always drinks. He never intends
to form a habit. I never intended to
become a drunkard, and yet I lived to
see the day when I could no more stay
sober than I could fly, if I could get hold
of anything to get drunk with. Do you
mean to tell me I intended that? Never.
I went down a step at a time,---one glass,
three, four glasses, five; and the first
thing you know, I was playing the sky's
the limit. Go down and get among the
bums and they will tell you, "Oh, my, I
never intended to get down here." Yet
at last they wake up to the fact that they
are hopeless slaves; and when they do,
there is nothing left for them but to go
and end their miserable lives. You know
that is the funny thing about sin. It
always gets you down to the very place
you do not intend to go.
I was called at two o'clock one mom-
ing to the police station. A little girl had
been brought in, about 18 years of age.
She had taken carbolic acid. I kneh
down beside her. The doctor there said,
"I don't believe she will understand
you." I tried to pour into her dying ear
the story of Jesus. I did my best to get
her attention. I got down beside her and
said: "Listen, Jesus loves you, and Jesus
died to save you. You know, He died to
save sinners; you must be a sirmer, and
He died to save you. Jesus loves you."
At first she did not seem to hear, but
pretty soon I caught her trying to say
something, and I listened, but we could
not understand. Then I led in prayer,
hoping she could hear. Pretty soon I
heard her lisp again. I crawled down
and put my ear by her burned lips, and
I heard her pray, "Now I lay me down
to sleep," the only prayer she knew, per-
haps. I heard her say, "l lay me
down"-she tried to finish the prayer,
but when she got to "If I should die," she
never finished it.
"All we like sheep have gone astray."
She just wandered off. No more harm
in that poor little thing than there is in
the sheep, yet she wandered away just
having her own way.
You have gone astray like a sheep.
Suppose He had said, "like a dog." A dog
will always get back. I had an old dog.
My father tried to lose him. He put him
in the back of a buggy where he could
not see, hauled him away 25 miles, and
had a man lock him up until he got out
of town. When he got home, the dog was
there to meet him. You never could k-rse
him. But sheep never can get back alone.
That is why a shepherd must go and
bring back his sheep.
You do not mean to do it, but when
you drift away, the first thing you know
you are yielding to that sin. It may be
temper, enly, pride, jealousy, drunken-
ness, stealing, Iying. I do not care what
it is. "We have turned every one to his
own way." So you see you are not only
a simer by birth, but you are a sinner
because you have committed it.
A fellow said to me on the train one
day, "Oh, you preachers make me sick."
"I am not a preacher," I replied. "I
wish I was. I don't know enough.'
He said: "I don't care what you are.
You Christians are always talking about
a man going to hell because Adam
sinned."
"No," I said, "you will never go to
hell because Adam sinned. You will so
to hell because you refuse the remeJy
God provided for Adam's sin. Don't you
go crying about something that has ab-
solutely been taken care of. If you go to
hell you will go over the broken body of
Jesus Christ who died to keep you out."
So I have to find a remedy. A cure
is not going to help you. Itrank God, you
can find somethins more than that in
Jesus Christ, "who Iorgiveth all thine b-
iquities; who healeth all thy diseases"
(Ps. 103:3). Forgiving iniquities, healing
diseases. That is the thing. You have got
tohave a double cure. And you will find
it in the l.ord Jesus Christ. Why, a large
part of all His earthly ministry was
taken up in healing bodies, but that was
only a part of His mission. If Bill Caesar
had had his body healed he would have
died for his crime. In the llrd Jesus
Christ we have the double cure, and we
must have the two thinss.
[€t us get to the moming of Bill's ex-
ecution. Bill's mother was allowed to gr.r
to the cell to bid him good.bye, tor tie
governor had refused to pardon }nm.
His wife and children came. Finallv Bill
came out into the linle room and sat
down irr the electric chair, sat there
coughing with quick consumption, bent
over, before they strapped him back
into the chair. Supposing Jesus had
walked in there in person and had said,
"Mr. Caesal if you will get up out of
that chair I will sit down and bec<.rme
your death." We can imagine Bill
answering back, "Don'r joke me: this is
nn t imc fnr  inLino "
"I am not joking you, Mr. Caesar; if
you will get up out of that chair, I will
sit down and die and let you go free. I
do not owe the state of New York any-
thing, and because you took a life you
must pay with your life. I am willing to
give Mine in your place. You go home
to your family."
You *iI o"r, go
to hell because Adam
sinned. You will go to
hell because you refuse
the remedy Gd prouided
for Adamb sin.
Bill, without looking up, might say,
"How can You do that?"
"Well," He would say, "God so loved
the world that He gave Me, Jesus.
"O[ are You Jesus ? Are You Jesus ?"
Now he would look un.
Oh, I wish I could get you folks to
look up tonight. I wish I could get you
to do what I am trying to have you see
Bill do. If you would only raise your
eyes and look up and see Jesus in His
beauty.
But Bill said, "How can You do it?"
"God so loved the world that He gave
Me. Jesus. to die."
We can picture Bill slowly rising,
and Jesus saying: "Wait a moment.
Before I sit down and become your
death, I want you to come over here."
Bill slowly walks over. And He says:
"See here, this is My place here; that is
death over there. There is no sin in My
life: and if you will come over here, I am
going to reckon all My righteousness
unto you, and you are going to sit down
or stand here in My righteousness. In
order to accomplish this I am going over
there and become your sin."
And you know, if He had turned old
Bill Caesar out of the penitentiary
without giving him righteousness for-
ever. Bill would have been Dointed out
as the old murderer. His litile children
would have been oointed out as the
children of a murderer. His old mother
could not walk the streets with her head
uncovered because her son was a
murderer. But thanl( God, Jesus was
made his sin that he might be made the
righteousness of God in Christ.
I wonder if you understand what it
means to get up out of the death chair
where you belong, and where you and
I must go, because, "All have sinned, and
come short of the glory of God." You
can sit down here and be baptized, you
can sit over in this death chair and be
confirmed, you can take comrnunion, at-
tend the church, work for foreign mis-
sions, be patriotic, or be a Red Cross
nurse; you can give your heart and your
life and your body for your country; but
you will never be converted until you get
up out of that chair and let Somebody
become your Substitute and die in your
place, and at the same time come over
here and be reckoned righteous in the
sight of God. Have you ever taken the
place of condemnation, ready to be
strapped in because of your sin? We
have all sinne4 been bom in it and com-
mitted it, and Jesus Christ cures us and
pardons us. And then, thanl God, He im-
putes to us a new character, making us
as though we had never simed. I do not
stand before you, if you please, a re-
formed drunkard. I am a transformed
man, a child of God. Tell me why
Mr. Moody allows me on this platform.
Tell me why he receives me in his home.
Tell me why he allows me to mingle
with his wife and daughters. Because I
am a reformed man or forgiven? No. It
is because I am a new creature in Chdst.
I have His righteousness.
And I say to you who have never.
dealt with vour sin and vour God n a
definite way, will you give your heart
and your life to Jesus Christ tonight? I
I
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TExpressions
on
Evongelism
by Raymond Barber
When the battle-scarred
apostle Paul penned the in-
spired words, "Do the
work of an evangelist" to
Timothy, his young son in
the ministry, the fires of
evangelism still burned
brightly in his own heart,
in spite of the fact that he
faced execution.
From his prison cell in
the heart of the empire,
the aged Paul informed
Timothy that he would
soon have the weight of
the ministry thrust upon
him.
The theme of this
"deathbed" message was
evangelism. Twenty cen-
turies after the great war-
rior's execution, we must
not lose sight of the
importance of our sacred
task of reaching the world
for Christ. Nor can we
allow the evangelistic
fervor kindled in those
days to cool off in our
duy.
Evangelism, whether
door-to-door, city-to-city,
or continent-to-continent,
is a priority in our church
programs for today's
world of skepticism and
unbelief. This ministry can
and must be carried out
through the concerted
efforts and sincere involve-
ment of all believers. In a
sense, every born-again
Christian is an evangelist,
and every Bible-oriented
program is a tool for our
ministry to others.
Evangelism stresses the
lost condition of man and
the redemptive power of
Christ. The saving efficacy
of His blood is the heart
of the gospel, and His
Resurrection from the
dead is the keynote of the
good news. Further, it
emphasizes the inherent
inability of man to save
himself, declares that
"without shedding of
blood is no remission,"
and underscores the truth
that Christ alone can save.
Evangelism echoes the
truth that salvation is only
in the Person of Jesus
Christ, "the Lamb for sin-
ners slain." It accents the
plain, positive fact that
man is a sinner and Jesus
Christ is the Saviour. Our
preaching should paint the
picture of sin as it really
is-bleak, black, and
burdensome-and at the
same time, it should show
the difference Jesus makes
when He cleanses the sin-
ner in the fountain that
washes whiter than snow.
The man on the street
is bombarded daily with
cure-alls for physical,
emotional, psychological,
social, moral, and spiritual
diseases. He needs to hear
the old-fashioned, New
Testament message of the
gospel that declares the
sufficiency of the blood of
Christ to "make the vilest
sinner clean" and "melt
the heart of stone."
Our message suffers
not from a power shortage
on the part of God, but
from a "short circuit"
between the divine
powerhouse and the
human instrumentality.
God is stil l the same. His
power has not diminished.
The need is still the same.
Men without Christ are
lost-eternally, hopelessly
lost. The gospel is stil l the
same dynamic of God. The
conductors of the evange-
listic message must be
charged from heaven's
dynamo in order to preach
in a divinely empowered,
Spirit-filled, Christ-
exalting, sin"killing
manner.
Evangelism is God's
way of spreading the good
news of the death, burial,
and Resurrection of Jesus
Christ. May God rekindle
the fires of evangelism in
the hearts of men every-
where, and may the flames
burn brightly until Jesus
comes.
The message of Christ
is still effective.
Sermon
Outline
"Turn over a new life for
the New Year."
I. Newness of life
(Rom. 6:4)
II. Newness of spirit
(Rom. 7:6)
III. Newness of person
(Eph. 4:24)
Word Study
Katargeo means "to
reduce to inactivity" or
"render inoperative"
(Kata, dow\i argos, inac-
tive). Jesus' victory at the
Cross provided the
believer with power not to
live as he once did, serving
his old master, sin (Rom.
6:6), but to live eternally
serving his new master,
Christ.
Atlendqnce
Records In
The October issue of
Fundamentalis t I ournal
featured the story of
Monty Cummings of
Bellevue Baptist Church in
Owensboro, Kentucky,
who had not missed any
church service in more
than 26 years.
We asked our readers
to reply if they, or some-
one they know, had a
longer record of perfect
attendance. While none of
the respondents indicated
that their continual atten-
dance included Sunday
and Wednesday evening
services, their faithful
Sunday morning atten-
dance merits mention.
George H. Trewern,
Wyoming Methodist
Church, Wyoming,
Pennsylvania-50 years.
Alvin Tallman, Ten-
nessee Avenue Baptist
Church, Bristol,
Tennessee-48 years.
Homer Ragland,
Hillview Cumberland
Presbyterian Church,
Louisville, Kentucky-51
years.
Ethel M. Spragg, Rich-
mond, Ohio-66 years.
Vaughn E. Beeman,
West Side Christian
Church, Springfield,
Illinois-45 years.
Edith Moore, Trinity
Baptist Church, Clear-
water, Florida-38 years.
Congratulations !
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get people in a strong Sun-
day school program, and
teach them the importance
of a daily walk with God:
prayer, Bible study, and
qulet trme.
Has your experience as
an evangelist paralleled
your expectations?
My expectations have
really been fulfil led
because I am not expect-
ing anything glamorous,
but rather an opportunity
to proclaim in an uncom-
promising way the
straight, strong gospel of
Jesus Christ.
How has evangelism
changed from Paul's time
to the present?
Well, we don't get
stoned anymorel Seriously,
the real problem in
evangelistic preaching is
very similar to the problem
seen in pastoral preaching.
There is almost a
"Nutrasweet" gospel, a
substitute for the real
thing. There has been a
bland, psychology-type
preaching of positive think-
ing, a self-motivation
approach that sounds good
but is very shallow. I
believe that many men have
taken the Bible and refused
to preach it just like it is-
hell, hot; heaven, sweet;
and Jesus saves. That's the
way you've got to preach it
because that's the way it is.
I  t h i n L  t h c  h i o o c c t
change is that it has lost
its cutting edge. You hear
very Iittle preaching today
that changes anyone. Most
people don't expect to be
changed; they dor't expect
to be challenged; they
don't expect to be really
strengthened. We need to
stir the complacency of
our people with the
straight-forward preaching
of Christ.
Is there a need for
more emphasis on
evangelism today?
Yes, in the sense that
we all need to be winning
people to Christ. You can-
not train an evangelist. It
has to be something that
God puts in his heart-a
Ilame of fire that ignites
from a compassion for
people, a hatred for sin,
and a willingness to bite
the bullet. If we can have
more churches with Holy
Ghost revival going on,
evangelists will naturally
emerge from them.
Is there any advantage
in pastoring before going
into evangelism?
Yes. I believe that is
the strength of our team.
I've personally wanted to
offer my experience to
preachers. I've pastored
about every size Baptist
church. I have a lot to
share with a pastor from
the pulpit in a crusade
and as I meet with him on
a one-to-one basis. He can-
not look at me and say,
"Well, Smith doesn't know
my problems," because I
do. I know exactly. The
most important position
on earth is the pastor of a
local New Testament
church. It is more impor"
tant than the evangelist.
We have no function other
than to support the pastor
and his church.
What advice do you
give young men preparing
for the ministry?
I would say three
things to young preachers:
love God's Word, love
God's people, and love the
lost.
I don't think any man
can be greatly used of God
unless he has gone
through the fire. God
didn't tell us in Isaiah that
we wouldn't get burned.
But He said, "When you
pass through the fire, I' l l
be with you. When you go
through the water, I' l l be
with you." If we skip
those experiences, we lose
some of the deepening that
God wants us to discover.
What has been your
family's reaction to your
going into evangelism?
My wife is the daughter
of a pastor, so she has
always had either her dad
or her husband as pastor.
So it was difficult, very
difficult. Plus, in the
church, there's a lot of dif-
ference in being the
pastor's wife and being the
wife of the former pastor.
The first thing I did was
talk that over with Sandy
a great deal. I didn't want
her to lose her ministry or
her position of honor in
the church, because I love
her deeply. But she knew
what God was doing in my
life, and because she is a
sensitive, spiritual person,
she never said one word to
discourage me.
For more inf ormation
on Bailey Smith's ministry,
$,rite: P. O. Bot 46178,
Houston, Texas 77234, or
calt 713-484-3626.
Boiley Smith:
No
"Nutrosweet"
Preoching
(An Inteniew by
Glenna R. Fields)
How did God lead you
into evangelism?
I had no desire to be
an evangelist-it just
developed. I 've been a
pastor for 27 years and
had the second largest
church in the Southern
Baptist Convention. The
church was about to move
into the largest Baptist
church auditorium in the
world. Our evangelistic
team had 130 invitations
for crusades. The
pressJres \vere just too
great to do the church and
the crusades too. I felt I
had to give up one or the
other, and I knew I could
not give up the crusades. I
either had to be crazv-or
right in the middle of
God's wil l. Although I sarv
God's hand in the church,
I realized there was a
large gap in Southern Bap-
list evangelism at this
point at least in crusade
evangelism.
Was it difficult to leave
your church?
Terribly. I sti l l  haven't
o ^ f t p n  , , r ' F r  i t  T  n r i c r l
several nights. That
church rvas the most
cooperative I've ever heard
ot-1,000 percent support
of my ministry. Several
came to me and said,
"Why don't you just take
off a year and come back."
But I am trying to be in
the center of God's rvill.
What suggestions do
you have for pastors on
follow-up?
The greatest follow-up
is an evangelistic hurch
itself. Follow-up is impor-
tant to affirm the deci-
sions made. We want to
IQuorlelbocking
for God
by Louise Suttotl
John Cartwright's
illustrious athletic career
began on the right path
when he was just a young
man. He relates, "I gave
my life to Christ when I
was 15 years old in a little
church in Sharon Hill,
Pennsylvania (near
Philadelphia), and God
took me on from there."
After star-studded per-
formances in high sch<.rol
football, John was ac-
cepted at the United States
Naval Academy at
Annapolis, Maryland.
While he was winning the
title of "All-American
Quarterback" and surpass-
ing all records set by
earlier stars, he rvas also
winning souls for Christ.
John notes, "If I was going
to say I was a Christian,
then I'd have to act like
one before 50,000 people,
and off the field." He
started a Bible study and
was active in the Officers'
Christian Fellowship and
the Fellowship of Chris-
tian Athletes.
After graduation fron.r
Annapolis, John married
his high school sweetheart,
Thelma Themens. His foot
ball career rvas follorved
by four years aboard a
navy ship. But "quarter-
backing for the Lord" con'
tinued without pause. He
became the ship's
chaplain. "I scheduled my
sermons in the movie
theater, when the men
camc early to get good
seats for the show," he
shyly admitted.
After his time in the
navy, John Cartwright
came to Liberty University
in Lynchburg, Virginia, as
assistant coach and later
as coach. But this was not
God's continuing occupa-
tion for John. ln 1977 he,
Thelma, and their four
children returned to their
hometown and started
Calvary Independent Bap-
tist Church in Prospect
Park, Pennsvh'ania. God
plo l idcd a bui ld ing.
John's team of over 30
reaches new people through
door-to-door evangelism.
In eight years the church
has branched out to in-
clude a Christian school-
kindergarten through high
school, a prison ministry,
a training program for
evangelism, and a bus
ministry.
John's family is part of
the ministry team. Thelma
works in the church
nursery, sings, and visits
prospective members with
the ladies of the church.
She also goes with John
on door-to-door visitation.
Donna, their l6"year-old
daughter, plays the piano,
works in the bus ministry,
and teaches. John, Jr., 13,
works in the bus ministry
and serves as an aide in
one of the classes. Jennie,
12, is becoming more in-
volved and helps in the
beginners' class. Timothy,
11,  helps wi th c lasses and
ls startlng to accompany
his father on door-to-door
visitation.
With an ever-increasing
membership, the Calvary
Independent Baptist
Church team, coached by
God and quarterbacked by
John Cartwright, is win-
ning souls fbr Christ!
Coring for
Your
Missionory
Thursday was mail day.
A peek in the cubbyhole of
the "missions post
ol[ice" revealed only one
letter. Why didn't people
at home care about
lonel iness ?
The missionary's initial
disappointment melted
when he opened the birth-
day card from a friend
back home. A note said,
"By the time you receive
this card your birthday
will be past, but I wanted
you to kn<.rw that I care."
The missionary tucked
the letter into his weather-
beaten shirt and headed
home. Knowing that some'
one cared helped to erase
the empty leeling inside.
Supporting a mission-
ary involves far more than
sending a check occa-
sionally. It requires
prayer, personal care, and
finances. He re are some
suggestions for caring for
your missionary.
Financial support
should be regular. Urge
your church to adjust sup-
port to match the cost-of-
living increase of the
country in which the mis-
sionary is serving.
Use the remittance ad-
vice form with your check,
showing the missionary's
name and the amount pro-
vided. If you enclose a
special gift, explain hou'
you want it to be used.
Back up your financial
support with faithful
prayer. Check the mis-
sionary's prayer letter to
learn of special needs or
notes of praise. Remember
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Christmas and family
birthdays with a card and
send a gift if at all
possible.
Furlough time brings
heavy schedules and
increased expenses for the
missionary. Encourage
your church to be
generous in its love offer-
ings and honorariums.
Finally, remember that
sharing in your mis-
sionary's ministry is a
privilege and should
spring from your commit-
ment to God, not to a per-
son or a mission. Trust
God to enable you to
fulfill the commitment you
make to missions.
Adapted by permission ol
TransWorld Radio.
Church News
A formal meeting at
Farwell Hall with Dwight L.
Moody addressing the
gathering resulted in the
founding in 1886 of the
Chicago Evangelization
Society, now the Moody
Bible Institute.
Moody envisioned a
center for training men
and women in biblical
studies and the skills
necessary for various
church-related vocations.
His students studied in the
classroom, and he used
+ L ^  ^ : . . ,  ^ ^  ^  - : ^ - ]
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laboratory. A century later
students still leave the
MBI classrooms and move
out into the city. They are
Bible teachers, mission
workers, tutors in housing
projects, visitors to
hospital patients, and
engaged in various other
practical applications of
their classroom training.
While Moody Bible
Institute was not the first
Bible institute, it grew to
be the largest and best-
known and is looked to as
"the mother of the Bible
institute movement."
In the eorly doys of Moody Bible lnstitute, Gospel Wqgons (shown in
front of the firsl building construcled for lvlBl) corried students into
vqrious oreos of lhe cily to corry outlheir p|octico Christion services.
Only one of those cases
was lost, and that is now
being appealed.
As a milestone in its
educational efforts, the
institute held its first
national seminar in
Washington, D. C., in
November 1985. For more
information on this Chris"
tian legal and educational
organization, write P. O.
Box 510, Manassas,
Virginia 22110, or call
703-369-0100.
An expected 20,000
churches across the United
States will obsewe Sanctity
of Human LiIe Sunday on
January 20, 1986. This date
is the Sunday closest o
Jantary 22, marking the
l2th anniversary of the
Supreme Court's Roe u.
Wade decision, which re-
quires that abortions be
legally available on demand
throughout pregnancy.
The Sanctity of Human
Life Sunday program was
developed three years ago
by the Christian Action
Council, a Washington-
based proJife group that
combats abortion and other
life-threatening practices
such as denying medical
treatment to handicapped
newborns.
"Sanctity of Human Life
Sunday represents a prG
phetic statement by the
church against our nation's
growing disregard for
human life," said CAC Ex-
ecutive Director Cufiis J.
Young. "It is also a reaffir-
mation of the church's own
cornmitment o protect the
fatherless and to help those
in crisis. One and a half
niillion abordons per year
is a clarion call to Chris-
tians to enter this battle."
For more information
write, Christian Action
Council, 422 "C" Street,
N.E., Washington, D. C.
20N2, or call 202-544-17 20.
Moody Press, one of
today's leading publishers
of Bibles and Evangelical
books, began as an avenue
to furnish printed
Iiterature to those whom
Moody led to Christ in his
meetings. Unable to find
solidly biblical and inex-
pensive literature to give
his converts, Moody
published his own. He
began the first book-of-the-
month club a full 25 years
before any other publisher
used the concept.
Dallas (RNS)-Mem.
bers of First Baptist
Church contributed a
record $1.85 million in
cash October 6, exceeding
a $1 million appeal made
by the church's pastor,
W. A. Criswell, for upkeep
and maintenance on the
church's large facility.
While single collections
for building funds have
produced $l million or
more in cash and long-
term pledges, the Sunday
contributions are believed
to be the largest one-day
cash offering ever taken
by a church. The offering
was over and above the
congregation's giving
toward the church's $l1.2
million budget for 1986.
The Alumni Council of
Philadelphia College of
Bible has chosen Harry
Bollback as its outstand-
ing alumnus for 1985. In
citing him for the award,
the college recognized his
"outstanding senice and
dynamic Christian leader-
ship over the past 35
years."
As a codirector of
Word of Life with Jack
Wyrtzen and George Theis,
Harry helps manage the
entire ministry, which in-
cludes camps in 2l coun-
tries, 10 Bible institutes,
Bible clubs throughout the
world, and a worldwide
radio outreach.
The Rutherford In.
stitute is an aggressive
legal organization commit-
ted to preserving the First
Amendment freedoms and
religious liberties that are
too often misinterpreted
and violated as they relate
to religious people.
As an educational
organization, it is commit-
ted to making the religious
community more aware of
the major legal, legislative,
and social issues that have
a direct bearing on their
personal freedoms. Since
its inception in mid-1982,
institute attorneys-led by
president John Whitehead-
have participated in more
than 25 cases that have
been decided in the courts.
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IHE CHRISTIAN, IHE ARIS, AND IRUTH
by tronk E. Goebeleln,
edited by Bluce lockerbie
Reviewed by Michael E. Travers, assrs-
tant professor of English, Liberty Uni-
versity, Lynchburg, Virginia.
Where do the arts belong in the
Christian life? How can I discern truth
and error in the arts? How do the arts
relate to education? If you find these
questions puzzling at times, this is your
book. In editing Frank Gaebelein's
writings on the subject of the arts and
truth. Bmce Lockerbie orovides a ser-
vice for the Christian in this age of
cultural pluralism and, at times, medi-
ocrity. Citing Philippians 4:8 as his
watchword, Gaebelein argues for bibli-
cal excellence in our responses to art.
Throughout his life as an educator,
editor. and writer. Frank Gaebelein i -
sisted that Christians "must practice
the unity of truth they preach" (p.58)
by exercising a proper Christian life
and worldview. For Gaebelein, the
believer is to develop this Christian
perspective from the Bible alone and,
in turn. apply it to all areas of life-
including the arts. He came to use the
term "intesration" for this Christian
view of life, an "integration of faith, lrv-
ing, and learning" (p.32).
His argument is important. The
Bible is oreeminent. but human crr-
deavors iuch as those in the arts do
have value. The arts are an expression,
even iI marred by our fallen condition,
of the image of God in us; they are a
product oI our humanness. Therefore
the arts are important for the believer.
Gaebelein surveys the arts generally,
moving competently and gracefully
from one form c,f aesthetic expression
to another, from music to painting to
literature. Of special interest is his
anall sis o[ John Bunyan. For Gaebelein,
Pilgrim's Progress provides an "en-
counter  wi th  greatness,  '  no l  just  in  i ls
sp i r i tua l  wisdom but  in  i ts  ar t is t ic  in-
tegrity. Who of us would not benefit
from another readingof Pilgim's Prog-
ress, from another "encounter with
greatness"?
However, Gaebelein does not limit
his discussion to the arts in the ab-
stract. He develops the implications of
his Christian perspective of the arts for
education, particularly Christian edu-
cation, which is his primary concern.
For Gaebelein, excellence in education
is a commitment o truth (p.145)-the
centrality o[ the Bible and the implica-
tions of the preeminence of the Word
of God in all of the school's curriculurrr.
Beyond the schml, Gaebelein touches
on two other areas of the Christian life:
our use of leisure time and our re-
sponsibilities in the issues of social
concern. ln leisure, we can enjoy God;
in social problems, we can manifest
God.
The Chistian, the Arts, and Truth
is important reading for the believer.
Gaebelein's commitment o the inte-
gration of his own "faith, living, and
learning" (p.32)is clear in his reach for
excellence. Though you may nol agree
with all that Gaebelein writes, he will
stir you to study the Word of God
afresh and consider its implications of
human culture and your part in it.
lMultnomah Press, 1985, 26lpp., $1 2.95t
REINCARNATION VS, RESURRECTION
by John Snyder
A contrast between an increasinslv
popular  thes is  of  Eastern phi losophi
and the major miracle of Christianity
is the basis for this introductorv
vulume.  The chapters are br ie f  an i
quite readable. With some reserva-
tions, the longer question-and-answer
sect ion at  the conclusion (pp.8l-106)
is the best portion of the bcruk. (Moody,
1984, I l0pp., $4.95) -c.R.H.
BOTH/AND: A BATANCED
APOLOGETIC
by Ronold B. Moyels
This book is a najor-addition to the
d isc ip l ine  o f  apo loget ics  as  a  uho le
and the  qucs t ion  o l  mcthodo logv  rn
par t i cu la r .  The au thor 's  ch ic l  concern
is  to  shorv  tha t  bo th  cv idcn t ia l i sm and
presuppositionalism are nol on/] com-
pat ib le ,  bu t  tha t  thc \ 'ought  t0  be  conr -
bined, rlhich is demanded both br,
gcr r . , r l  ph i l r - r .ophr  rnd  thc  SL r  ip tu rcs .
(Moody, 1984, 251pp., $10.95)-G.R.H.
A PRIMTR ON JUSTIFICATION
by John Gersfner
John Gerstner has rvritten a corrr-
pact statement and corrective u'ith
regard to that crucial theological
pil lar-justif ication. Yet his apparent
deeper  purpose is  to  wr i tc  a  pcr lemic
against dispensationaJism. He implies
more  than once tha t  d ispensat iona l i \ t \
cannot be orthodox because of antino'
mian tendencies he perceives. His
arguments are controversial and rvil l
no l  l i ke l )  conv ince  d ispensat iona l i s l  s .
(Presbyterian & Reformed, 1983, 26pp.,
$ 1.s0) -J .D,M.
THE CONCEPT OF GOD
by Ronold H. Nosh
Many philosophers and theologians
have concluded that the classical for-
mulation of God's being and attributes
is self-contradictory. Having examined
the options and finding both "ex-
tremes" to be problematic, Nash sets
out on his agenda to reexamine, define,
and clarify a more coherent and bib-
l ica l  understanding of  the core d i r  ine
attributes.
Nash's conclusions are close to
classical theism's view of God, but he
does make some concessions in present-
ing a creat i re  approach lu  thc doctr inc
oA
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Bill Hull
undentands pur concern.
That's why he wrote
this new booli
If the world around you seems
to keep squeezing you into its mold,
Right Thinking will help you break
free. Hull brings to each chapter a
powerful new challenge to the way
you think about o6edre nce. Or teml-
tation. Or one of seven other essen-
tials to the life that pleases God.
Now at a Christian booktore
near you. $4.95
I\A/TT{ESS O
of God. While at points he may make
concessions that are unnecessary, he
is surely correct in his call to reassess
classical theism's view of God in light
of the Bible's own account of a God
who both cares, loves, answers prayer,
acts, and who is all powerful. The con-
cern is proper, and the realm of
theology proper must thoroughly
engage itself at this cutting edge, now
and in the years ahead. (Zondervan,
1983,  l27pp. ,  $5.95) -J.D.M.
BOOK NOTES
A I.IGHI IN BABYTON
by Corole C. Corlson
The story of Daniel is vividly retold
in A Llghr in Babylon. Though fiction
based upon historical and biblical fact,
it allows the reader to relive the days
of Jeremiah, the fall of Jerusalem, and
the well-known events of the lion's den,
the fiery furnace, and the test of the
king's food. Carlson also includes
descriptions oI Dan ie]'s prophecies
regarding the last days. Biblical
characters pring to life through color-
ful storytelling. Adults and teenagers
will enjoy this vibrant story. (Word
Books, 1985, 235pp., $12.95) -A.H.
YOUR WEALTH IN GOD'S WORLD:
Does fhe Bible Support
the Free Morkel?
by John Jelfelson Dovis
Davis's excellent and highly recom-
mended bookbriefly and nontechnically
sifts through the contemporary material
on this subject. It defends a balanced
view favoring both the free enterpnse
system and the willing sacrifice of one's
substance, talents, and time to the
lnrd's service ald to the needy, whether
Christian or not. @resbyterian and
Reformed Publishing Co., 1984, 134pp.,
$4.es)
THE BEST I{INGS IN UFI
by Pefel Keetl
Peter Kreeft's volume is a delightful,
easy-to-read book that challenges many
of modem secular man's deepest beliefs
and practices such as hedonism, prag-
matism, and scientism. It is a fictional
account written in dialosue form where
Socrates of ancient Greece defends what
are freouentlv the views of C.S. trwis
with contemporary students at Desperate
State University. fintervarsity Press,
1984, 190pp., $4.9s) -G.R.H.
BIBTICAT CONCEPIS
FOR CI{RISIIAN COUNSETING
by Williom T. Kirwon
This book is an attempt to modify
counseling that is biblically based and
psychologically astute. The author, a
clinical counselor and adjunct pro-
fessor  at  Covenant  Theologica l
Seminary in St. Louis, presents a case
for integrating psychology and the-
ology. He accepts Scripture as the
basis for counseling, but disagrees
with the Nouthetic approach of Jay
Adams in dealing with emotions.
Though coming from the same the-
ological viewpoint, Kirwari argues for
empathy and warmth, rather than con-
frontation as the primary model for
Christian counseling. The chapter on
"The Counsel of God" examines thb
theological concepts (e.g., regenera-
t ion,  just i I icat ion)  and thei r  re ]at ion-
ship to the counseJing process. lBarer,
1984, 230pp., $9.9s). -E.H.
WHY IIRUSI II{E BIBTE
by John MocArlhur, Jr.
MacArthur has succeeded in giving
an enjoyable, readable, and clear ex-
p lanat ion of  the re l iab i l i ty  and
truslworthiness o[ the Bible in rhe lace
of modern counterclaims. This work
would be appropriate for individual or
group study. All will profit, hopefully
to the end that all will be doers and not
just hearers of the inerrant, infallible
Word of God. (Victor Books, 1983,
I  l8pp. ,  $3.95) -J .M.
CHRISIIANITY AND WORTD REUGIONS:
THE CHATTENGE OF PLURAIISM
by Sir Nomon Andelson
This is an edited and expanded ver-
sion of an earlier work by Anderson.
It contrasts the differences between
Chr is t ian i tv  and the wor lds major
re l ig ions.  The st rongest  feature
is Chapters 2 through 4, which present
the uniqueness of the Christian gospel
and salvation, as well as the nature and
revelation of God. The most debated
portion is Chapter 5, dealing with
those who have never heard the gospel.
(Intervarsity Press, 1984, 216pp.,
$6.95) -c.R.H.
-G.R.H.
PROFILE
Joe Hale in Korea-
The Land of Explosive Potential
by Angela Elwell Hunt
J J T d:" ' l  know i f  , t  ever le l t  a
I  miss ionary ca l l , "  says Joe
I Hale, "l just responded to a
tremendous need and asked God what
my place would be in helping to meet
that need. On a trip with the LBC Cho-
rale in 1977 we visited four different
countries, and God planted a seed in
my heart in Korea. That seed was the
beginning of a love affair between me
and those people. I can't explain it, but
it has gotten worse through the years,"
Hale laughs. "The seed has grown into
a mammoth tree now."
Joe Hale and his wife, Ann, have
lived and worked in Korea for the past
seven years. Three boys were bom into
the Hale family while there, and the
Hales are expecting a fourth child this
year during their furlough.
Hale leads a unique ministry among
American soldiers and the Korean peo-
ple, who are "hospitable, prGAmerican,
lifeJoving, and very receptive." Hale
graduated from Liberty University in
1977 as a youth major and finds the
challenge of working with Korean
young people an exciting avenue of ser-
vice. Fifty-six percent of the population
of Korea is under 25 years of age.
"When I went to Korea I never had
any intention of working with the
American people," explains Hale. "But
we were located in an area with no
other missionaries, and there are 20,000
American troops within 25 miles from
our home. Every now and then a Chrrs-
tian soldier would come to Korea and
try to find a missionary. They found
us.  "
Joe and Ann began opening their
home to the lonely soldiers, and it was
regularly fil led with young men eager
for a familiar face and American cook-
ing. "l was really in a dilemma because
our Korean ministry was growing and
the GIs were asking for English Bible
studies, a worship service, and more.
I asked God what I should do. Should
I turn the soldiers away because they
were American? There was only so
much one person could do."
One day while studying EccJesi-
astes 4, Joe read, "Two are better than
one; because they have a good reward
for their labour. For if they fall, the one
will l ift up his fellow: but woe to him
that is alone when he falleth; for he
hath not another ro help him up. . . .
And if one prevail against him, two
shall withstand him; and a threefold
cord is not quickly broken." The phrase
"threefold cord" stuck with Joe, and
he realized that the Lnrd's plan for him
involved a team of people who would
commit themselves to each other and
the ministry in Korea.
After working four years with estab-
lished Korean ministries, the Hales de-
cided to creale the independent Liberty
Mission of Korea. They began in the
basement of a house and fervently
prayed that God would send them fel-
low workers.
Through the months that followed,
other  s ta[ [  members jo ined Joe in
ministry-20 Americans and 20 Kore-
ans. Now the Libeny House Service-
men's Center is open around the clock
lor American soldiers. The Liberty
Church is an English-speaking church
for missionaries, servicemen, and
English-speaking Koreans.
The Hales soon faced another di-
lemma. Their three children were rn
need of an education, and private
schooling was too expensive for the
missionaries. "We found out that mis-
sionaries were leaving Korea left and
right because they couldn't afford to
put their children in foreign schools-
elementary level costs between $5,000
and $6,000 per child per year. The
money a missionary has to raise for the
educat ion of  h is  ch i ldren k i l ls  h is  min-
istry because there's nothing left,
The Hales began to pray that some-
one would start a Christian school for
missionary children. Joe resisted when
the Lord first laid the burden on his
heart, but he remembered the admoni-
tion "two are better than one." He
prayed for someone to come to help
him start Liberty Christian School.
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Sue Karrer was the answer to his
prayers. When she arrived there was
no school, only two students. The word
soread that a new Christian school had
bien formed and response was stag-
gering. Joe found a Chinese school in
town with three empty classrooms,
and on the first dav of school in the
new location 83 students enrolled. In
the second year, the Chinese school ex-
plained that since the new school was
iour times bigger than their's, Liberry
Christian School and its 160 students
would have to move. The Liberty mis-
sionaries began to pray for a new
building, and the Lord miraculously
provided eight classroorns in a church.
"In Korea, often a church will build
a huge building and lease part of it un-
til they need it. A tenant will give them
a large sum of money-called key
money-and when the church grows
and takes over the building, they re-
tum all of the tenant's key money. The
church can build their building at that
year's cost, and the tenant doesn't have
to pay any rent."
The church with eight empty class-
rooms wanted $50,000 key money. It
was a great deal. The rooms were per-
fect, but Joe did not have $50,000. "We
are not backed by any large group
or denomination and we had no way
to raise $50,000. I called people for
months and we weren't even halfuay to
our goal, but God touched the heart of a
farmer in Iowa who sent $30.000-
exactly what we needed. Today we
have 173 students, and there are wait-
ing lists for five classes. We need to
grow again." Now in their third year
of operation, Liberty Christian School
is the third largest foreign school in
Korea. In the last two years, the school
I ITR
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has saved missionaries over $200.000
in tuition costs.
"It's the greatest prayer of my heart
that God will touch somebody some-
where who can help us buy land and
start building our own buildings. We
spend thousands of dollars fixing up
rented buildings, but the building own-
ers are happy to see us leave so they
can use the improved building."
On his first trip to Korea, Joe was
impressed with Korean young people.
He was shocked to learn there were no
youth pastors or Christian camps-as
we know them-in Korea. "I went back
"I iun responded toa
need and asked God
to help me meet
that need."
to Korea basically as a youth minister
wanting to work with young people.
God has greatly blessed in that area,
and He has given us much more than
that. We have a ministry relationship
with an orphanage, we have Saturday
youth rallies, and we have youth cru-
sades once or twice a year. This past
spring we had a three-night youth
crusade with an averase attendance ol
2,500. We were able t6 get into every
elementary, junior high, and high
school in our city to sing and share
the gospel. We have a Bible correspon-
dence course geared to young people,
and we are preparing for a ministry
called l.oveline, a telephone counseling
ministry."
Joe is most excited about the Youth
Station. an innovative concept with the
potential for reaching the entire coun-
try. The Youth Station is a coffee shop,
but it does not fit the American con-
cept. "I think if you say 'coffee shop,'
American people respond to it in the
wrong context. In the Orient the coffee
shop is very much a part of everyone's
social life. It's where you go when you
have free time, and young people by
the hundreds go to these places. You
can find l0 different kinds of coffee
shops in one block. You go there to get
off your feet, to get something to ear,
or to talk with your friends."
Joe had lons been burdened with
the idea of usin-g the coffee shop con-
cept as an evangelistic outreach. For
$20,000 the Liberty team could rent
and equip a building to begin a differ-
ent kind of coffee shop. "The Lord
began giving me ideas; i couldn't lay
down to sleep at night wirhout being
flooded by ideas and images. We didn't
want to call our place a 'coffee shop,'
so one day I drove past Seoul Station
and the name hit me-Youth Station.
All these people were going through
Seoul Station to ride a train, and I
could just see all kinds of young people
coming into our place to hear about
the Lord. The theme-trains-would
go a hundred miles."
The Lord began to send money for
the latest Liberty venture in ulbeliev-
able ways. Joe found a beautiful new
building located on a main intersection,
signed a contract, and regretfully left
the latest project to return to the States
for furloush.
Joe hai not seen the completed
Youth Station, but Dennis Lugar,
another Liberty missionary, reports
that young people are flooding through
its doors. The Koreans are presently
very concerned about rising problems
with their young people, and the Korean
Broadcasting System was so over-
whelmed with the idea that they did a
news special on the Youth Station.
The Youth Station emolovs waiters
and waitresses who were- saved in
youth rallies. A trained counselor is
always available to talk to a young per-
son who needs help. The idea is inno-
vative and it is working.
Joe is excited about the oossibilities
for ministry throughout Korea: "I feel
like we're sitting on a bomb that could
be reaching multiplied thousands of
people, but we're only reaching multi-
plied hundreds. If we just had the
means to make it all possible! It's very
frustrating because we're in a country
where the receptivity factor is so high-
the Mormons have 300 missionaries in
Korea, and the people are just as recep
tive to them. If we do not move quickly
and mobilize, people who do not have
the truth will. We have invitations
right now to set up Youth Stations in
five cities, but we do not have the
means. We have the manpower, but wejust don't have the rneans. I'm praying
that while I'm home on furloush God
will touch somebody to help uslWe've
got the place, we've got the manpower,
and I know we have the explosive po-
tential to see it happen."
For more information on the Liberty
Mission in Korea, write to Joe Hale at
4259 White Street, Lynchburg, Virginia
24502, or call (804) 845-1345 (until
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Ilelp Your
feen Avoid
Suicide
by Tim and Beverly LaHaye
More than 285,000
Americans committed
suicide between 1970 and
1980, according to a recent
government report. The
suicide rate jumped 60
percent, and it is stil l
climbing. But the startling
change is that now suicide
is the third leading cause
of death among teens, ac-
cording to the National
Centers for Disease
Control.
Ten years ago suicide
among youth was prevalent
on college campuses. Now
it has invaded the junior
high schools of the nation.
What would make a
normal, healthy 14- to
19-year-old commit sui-
cide? Depression!
Parents of teens should
be aware of the following
signs of depression: with-
drawal from family and
friends; self-condemnation;
apathy; loss of appetite, or
excessive eating; Ioss of in-
terest rn apPearance; loss
of sleep; loss of interest in
a favorite hobby; morbid-
ity; griping; and most of
all, indulgence in self-pity,
which may or may not be
verbalized.
Following are major
reasons for teen depression:
Rejection-by parents,
siblings, or peers.
Drugs-The aftereffect
of speed, marijuana, and
cocaine is depression.
Sometimes before their
natural body function re-
charges their spirits they
become quietly self-
destructive.
Body change-often
produces hormonal
change, resulting in un-
stable emotions.
Conflict-with parents.
Rock music-The mor-
bid lyrics and tunes can
make teens depressed, as
can the death of a rock
star.
Hopelessness-The
doomsday philosophy of
Secular Humanism, the
declining values in our
country, and the unsafe
world condition can de-
press teens.
There are many things
a concerned parent can do:
Make sure your teen
knows Jesus Christ.
Schedule a physical ex-
amination for him by your
family doctor.
Help your teen realize
what his talents are and
develop at least one until
he is good at it.
Do not let him associ-
ate with the wrong peers
(l Cor. 15:33).
Teach him to give
praise and thanks in every-
thing (l Thess. 5:18).
Encourage him to be
active in your church
youth group.
Make sure he knows
you love him.
Set reasonable guide-
lines and lovingly enforce
them.
Encourage physical
exerclse.
Guide his music in-
terests away from rock.
Make sure he is not
taking drugs of any kind.
Do not assume that your
child would never take
drugs.
The teen years are a
precarious time, but most
make it through. With
God's help and your loving
concern, yours will too.
Start a
tr[ew Yearts
Growth Graph
by Cenevc Cobb lijima
How do you identify and
monitor your spiritual prog-
ress? After battling this
problem over the years, I
finally discovered a means
of recognizing growth, and
this has become an effec-
tive tool to encourage me
in my Christian walk. Per-
haps the idea will be just
as beneficial to you.
At the first of January,
set aside some time to
prayerfully consider the
coming year, noting the
areas of need in your life
and the lives of those you
love. In a looseleaf notebook
write down each
area for prayer,
leaving space
to record the
answerslater. Record-
ing God's an- swers to
yourprayers serves as
a mental growth
graph, and a source
of encour- agement.
In ask-
ing the Lord
to resolve the
problems and meet
the needs brought to
Him, you must allow Him
the freedom to work in you
and to use you in the pro-
cess. If you are not ready
to make a personal com-
mitment, ask Him to help
you become willing. God
will meet you where you
are in your walk with Him.
This past year my hus-
band and I made our growth
graph together. Our faith
has increased as we have
prayed together, and we are
seeing some special things
happen. When we included
the business ide of our
lives in our growth graph,
we experienced the unity
of purpose needed to jointly
plan a budget to which we
both felt responsible.
At times the Lord may
require you to wait for His .
answers. This is where faith
comes in. "Wait on the
Lord," He commands in the
Psalms. Waiting is often
the hardest thing to do.
Some things are grow-
ing experiences. Although
He gives progress, each
year you may find yourn o -
self writing down the ,,1
same request,asking
again and again.
p r o b l e m
ity is to
pray and be
obedient in dealing
with it.
When you wonder if
y<;u are growing at all,
go back over your prayer
expectations and growth
graph. You will see
that you are making
progress. God is working
out His purpose in your
life. Be encouraged. You
are maturing in Him.
I
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Wonder Son
from Korea
by Elizabeth Kanouse
The solemn eyes of a
destitute youngster in a
foreign land usually ap-
pear in advertisements o
sponsor a child. Some-
times the relationship be-
tween sponsor and child
blossoms into love that en-
dures, as ours did.
My husband, Edgar,
and I already had two
sons but wanted to share
our blessings with a less
fortunate child. We did
not find him, however, in
a magazine. Instead, I asked
Miss Mabel Culter to find
a boy for us to "adopt"
when she went to Korea in
1954 to start an orphanage.
Our child, Kim Choon
Taik, was deserted by his
mother, who boarded him
with a family and disap.
peared. At first his care-
takers forced him to work,
then cast him out. He was
begging on the streets of
Pusan at the age of 6. He
ate leftovers from the trays
of American soldiers,
hustled for loose change at
the railroad station, and
slept in the alleys.
Captain Kim Dong
Choon found the boy and
asked him if he would like
to be fed and go to school.
School did not interest
him, but eating did. Thus
began Choon Taik's life in
orphanages.
Lnoon lalK s l\orean
name means "selected
pond." We called him
"Paul." His first snapshot
arrived portraying a small
boy with a winsome smile,
standing stiffly with arms
pressed to his sides. He
wrote: "How are you in
America, which is very,
very far from here? I am
your beloved son, Kim
Choon Taik. I am happy in
this home studying my
lessons hard. Thank you
for  help ing me. . . .  I  pray
for  you. . . .  God b less you."
Paul expressed his
longing to meet us, his
family, and I yearned to
reach across the ocean
with a motherly hug. But
we had to content our-
selves with letters. Paul
graduated from high
school in December 1965,
and was admitted to Song-
jun University in Seoul.
The bonding with our
family continued to
strengthen. After college
graduation in 1970, he
served three years in the
Republic of Korea Army.
Upon discharge he even-
tually found permanent
work by concealing his
orphan background.
In November 1973, Paul
discovered new life in
Christ. He wrote: "You
know how much lChrist]
loves me and patiently and
tenderly calls me to do
His work. From now on I
will do what He wants to
do to me."
Paul later chose the
daughter of a Methodist
minister for his wife, and
the following year the cou-
ple rejoiced in the birth of
a son, Samuel. Paul believed
God was calling him to the
ministry of Christian camp-
ing and wished to study in
America.
His application to Talbot
Theological Seminary in
California required a phys-
ical examination. It showed
tuberculosis. Since his
recuperation was slow, he
applied to a seminary in
Korea. Soon he wrote:
"Hallelujah! We praise
Him forever. I am com-
pletely healed from TB.
Last February 15, school
announced my acceptance."
In 1981 Paul was sent
to the states as a delegate
to a Christian camping
convention. On November 17
I arrived at the airport,
holding aloft a large sign
with "Paul" on it. A
slender young man ap-
proached. With instant
recognition we rushed into
each other's arms, and the
years of separation were
washed away by the tide
of joy that engulfed us.
During the next 10 days
we savored the closeness
so long denied us. We
lingered at the table, pored
over his photo album,
traveled, visited, and at-
tended church, where we
thanked God for answered
prayer.
Back in Korea he wrote:
"It was so wonderful time
to meet you and all the
family. To stay with you is
an experience of Alice in
Wonderland. Thank you so
much for your love as a
mother. I felt your great
love with my skin."
The Bible says, "Cast
thy bread upon the waters:
for thou shalt find it after
many days." When years
ago, love was cast upon
the waters, it multiplied
and produced this incred-
ible man-Paul. I call him
our wonder son!
Family
Bookshelf
Peter and Barbara
Jenkins, authors of the
best-selling books ,4 l4lalft
Across America and The
Walk West, have finally
written the inside story of
their lives and their walk.
The Road Unseen ex-
plores the usual and unusual
ways God led, directed, and
provided for Peter and
Barbara during their walk
across America and through
the years since. Their stories
are entertaining, heart-
warming, and convicting.
This book offers a glimpse
into adventures most of us
will never know, but it
also reveals how God cares
for all of His children.
Keaoers ot I  ne Koaa un-
seen rvill finish the book
with a prayer in their
hearts, "Lord, place
enough adventure in my
heart to allow me to
follow you completely,"
(Thomas Nelson Publishers,
198s, $r 2.9s)
In his new book, The
Fine Art of Friendship, Ted
Engstrom reminds us that
to have genuine, precious
friends, we must take time
and effort. He illustrates
principles most people
know but do not utilize,
with heartwarming stories
about the infinite value of
friends. Engstrom reempha-
sizes the importance of
"loving your neighbor as
yourself." (Thomas Nelson
Publishers, 1985, 99.95)
-A.H.
The Complete Book ol
Home Management was
first published in 1929
under the title The Com-
plete Family Book. Elva
Anson, a licensed marriage,
family, and child coun-
selor, and Kathie Linden
discuss every area of home
management: budget; orga-
nization; home space-
savers; how to include
your children in chores;
nutritious meals; and how
to be the stewards of time,
money, and talent that
God intends. The book is
totally practical. No matter
how many books you have
read on similar subjects,
you will find new ideas
here. (Moody Press, 1985,
$s.9s) -A.H.
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fatty acid capsules, protein
supplement powders, and
other nonnatural food sup-
plements, spend your
money on fresh foods and
eat a balanced diet.
A registered dietician
can discuss your nutritional
needs and your present
diet, giving you clear direc-
tion on how to alleviate
many problems. He will
probably save you many
dollars as compared to
"vitamin popping" and will
give you an even more pre-
cious commodity*some
peace of mind.
Kids Follow
Our Examples
by Mel lohnson
A study once disclosed
that if both Mom and Dad
attend church regularly,
72 percent of their
children remain faithful;
if only Dad attends regu-
larlv. 55 percent remainy, r t 
faithful; if only Mom attends
regularly, 15 percent remain
faithful; and if neither
attend regularly, only
6 percent remain faithful.
The statistics speak for
themselves! The example
set by parents and adults
is more important than
all the efforts of church
and Sunday school. If
we believe that religion
is important to our chil-
dren, we must demon-
strate that it is important
to us as well. Family
worship each Sunday
can be one of the
beautiful experiences
of growing for any
child.
I may sound a
little old-fashioned,
but sit together for
the Sunday morn-
ing worshipl In
some fashionable
churches people
used to pay for
the distinction
of having a family
pew. To me this is
quite egotistical and
hypocritical. But, you
know, it did give the pastor
and the people a chance to
see if there was any to-
getherness in your family . . .
and maybe what control
you had over your kids.
At the Sunday dinner
table, following the meal,
have a little discussion on
what happened in the morn-
ing service. Review the
pastor's sermon. Be posi
tivel This is one good way
of getting our children to
respect and appreciate the
value of worship and the
importance of going to
church with the intent of
learning something.
Families that worship
together stay together!
Nerv Yeat's D{r
IUn Project
Make New Year's Day
distinctive by putting to-
gether a family scrapbook
for the year gone by. Bring
out last year's programs,
report cards, poems writ-
ten by the children, photo-
graphs, and other para-
phernalia. Sort it into l2
stacks, one for each month.
Using rubber cement, paste
each item into an orga-
nized scrapbook, scrawling
comments to help remem-
ber each event. When
finished, sit down together
and look through the
events of the past year.
Leave the scrapbook lying
around for a few weeks so
everyone can have an
extra look.
Consider the year ahead
in light of the goals your
family would like to
achieve. These might in-
clude a hoped-for trip, the
raising of school grades,
or acquiring a new skill.
New Year's Day can be a
quiet and introspective
time, but never an unhappy
or dreary day.
Adapted from Six Weeks
to Better Parenting by
Caryl Waller Krueger,
@ 1980, used by
permission of the
publisher, Pelican
Publishing Company,
Gretna, Louisiana.
Nutritional
Supplements
by Gregg Albers, M.D.
lieve that all diseases
are due to poor diets or
poor food quality. They
want us to swallow vita-
min pills to cure all our
health problems. But thou-
sands of scientific studies
belie the claims that all
diseases stem from poor
nutrition, and that vita-
mins perform miracles.
Vitamins are only a
portion of an enzyme and
must be combined by the
body with a protein called
an apoenzyme, which the
body makes in limited
amounts. If excessive
vitamins are taken, only
those needed to fill the
available spaces are used,
and the rest are usually
discarded by the body.
Thus excessive doses of
vitamins do not add any-
thing to the body's health,
and may cause toxic prob-
Iems if taken in megadoses.
Sound preventative
nutrition is extremely
easy. Everyone can prac-
tice it. Eat a sensible diet
that is balanced between
fresh fruits and vegetables,
some breads and whole
grains, milk and related
products, and some lean
meats. It is that simple.
Instead of wasting your
money on vitamins,
mineral pills, essential
tr'ft$i*tt
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call them to be His ambas-
sadors, to represent Jesus
Christ to those with whom
they come in contact. The
most effective means of
training them for this call-
ing is to model a life of
confronting men and
women with the gospel of
Jesus Christ. As they see
the powerful effect of the
gospel in changed lives,
their own faith will be-
come personal and strong,
and they will grow in their
commitment to make Jesus
Christ known to the world.
Your family may not
find it practical to imple-
ment all of these ideas,
but drawing upon your
own and your children's
creativity, you certainly
could add others that are
distinctive and fun. Devel-
oping your children into
World Christians is not
only a worthy parental
goal yielding rich spiritual
benefits, it is an enjoyable
family project.
Adapted from Worldwide
Challenge by permission of
the author.
How to Give
Your Ghildren
A Heart for
the World
by Nancy Leigh DeMoss
Children will not auto-
matically adopt God's heart
for the world. This month
Miss DeMoss explains how
you can open your home
to missionaries and give
your children direct ex-
posure to them and their
needs.
I nyi te mis sionarie s w ho
are home on furlough to
eat a meal with your fam-
ily or stay overnight in
your home. Be sure to ask
lots of questions!
Invite international stu-
dents who are living in
lour communtty tnto lour
home. You will have a
good opportunity to ask
questions about different
countries and possibly to
share the gospel with stu-
dents who do not know
Jesus Christ.
"Adopt" a child.
Several organizations offer
you the opportunity to
financially sponsor an
orphan or an underprivi-
leged child in another
country.
Encourage your high
school student to partici-
pate in a foreign student
exchange program. Your
child and a student from
another country would live
in each other's homes and
attend each other's schools
for a short period of time.
Take advantage of any
opportunity your f amily
has to trarel to another
part of the world. As our
family was growing up,
my parents took us to dif-
ferent parts of the world
to meet missionaries and
do some evangelistic work
ourselves. We found it
most stimulating to spend
time with the national peo-
ple in the places where
they live and work. God
used many of these early
experiences on the mission
field to grab hold of my
heart and indelibly impress
on my mind the picture of
a world that needs Jesus
Christ. At an early age, I
committed my life to taking
the gospel to that world.
My family once spent
several days in Haiti. We
were helped to understand
God's broken heart for the
world as we saw filth, ab-
ject poverty, crowded
marketplaces, voodoo
priests and cemeteries,
small villages on nearly
inaccessible trails, and
countless people eking out
an existence-their lives
ravaged by the satanic in-
fluences of their animist
worship.
Encourage y ou r chil d ren
to read bictgraphies ol men
and women whom God used
to impact their world lor
Christ. Many such books
have had a tremendous in-
fluence on my life. I
recommend the stories of
Hudson Taylor, D. L. Moody,
David Brainerd, David
Livingstone, and William
Carey. Many of these sto-
ries have been written es-
pecially for children or
teenagers. These men
teach us the character
traits God used to achieve
His purposes. They inspire
us to trust the character
of God and to attempt
great things for Him.
Witness lor lesus Christ
in your own community.
God will not call all of
your children to be mis-
sionaries in a foreign
country. He does, however,
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by Cal Thomas
[l he American College of Obste'
I  t r ic ians and GYnecologis ts ,
I which is now headed by Pro-
abortion people but formerlY had a
prolife leader, wants to advertise on
ielevision. Their reasoning is that, be-
cause there is so much sex on televi'
sion, young people, particularly, ought
to have a source to which they can turn
for guidance about when, how, and
with-what precautions they should en-
gaqe in sexual activity. I thought that
wa1 what parents were for. but dumb
old me.
One of my kid's friends called me
old fashioned the other daY. Me, who
srew up with rock and roll; me, who
ised to cruise the drive-ins with the
window rolled down and the radio
turned up; me, who was Part of the
generation that invented "cool." I
m.an, *. were cool before cool.
Anyrvay, the ad features three young
women. The first says she intends to
be President, the second that she in'
tends to go back to school, and the
third, wh6 is pregnant, saYS that she
intended to have a family, "but not this
soon." An announcer says that nothing
chanqes intentions fasler than unin-
tended pregnancies and that these have
risks grealer than any of today's con-
traceDtives. Then he gives a number lo
call for an in[ormational booklet. The
booklet oluss the vounq person inlo
rhe world oiplannid Paienthood and
their, you should pardon the expres-
sion, bedfellows.
There is no mention in the ads (and
I guarantee you there willonly be the
mbst cursory mention in the publica-
tions) of abstinence as the best preg'
nancv prevcnter. You see, the American
Collegi of Obstetricians and Gynecolo-
gists are interested in treating symp-
ioms, not causes. The rationale is that
we can't tell young people to stop do'
ing what they are doing, or i[ theY
haven't started doing it, not to do it.
They won't listen, they say Well, why
won't they listen?
If they'listen to a stream of sexually-
oriented propaganda bout engaging in
I Thought That Was
What Parents Were For!
premarital sex, why would theY not
listen to a stream of common sense
from the other point of view? There
are antismoking ads, aren't there?
Although not everyone has stoPPed
smoking, many have. Why not anti-sex-
until-marriage ads. One answer is that
the sex industry has a lot of money
riding on the continued free love atti-
tude, and they don't want to have to
find honest work. I
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IREASURES FRCM THE TEK
by Richurd D. Patterson
hristians have alrvays loved to
make acrostics ol rvell-known
rvords of the faith. For example,
from the rvord FAITH has come "For-
sak ing  A l l .  l  Take H im,  and l rom
GRACE has  come' lc rea ter  R iches  a t
Christ's Expense." It was no less so rn
the  ear l l  chu  rch .  Onc o [  rhc i r  la r  o r i re
symbols  u ,as  the  f i sh ,  lo r -bch ind  i t  lay
the motto taken from the Greek rvord
for  F ISH,  "Jesus  Chr is t ,  God 's  Son,
SaYiour . "
Although the term Sdl,torlr, refer-
ring to Jesus Christ, f i l ls the pagcs of
our hymnbooks, interestingly enough
i t  was  no t  app l ied  to  H im o l ten  in  the
earlier portions of the Ne\v Testament.
To be sure, the term \\ 'as used at the
announccments concerning His Birth,
f i rs t  to  Joseph ( "Thou sha l t  ca l l  h is
name Jesus," Matt. l:2 I Jcsus mean-
ing Joshua, "God is salvation"), and
then to thc shepherds (Lukc 2:1 1), but
after that it is found onll rareh unti l
later. It \\,as the conlession o[ the peo-
ple at Samaria rlho believed in Jesus
(John 4:42). It rvas the tcstimony of
Peter  (Ac ts  5 :31)  and Pau l  (Ac ts  l3 :23)
on scaltcred occasions in the early
days of the church's expansion. How-
ever, not unti l the seventh dccade (n.O.
60-69)did the term come into great use.
S ign i f i can th ,  God 's  t in t ing  rvas  jus t
Christ the Saviour
right. Rome groaned under Nero (e.o.
54-68), whose ever-increasing madncss
caused the whole Roman Empire to
look for a deliverer Irom his oppres-
siveness. The Jews, too, severely perse-
cuted by the Romans and in immincnt
danger of losing Jerusalem, increasing-
ly cried out for a saviour. Ironically,
the Saviour had comel By His death
and Resurrection He had effected
man's salvation once and for all (1 Cor.
15:3-5). To a rvorld crying for a dc-
liverer, the apostles introduced Jesus
Christ, God's Son, the Saviour.
Thc ma in  thrust  o[  theear l l  Chr is .
tian message had been to Jews and, ac,
cordingly, the chief emphasis had been
on the messiahship of Jesus (e.g., Acts
2:36). Now, as the mission to the Cen-
tiles moved on in full force even to
Rome itself, the Neu'Testament writers
o[ that seventh decade emploved the
term that God had prepared the rvorld
tu recc ivc-Sayi0ar .  In  h is  Pr ison
Epistles, Paul points out that Jesus rs
lhc Sar iour  o[  the church,  His  bocly .
Ibr u,hom He gave His all (Eph. 5:22-27).
He reminds the Philippian Christrans
lhat this Saviour is coming again to
secure the believers' full and final de-
liverance (Phil.3:20-21). In his Pastoral
Epistles, Paul speaks frequently of
Jesus the Saviour. Together vith the
Father, Christ is the source of grace,
mercl', and peace (Titus l:4). He is the
source of a holy and productive li[e
both now and forever (2 Tim. l:8-10).
Because Jesus is thc believer's Saviour,
those who have accepted Him have
entered into the family of God and
have a present hope of eternal ife and
heirship rvith Christ (Titus 3:4-6). Yes,
Jesus Christ is the great Saviour vho
offers the Christian an abundant and
fruitful life in this present age and who
is coming again soon to receive him
unto Himsel l  (T i tus 2:11 '14) .
Peter also reminds his readers that
Christ is the Saviour. That Saviour has
provided equality of redemption [or all
who receive Him by faith (2 Peter l:l-4).
Peter reminds the believer that he
has been dclivcred from the pollution
of this rvorld by Christ the Saviour
t2 Peter  2:201and g i \cn an 'en l rancc.  . .
abundant l l  in to thc erer last ing k ing-
dom of our Lord and Saviour Jesus
C h r i s t  t 2  P c t t ' r  l : l l t .  H c  c h a l l e n g e s
Christians to get into the Scriptures,
Old and Ncw, and to "grow in grace,
and in the knowledge of our Lord and
Saviour Jesus Christ" (2 Peter 3:l -2,18).
Today's rvorld stil l longs for delir'-
erance.  Yet ,  God s message is  p la in:
the Deliverer, Christ the Saviour, has
come. He offers to all men everywhere
the promise of full sa]vation from the
bondage of sin and a rich and reward-
ing life that stretches out to all eternitv,
lived in union u'ith the Saviour. I
t l l m  p r o < r u c t i o n s .  I n c -
Producers of Award rffinning Christian Films
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fanuary't6
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Walk A-Thon: 0venruhelming Success
To begin the Wolk-A-Thon, Dr. ond lvrs. Folwell ond DI Gulllermln led thg crowd ocross the enlronce
brldge fo the universily,
Predicted rain turned to
beautiful sunshine as over
5,000 Liberty University
students, faculty, and staff
walked around Liberty
Mountain on December ll.
The Walk-A-Thon was coor-
dinated as a fund-raising
project by the Liberty Trust
Endowment Program for the
expansion of the university.
"It was a physical hap-
pening,  but  a sp i r i tua l
event , "  sa id Dr .  Jerry
Falwell, Liberty's chan-
cellor. A special 8:00 a.m.
chapel service with 45
minutes of songs and
testimonies preceded the
walk. The LU marching band
played "Joshua Fit the Bat-
tle of Jericho," getting the
walkers off to an enthusi
astic start.
Rest stops were provided
every 2 miles, and WRVL,
Liberty's own FM radio sta-
tion, broadcast live inter-
views throughoui the event.
The route actually covered a
little over 12 miles, and at all
times walkers were touching
the campus borders. "It gave
the students a perspective of
how big the campus area
really is and the size the
completed university will
eventually be," said Dr.
Falwell.
Because of the success of
the Walk-A-Thon, another
one is being considered. "I
believe the students now
have a better understanding
of the enormity of the task of
building the universi:y, and
their much-appreciated ef-
forts to raise funds for
building projects will benefit
students yet to come," Dr.
Falwell added.
Dawti Broud, chief execullve
otflcar of OTGH, ond his son
Mollhew completed the wolk.
T
LU sludents flnd lime lo "clown" whlle wolklng.
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LU Professor
Dies
Daniel L. Barlow, profes-
sor of education at Liberty
University since 1978, died
suddenly on December 7. He
is survived by his wife,
Wilma Mae, who is pro-
fessor of mathematics at
Liberty University, and two
children, Dana Scott and
Brett Robin..
Barlow had recently fin-
ished a college textbook,
Educational Psychology-
The Teachinglkaming Pro-
cesq published by Moody
Press in 1984. He was in
the process of produclng a
paperback, Child-rearing
Christian-style.
Characterized by gra-
ciousness, Dr. Barlow busied
himself with involvement in
church and civic affairs. His
education included a doc-
torate in guidance coun-
seling from Arizona State
University in 1970 and
masters degrees in both
education and relieion.
CATENDAR
January
6-17 - LU winter modulars
20-LU sping semester
classes begin
27-28 - Liberty Baptist
Fellowship meeting
At  LU
30 - Dr Falwell speaks at
ACSI meeting in
Virginia Beach
Construction of the new
1,000-seat "Moody Building"
was begun. "The OId-Time
Gospel Hour" broadcast ex-
panded to include stations in
Richmond, Virginia, and
Bluefield, West Virginia.
Treasure Island, located
in the middle of the James
River, was purchased, the
buildings were renovated,
and a Christian summer
camp for children was es-
tablished.
During the summer of
1985 the camp ministered
to 6,192 young people. On
November 5, 1985, the camp
sustained losses in the mil-
lions when flood waters
covered the island, wash-
ing some structures and
the 400-foot bridge down-
stream.
Save-A-Baby
Changes Name
Liberty Godparent Min-
istry is the name that has
been chosen for the Thomas
Road Baptist Church min-
istry to women with un-
wanted pregnancies. The
name change comes after a
lengthy but futile attempt to
work out an agreement with
Father James Fiatarone,
founder and director of the
Pinole, California, Save-
A-Baby.
Fiatarone stipulated in a
September 1985 letter that
any use of the name after
November I would have to
be with permission from his
organization, and full credit
would have to be given when-
ever the "name is used in
print or speech." Before the
TRBC organization used the
name, the company hired to
search for possible simul-
taneous use of the Save-A-
Baby name failed to turn up
an alreadycxisting organi-
zation.
Comrnenting on the
choice, Dr. Jerry Falwell
explained, "Both Liberty
University and our earlier
Godparent program are well-
known across the country.
This will make the change
less difficult. There shouldn't
be any problem with another
group using the name be-
cause it is a merging of two
components of our own
ministry."
TRBC Musicians Serve Faithfully
Macel Falwell, wife of
Pastor Jerry Falwell and
mother of three, has been
playing the piano for Thomas
Road Baptist Church since
its beginning in 1956. Mrs.
Falwell is also pianist for the
Old-Time Gospel Hour. She
began studying music at the
age of 12 and started playing
in church just after she began
her lessons. An accomplished
pianist and admirer of clas-
sical music, Macel enjoys play-
ing duets with her daughter,
Jeannie.
Donna Hindson is TRBC
and OTGH organist. Wife of
Ed Hindson and the mother
of three, Donna has been the
organist for l0 years. She
majored in sacred music at
Moody Bible Institute and
received her bachelor's
degree in music at Michigan
State University. She has
given private piano lessons
for many years and has been
playing in church since the
age of 13. Continual practice
keeps her talent sharp.
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man beings have sighed those words in
times of trouble. In truth, for the ma-jority, the good old days were probably
not that good But that was not the case
for a certain rich man from the land
of Uz. In a matter of hours he lost his
friends, fortune, and family. A fearful
and loathsome disease befell him, caus-
ing him to despair of life itself. But by
far, the most unbearable agony was
heaven's deafening silence to his pitiful
cry-"Why is all this happening to me?
Where is God? Does He care? Will he
hear?" Job's desire to return to berrer
times was certainly understandablel
But even Job would not have been
better ofl in the good old days, for God
uould turn h is  sorruw into ' ing ing
tomorrow. This is true for all who love
God, and Job qualified. If he endured
the pain, he would enjoy the prize. He
could not put stock in friends or feel-
ings; both would let him down.
Job's children were dead, his wealth
was gone, and his body wracked with
disease and pain. His own wife had ad,
vised him to curse God and die. Then
his friends came to him. Did ever a
man so desperately need his friends as
this man? But his friends were more
like foes. They condemned rather than
comforted him. They added to instead
of taking away his grief. They offered
no tender touch, only pointing fingers.
He was quicklyjudged and denounced,
without trial or defense. His pitiful
protests fell on deaf ears. They called
him a terrible sinner, saying that the
Almighty s imply d id nor  a l iow
righteous people to suffer. The greater
the sin, the greater the suffering, they
chided him. For a while Job seemed
able to cope, even with this heaped-on
hostility. But eventually fallen flesh
displayed itself. He heard himself lash
out against these fake friends, and
worse stil l, against his very God. He
felt that his troubles could get no worse
and that they would never end. Only
through patience would he endure. In
fact, Job was his own best adviser:
"For I knorv that my redeemer liveth,
The Man Satan Wanted
and that he shall stand at the latter day
upon the earth" (Job 19:25).
Job's travail seemed pointless and
endless, but in reality it was neither.
He was patient. The storm passed. The
light shone through. His suffering had
a purpose.
First, God used Job to silence Satan:
"Then Satan answered the Lord, and
said, Doth Job fear God for nought?
Hast not thou made an hedge about
him, and about his house, and about all
that he hath on every side? Thou hast
blessed the work of his hands, and his
substance is increased in the land. But
put forth thine hand now, and touch all
Lhat  he hath,  and he u i l l  curse lhee to
thy face , . . . And Satan answered the
Lord, and said, Skin for skin, yea, all
that  a man hat  h u i l l  he g i r  e  for  h is  l i fe .
But put forth thine hand now, and
touch his bone and his flesh, and he
will curse thee to thy face" (Job 1:9,1 ;
7 .4  -  5 t
Through suffering, Job was able to
see God: "l have heard of thee by the
hear ing of  the ear :  buL now mine eye
seeth thee" (Job 42:5).
And he saw himself: "Behold, I am
vile; what shall I answer thee? I will
lay mine hand upon my mouth" (Job
40:4). "Wherefore I abhor myself, and
repent in dust and ashes" (Job 42:6).
Job's suffering taught his friends
not to judge others: "And it was so, that
after the Lord had spoken these words
unto Job, the Lord said to Eliphaz
the Temanite, My wrath is kindled
against thee, and against thy two
friends: for ye have not spoken of me
the thing that is right, as my servant
Job hath" (Job 42:7\.
Finally, Job leamed to pray for,
rather than to lash out against, his
critics: "And the L.ord tumed the captivitl'
of Job, rvhen he prayed for his friends:
also the Lord gave Job twice as much
as he had before" (Job 42:10). I
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Supreme Court Werghs
r l  r .  / f \ADOruOn LaSe
doctor need do is claim the woman's
mental health would be impaired by
delivering the child.
The Reagan administration, in a
friend-of-thc-court brief, told the Court
rhat  i t  should orcr turn rhe aborr ion
decision because, "There is no explicit
textual warrant in the Constitution for
the right to an abortion." The brief
added that "the textual, historical and
hough the media has hyped
the Reagan administration's
request hat the U. S. Supreme
Court rererse its abortion ruling, pro-
life groups do not expect the high
Court to outlaw abortion.
Last July the Justice Department
asked the nine-member Supreme Court
to reconsider its 1973 abortion ruling,
Roe v. Wqde. It argued that the U. S.
Constitution does not expressll' guaran-
tee a woman a right to an abortion.
In that landmark decision, the
Supreme Couft said a woman's right to
abortion is protected by a constitutional
right to prilacy which, though not fourd
in the Constitution, is implicitly implied
in ser,eral amendments. This right to
privacy, the Court said, is sufficient to
proh ib i t  povcrnment  f rom in tc r fe r ing
rvith a u'oman's choice ol abortion.
The h igh  Cour t  ucn t  on  to  d ismi .s
the  le ra l  ch i ld  '  r ighr  ro  l i fe  by  say ing
the Constitution protects only pelsorls
and that an unborn child is not legally
a person unti l i t reaches viabil ity-that
is, unti l the child can live outside the
womb. When the fetal child reaches
viabil ity, the Court said, states may
then restrict a rvoman's right to
abortion unless the doctor deter-
mines the abortion is needed to protect
the woman's health, and this includes
mental as rvell as physical health
Due to this last stipulation, women
have been able to obtain an abortion
at any point during pregnancy-all a
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a rgue on  beha l I  o f  those two ' ta tes ,
and i t  u "ed  thcoppor tun i t l  lo  pe l i r ion
the Court to reverse its 12-year abor,
tion stand.
The Penn'1 lr an ia c ase. Th,,,mbu ry,h
v. Americau College of Obstetricians
and Gynecologists, involves a law that
required unmarried minors to obtarn
parental or judicial consent before an
abortion, that doctors give women a
detailed description of the abortron
procedure and its risks, and that
l i te ra tu re  be  o f le red  l i s t inp '  agenc ies
providing altematives to abortion. Thc
law also made it a crime for a doctor
to perform an abortion if he thinks the
fetus is viable.
The Il l inois case, Diamond v.
Cftarles, involved a law requiring doc-
lo rs  to  in fo rm pa l ien l r  lha l  c ( r la in
contraceptives are abortifacients
that is, the ferti l ized egg is kil led
bccause thc contraceptive prevents the
egg from implanting. The IUD is the
most common device of this kind. This
law also made it a crime for a doctor
to cause the death of a viable fetal
child by fail ing to makc every effort to
saYe its l i fe.
Both larvs were designed to provide
women with the information neccssary
fo r  them to  make an  in f t . ' rmcd judg-
ment about the medical procedure
before giving the doctors their consent.
"Informed consent" is an ethical
standard that doctors habitually obey
on almost every medical procedure-
w i th  the  ercept ion  o f  abor t ion .  R igh t -
toJife groups believe abortion is thc
exception because doctors know that
few women rvould select the procedure
if they knew they were aborting a
recognizable human being.
The Reagan administration opened
its brief with the cases of three wonrerr
rvho contend they would not have had
abortions had they been informed
about the development of the unborn
child, the risks accompanying abor-
tion, and the availabil ity of childbirth
assistance for single women.
The brief said the consequences of
not fully informing u,omen about the
abortion procedure has resulted rn
severe emotional distress for marrv.
"Th"r, is no explicit
textual warrant in the
Constitution for the risht
to an abortion,"
doctrinal basis of that decision is so far
flarved that this Court should overrule
i l  and return Lhe la$ to rhe condi t ion
in which it n'as before the case u'as
decided."
The Reagan administration used
Pennsylvania nd ill inois abortion
laws as a vehicle to ask the Court to
overturn its Roe v. Wade decision.
The Pennsylvania and Ill inois laws
attempted to place restrictions on the
abortion industry, but both laws were
str-uck down by federal appbals courts.
The Reagan administration obtained
permission from the Supreme Court to
I
The Reagan administration added that
because the abortion industry is a prof-
itable business, the state has a duty
to ensure that women are informed of
alternatives to abortion.
The brief states, "In the highly com-
mercialized and deeply politicized con,
text of abortion, it is simply unrealistic
to rely on abortion providers to will-
ingly provide information such as that
prescr ibed. .  .  to  women contem-
plating abortion, even though it might
be essential to their informed decisron
making."
Opponents of the Pennsylvania nd
Illinois laws complained that the
statutes were designed to dissuade
women from abortion and to force doc-
tors to accept he state's theory of life.
But pro-abortion groups would not
elaborate on their objections. Planned
Parenthood Federation of America and
the National Abortion Rights Action
League refuse to comment on their
positions. NARAL, in fact, apparently
unable to defend itself against the
harder questions, said, "We do not talk
to the antichoice press. There's no
need to."
Last November, the Supreme Court
heard oral arguments from both sup-
porters and opponents of the Penn-
sylvania and Ill inois laws, but the
justices indicated they were more con-
cerned about the procedural problems
the laws presented than with their
constitutionality.
The Pennsylvania law presented
problems because it had not finished
normal court proceedings before
reaching the Supreme Court. The 3rd
U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals had
issued onl )  a  pre l iminary in junct ion
against the law, blocking its enforce-
ment until a full hearing could be held.
The Supreme Court traditionally
reviews only final decisions, not tem-
The Ill inois law presented prob-
lems because it was appealed by a
right-toJife group which placed the
state's name on the appeal without
first obtaining permission from the
state's attorney general. The Supreme
Court learned of this only after it
accepted the case.
Fur thermore,  the I l l ino is  Legis-
lature has since amended the law so
that the provisions upon which the 7th
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals ruled no
longer exist.
The Supreme Court, therefore, has
a number of alternatives: It can rule
the laws are moot due to procedural
problems; strike down the laws as un'
constitutional; uphold the laws as
legitimate restrictions on a woman's
right to abortion; overturn the abor-
tion ruling altogether; or issue a rul-
ing that is a combination of any of
these.
Which is it likely to choose? No one
is saying, but there are some behind-
the-scenes speculations.
The foremost opinion is the Court
will neither overturn Roe v. Wade rcr
uphold rhe PennsyJrania or  l l l ino is
laws, since the samejustices who ruled
against abortion restrictions in a 1983
decision stil l sit on the bench. (In that
6-3 decision, the Court struck down
laus in  Akron,  Ohio,  and Kansas Ci t5.
Missouri, that carried many of the
same restrictions existing in the cur-
rent litigation.)
In addition, many pro-lifers believe
the media has overemphasized the
amount of importance rhe Reagan ad-
ministration's request will actually
have on the Court.
"We have no expectation that the
courl is going to approach overturning
Ihe Roe v. Wade d,ecision," said Janet
Carroll, associate legislative director
f o r  t h e  N a t i o n a l  R i g h r  r o  L i l e
Committee.
Then why did the Reagan adminis-
tration make- the request? It was
motivated by three reasons, insiders
say.
One, il was a reasonable requesl,
since the abortion ruling was clearly
a departure from constitutional law,
reason, and tradition.
Two, it was to show that the Roe y.
l/ade decision was fatally flawed. For
instance.  s ince the age o[  r iab i l i r l  i "
moving closer and closer to the mo-
ment when a woman learns she is preg-
nant, soon many women will not have
time to make up their minds about
abortion before the child becoures
viable. (Justice Sandra Day O'Connor
has referred to this flaw as the "vulner-
ability of viability.")
Three, the Reagan administratron
was strongly criticized by proJife
groups in 1983 for failing to ask the
Supreme Court to reverse itself.
Even if the Court refuses to over-
turn its abortion ruling, and it strikes
doun the Pennsyl rania and I l l ino is
laws, proJife groups stil l believe the
movement will benefit by the case.
Said Carroll, "The case kept abor-
tion before the public, it captured
headlines, and it showed that Amerrca
is not living well under Rcte y. Wade."
I Martin Mawyer
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Title X Battle Waged for the Unborn
eference to Title X might ring
vague bells for some people.
or is it Title Ix? or Title vII?
They all seem to run together.
Title X, which was budgeted $142.5
million in 1985, is important because
i t  is  one o[  serera l  tha l  fund o l ten-
controversial programs opposed by
many Conservatives. This particular
title program provides what Doug
Johnson, legislative director for the
National Right to Life Committee, calls
indirect funding of abortions.
Initiated under the 1970 Family
Planning Program of the Public Health
Service Act, it originally provided for
the distribution of contraceptives to
indigent persons and forbade disburse-
ment lo an agency where abortion is
a method of family planning."
Those days are gone, and today
through what Johnson calls adminrs-
trative interpretation of the act, all
agencies must now counsel and refer
for abortion in order to receive fed-
eral money.
With the development of a strong
pro-life movement, more and more ob-
jection has been raised to the use of
federal tax dollars to fund abortions-
Ail ug"n i", must now
counsel and refer
tor abortion in order
n t tto recerve Ieaeral monev,
directly or indirectly. In 1985 Repre-
sentative Jack Kemp of New York and
Senator Orin Hatch of Utah sponsored
an amendment designed to withdraw
Title X funds from any agencies, public
or private, that "performed, counseled,
or referred for abortion."
In addition, it required parental
notification when Title X services were
provided to unemancipated minors.
Ironically, the original intent of the
program was to service adults, but an
amendment opened the door for the
agencies to work with teenagers. In re-
cent years as many as one-third of the
clients these agencies erved have been
mlnors.
The Kemp-Hatch push set family
planning agencies, such as Planned
Parenthood, on their ears as they pro-
tested the move, claiming that it was
really an effort to eliminate the dis-
bursal of contraceptives through the
f - , . t - . "  I  - .^- .4-
Why was the hue and cry trom
Planned Parenthood, the American
Nurses Association, and others so loud?
According to Carol Hornsby of the Re-
publican Study Committee for Title X,
the sponsorship was responsible.
"The amendment has been tried for
several years, but people have rallied
because Mr. Kemp was willing to take
it on, and he has such high visibility,
and because he is such a high-powered
person."
Acknowledging earlier efforts, she
added, "A lot of groundwork has been
done by other groups." In 1985 that
work paid dividends as Kemp and
Hatch, along with Senator Jesse Helms,
put their weight behind it.
At press time final action had not
been taken in either chamber of the
Legislature. But Johnson felt that
a strong showing or passage of the
amendment in the House would be a
victory for the pro-life movement.
Appropriations for Title X are re-
newed every year, with authorization
of the program normally renewed for
a three-year period.
An amendment restricting use of
federal funds, Johnson stated, would
"very seriously affect the way these
organizations do business."
But pro-choice advocates fought
hard to discourage legislatures from
supporting the amendment. And that
is part of the significance of the amend-
ment. The threat was real, pro-choice
groups felt, and they responded with
both barrels.
Planned Parenthood took out full-
page ads in such print media as the
Washington Pon, USA Today, Time,
and Atlantic Monthly-and fought net
work opposition to the placement of
similar ads on television.
Brashly, they asserted in the USA
?oday ad that their agencies have actu-
ally prevented abortions (and unwanted
pregnancies), presumably through the
distribution of contraceptives.
However, all the talk about pre-
vented abortions in the ad was second
to the charge that the real target of the
Conservatives was the distribution of
the contraceptives, the core of the
program.
Not so, Johnson contended. "We
don't take a stand pro or con on the
contraceptive program."
The anti-abortion amendment was
designed to deny Title X money (and
only Title X funds) to agencies who
continue to perform, counsel, or refer
for abortions.
Another Planned Parenthood ad in
Time set the organization forth as a
pro- l i fe  group.  wi th  i ts  headl ine sug-
gesting a way to prevent abortion. That
solution was "to make birth control
more easi lv  avai lab le."  The ad again
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declared Conservatives were trying to
prohibit this birth control distribution.
The second way was to give young
people "a better teacher than experi-
ence," through sex education. A third
suggestion was to build self-esteem in
young people by allowing them to make
decisions about their future.
Fourth on the list was the need for
men to accept their share of responsr-
bility for the pregnancy; and finally, a
plug for better birth control methods
through research was presented, along
with a plea for funding.
An ad in Atlantic Mor?tlh Dictured
a woman who had suffered- a back-
alley abortion that almost killed her.
The copy described the evils of such
treatment for women, including the
oain and humiliation that women suf-
iered, but neglected to point out that
abortions are stil l often painful and
that they can be just as humiliating.
No mention was made of the life of
the child; only the woman was con-
sidered.
The attack on the proJife position
was vitriolic: "This increasingly vocal
and violent minority will stop at noth-
ing. They've resorted to harassment,
physical threats, and bombings."
One other issue concerning Title X
was discussed by Johnson and Homsby,
the use of federal funds bv these olan-
ning agencies, which opeiate thrbugh
33 staie governments and more than
5,000 private agencies. These include
several hundred Planned Parenthood
groups; other private, nonprofit groups;
hospitals; and some city and county
agencres.
These agencies state that they do
not fund abortions with federal money
because they use private funds for that
part of their service.
However, Johnson pointed out that
without the federal funds, which are
used to counsel and refer for abortion,
the agencies would be severely cur-
tailed in their programs.
Hornsby also noted that it is all a
matter of the way these agencies do
their bookkeeping. At the least, she
contended, such a dual role presents
a serious conflict of interest.
A final objection to the amendment
was that it would restrict practitioners
from using the word "abortion," a mat-
ter KemD clarified in floor debate.
Groups would not be able to counsel
or refer for abortion; but asked a di
rect question concerning the legality of
abortion. thev could inform the client
that abortio; is legal.
I Ann Wharton
Brookings Instltutton Calls
Religion Essentlal to Ilemocracy
WASHINGTON (RNS)-A three-
year study by a leading Liberal think-
tank has concluded that the future of
American democracy depends on the
strength of the nation's religious insti-
tutions and calls for changes in public
policies to accommodate religion rn
public life.
The new study by the Brookings In-
stitution also states flatly that secu-
larism-defined as the idea o[ a society
based on nonreligious principles-
provides no adequate foundalion for
democracy in America.
Democratic government "depends
for its health on values that over the
not-so-lons run must come from reli-
gion," acc-ording to the study, which
breaks with past positions taken by
secular Liberal organizations.
Through religion, the study says,
"human rights are rooted in the moral
worth with which a loving Creator has
endowed each human soul, and social
authority is legitimized by making it
answerable to transcendent moral law."
Titled "Religion in American Public
Life," the 389-page report forecasts a
religious revival in the United States,
and takes heart in surveys showing
widespread belief in God and impor-
tance placed by people on religion.
"After several years of decline, the
share of youth expressing some form
of religious faith in the 1980s has be-
gun to rise. A new religious awakening
seems well within the realm of possi-
bility," it says.
On specific issues, the Brookings
report endorses social initiatives sup-
ported by the Reagan administration
but opposed by Liberal proponents of
church-state seDaration. It calls for
authorization of a "moment of silence"
that can be used for voluntary prayer
in public schools, use of school facili-
ties for student religious meetings, and
tax allowances for tuition paid by
parents of parochial school children.
Textbook Survey Flnds
Few References
to Contemporary Rellgion
NEW YORK (RNS)-A survey o[
public school textbooks found "no
references to contemDorarv Protestant
life of any kind," a ;Libe;al political
bias," and a notable emphasis on [em-
inism, according to the New York
University psychology professor who
conducted the study.
Paul C. Vitz described his findines
in a paper presented at a two-day co-n-
ference on "Democracy and the Re-
nerval of Public Education," held here
November 18-19 by the Center on Reli-
gion & Society, an organization funded
by the Rockford Institule, which pro-
motes scholarly understanding of the
religious roots of culture. Its director
is Richard J. Neuhaus, a Lutheran
clergyman and author who has often
been critical of Liberal bias in mainline
Protestantism.
Vitz, a Roman Catholic la),rnan, con-
ducted the textbook study with a grant
from the U.S. Department of Education.
He examined social studies texts for
grades l{, high school American history
books, and books used to teach reading
in grades 3 and 6. All social studies
texts adopted by the states of California
and Texas, representing l0 publishing
houses. were examined. as were read-
ers issued by I I publishing houses that
are on the official adoption lists of
California and Texas. All results were
verified by independent evaluators.
Reporting on social studies text-
books for grades l-4, Vitz said he
was struck by "the complete absence
of any kind of reference to contempo-
rary America's majority religion-
Protestant Christianity." He also found
that "none of the books had one text
reference to a primary religious activ-
ity occurring in representative contem-
porary American life."
Even historical references to religion
in these books were flawed, Vitz said.
He cited one book that had 30 pages
on the Pilgrims, and which said they
"wanted to give thanks for all they
had," so they had the first Thanksgiv-
ing. But, Vitz said, "no mention is
made of God, to whom the thanks were
given." Contrasting this with references
to American Indian relision in the
books in this category, Viticommented
that "in one book the Pueblo can pray
to Mother Earth, but elsewhere Pil-
grims can't be described as praying
to God."
In examining American history text-
books for the fifth grade, Vitz found
that about half of the pages covering
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the history of the 1500s had references
to religion, but the percentages teadily
dropped, to 9.75 percent of the pages
covering the 1700s, 3.42 percent of
those for the 1800s, and 1.27 references
for every 100 pages on the twentieth
century.
With regard to world history text-
books for the sixth grade, Vitz found
that the life of Mohammed got "much
more coverage than that of Jesus" in
several of the books. The Protesranr
Reformation got little or no mention in
the books. he said. and where it was
covered, "religious differences, the
fundamental basis of the conflict, are
typically omitted. For example, one
text mentions Martin Luther and the
break from the Catholic church, but no
reason of any kind for the break is
mentioned."
Describing the readers for grades
3 and 6, Vitz said that "in contrast o
the serious neglect of Christianity and
Judaism. there was a minor soiritual
or occult emohasis in a number of
stories about American Indians."
Lawyers Claim Handicapped
Infants Warrant Lesal Protection
Rutherford Institute attomeys claim
the federal Rehabilitation Act of 1983,
which prohibits discrimination against
the handicapped, was intended to pro-
tect  a i l  handicapped ind iv iduals ,  in-
cluding newborn infants rvith serrous
birth defects.
Institute president John Whitehead,
board member James Knicely .  and ar-
torney William Mims recently filed a
friend-of-the-court brief with the U.S.
Supreme Court, urging reversal of a
lower court ruling that the act's pro-
tection does rol corer medical service"
for newboms with seriousbirth defects.
Section 504 of the act states that
"no otherwise qualified handicapped
individual" shall be discriminated
against by federally funded programs
on the sole basis of his handicap.
Acting under the presumed author-
ity of this section, the Department of
Health and Human Services issued reg-
u lat ions in  1984 prov id ing u idel ines
for the medical treatment of handi-
capped newborns. In May of that year,
however, a U.S. district court in New
York ruled that HHS had no such au-
thority. This decision was upheld by
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sec-
ond Circuit.
The issue went to court when the
American Medical Association and
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others challenged the HHS regula-
tions, which included an express pro-
hibition against withholding nourish-
ment and customary medical care
f rom handicapped in fants in  a d is-
criminatory manner.
"These children have every right to
be protected from arbitrary decisions
by parents and doctors who, for what-
ever reason, believe that their'quality
of life' is not high enough to warrant
treatment," Whitehead said.
Religious TV Viewed Wldely
VIRGINIA BEACH, Va.-Because
of a long-running debate over the audi-
ence size of religious programs, the
Christian Broadcast Network hired the
A. C. Nielson Company to determine
the audience and found it twice as
large as most experts had estimated.
The survey showed that 40.2 percent
of all homes in the United States with
television sets tune in to one or more
of the toD 10 television Dreachers at
least once a month. The siudy is based
on television viewing in February 1985.
Jeffrey K. Hadden, a University of
Virginia professor who coauthored a
book that said television ministers had
consistently exaggerated the size of
their audiences, admitted that many
more people were being reached than
previously thought.
The Nielson study is the first in the
nation to measure the religious broad-
casting market by the same means that
gauge commercial nelwork shou s,
Relision Censored from Textbooks
NEW YORK-Religion as an rn-
fluential factor shaping America has
been virtually censored from the social
studies and history textbooks used by
three-quarters of the nation's public
schools, according to a federally funded
study.
Paul C. Vitz, professor of psychology
at New York University and principal
investigator for the National Institute
of Education's study of "Religion and
Traditional Values in Public School
Textbooks," said that the removal of
religion indicates that textbook authors
have great fear o[ any lorm o[ active
contemporary Christianity.
Based on a review of 40 textbooks,
the study found "a clear ideological
bias" against raditional family values,
such as marriage and homemaking,
and a "strong liberal bias" in the selec-
tion of important and admirable Amerr-
cans. All the social studies texts were
found to "have a strong unisex empha-
sis," and children's basic readers were
found to engage in "clear attacks on
traditional sex roles."
Child Sex Abuse Will Be
Primary Focus in Next Elections
Colonel Doner, chairman of the
American Christian Voice Foundation,
said his organization will make child
pornography amajor issue in the next
election.
Speaking at a rally of 500 school
children, teachers, and congressional
wives outside the Capitol, Doner said
congressmen must pass legislation to
end the sexual abuse of children.
Doner suggested two valuable bills
in congressional committees that de-
serve the support and sponsorship of
congressmen.
The Kemp-Grassley bill provides
stringent punishments for convicted
sexual offenders, mandates life or
death sentences lor  k idnapping o l -
fenses that  involve murdero[a mir ror ,
and mandatory five-year sentences for
child pornographers convicted of a
second offense.
Senator Jesse Helms's bill prohibits
obscene language and pornography
from being broadcast over cable televi-
sion and the telephone. The billprovides
fines of $50,000 for those convicted.
Robert Grant, chairman of the
board for Christian Voice, said his
organization will issue a "report card"
to 6 million households revealing how
the congressmen voted.
FCC Approves Regulations
on Dial-a-Porn
WASHINGTON-The Federal Com-
munications Commission recently
issued new regulations designed to
block access by children to recorded
sexually explicit telephone messages,
known as Dial-a-Porn.
Regulations originally approved by
the FCC allowed the messages only be-
tween 9 p.m. and 8 a.m. These rules
were struck down by the U. S. Court
of Appeals for the 2nd Circuit.
The new regulations permit access
to the messages only for people with
a special code given after proof of age,
or people with credit cards, which are
not issued to minors.
Florlda School Authorltles
Say Students May Not
Distrlbute Btbles
Handing out Bibles to classmates i
against the law, an I 1-year-old girl was
told by authorities in the Florida school
district where Rebecca Higgins is a
student at Venice Area Middle School.
On May 21, Rebecca followed an
oral book review of the Bible bv dis-
tributing free copies of the New festa-
ment to requesting students in her
reading class. During her next class
period, however, a math teacher or-
dered all students who received a copy
of the "maroon-colored Testaments" to
turn the Bibles over to him. He told
Rebecca that giving Bibles to other
students was a violation of Supreme
Court rulings and returned the Bibles
to her.
The following day Rebecca redis-
tributed some of the Bibles. Her teacher
"became very upset," Rebecca said,
and demanded that the Bibles be tumed
over to him. Rebecca was sent to the
assistant principal's office. School offi-
cials began "interrogating" her about
her religious beliefs and church affilia-
tions. They then told her that she had
"broken the law," Rebecca said. She
responded by suing the school district
for violating her constitutional rights.
The Rutherford Institute, a Virsrnra-
based law firm, has filed a legal 
-brief
on her behalf with the U.S. Distncr
Court in Tampa. The Institute charged
school officials with violating her free
speech and free association rights and
with violating the school's own policy
that claims to be "firmly committed to
a position of neutrality. "
L,awyers for the girl said that rather
than "accommodating neutrality" the
school's actions "can only be character-
ized as hostile to [her] sincere religious
beliefs."
Americans Support
Prayer in School
NEW YORK-Support for silent
prayer in American schools is wide-
spread, wilh support from large major-
ities in every age, race, economic, and
political group, according to a recent
poll of I ,4 I 2 people conducted by Media
General Associated Press.
Of those responding, 74 percenl
said prayer in schools did not violate
the constitutional principle of church-
state separation. Eighty-seven percent
favored, and l0 percent opposed, a mo-
ment of silence when students may
pray if they choose. A moment of si
Ience where students were encourased
to pray was favored by 63 percint
while 32 percent opposed.
sertions that the Bible program is
unconstitutional "pure rubbish" and
vowed to continue efforts to reinstate
the Bible study in Dunn public schools.
Hoover Adams, editor of the Dunn
Daily Record, said,, "I think,it's terrible
that you can teach Communism in the
schools but not the Bible."
The paper has come out staunchly
in favor of the Bible srudy program,
running daily front-page stories on the
issue and sponsoring a poll of Dunn's
citizens in which thousands favored
the program while only seven were
opposeo.
Dunn Mayor Ralph Barefoot also
tavors reinstating Scripture study.
The Bible program was held in
Dunn public schools for almost 45
years before Mrs. Laury Gaspersohn
Wyble, mother oI a chi]dwho attended
the program, complained about her
child receiving religious instruction.
After conferring with the North
Carolina Civil Liberties Union, county
school olficials ordered the Dunn
public schools to discontinue the Bible
study. I
Town Wants to Reinstate
Bible Class
DUNN, N.C. (RNs)-Residents here
are searching for ways to reinstate a
Bible study class in public schools. The
class was shut down earlier this year.
Meanwhile, the woman who was re-
sponsible for convincing officials to
discontinue Bible class has moved our
of town with her family because of
what she termed harassment.
Thomas M. Freeman, Dastor of
Dunn First Baptist Church.'called as-
Fincilly, q Christicrn schoeitl,
crrrrifllumthcrt3 J'L
"know-it-qlls"!
There's one in every class. The student who's been
in Sunday school every Sunday of his life. He's
been lo camp 235 times; vacation Bible school43
times. . .and he's only ten! Trying to keep him
interested in a Bible curriculum is NOT always
easy.
.. .but with Lifelfiay, yodre a lot closer! Vvrile for
our free catalog, or sample materials for your grade.
erciting...even for
t I Please send me your
catalog of Lifd/Vay
curriculum for Christian
schools, K-8, with Junior
High literature electives.
tl Send me a sample
curraculum packet for
grade(s) 
_; I
undersland we can
examine these for 60
days with no obligation.
Division of Scripture
Press Publicalions, Inc.
1825 College Avenue
Wheaton, lllinois 60187
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AFIER ALt
C*o*utir- has thrast
Fundamentalist ministers
into leadership si tuations
unknown to them for a
centuy. What is the
biblical postwe of the
minister in national
affairs?
nation. Those intenLions have been ex-
panded by the courts beyond the will
of the people and the intent of the Con-
stitution's framers. The role of the
minister is fairly clear, biblically and
historically.
F i rs t ,  a  min is ter 's  unique and pr i -
mary responsibility is to faithfully
preach the Bible. He is a spokesman
for God. His message is one o[ divine
revelation. The congregation is obli-
gated to obey when Scripture rs
faithfully preached. Their relationship
is unlike any other on earth.
Second, the minister is responsible
to speak out on those moral issues that
are political in nature. Abortion rs a
constitutional issue, but it is also a
deep spiritual issue. Abortion rs
murder. The minister must speak. To
avoid the issue because i l  is  pol i t ica l .
violates the minister's mandate.
Third, the minister should not use
the pulpit to advance causes that are
exclusively political in nature-no
matter how noble. The gospel is more
important than politics or political
figures. Political gains can be quickly
Iost, but eternal progress in the
spiritual realm is timeless.
Fourth, the minister has a right and
responsibility to participate as a
private citizen in the political process.
Ministers were active in forming our
nation and in writing the Constitutron.
A minister can personally support a
candidate, personally support issues of
social or economic significance, or per-
sonalll oppose government policies.
We must remember, however, that
being a minister does not make a man's
opinions on political issues profound.
However, there are limits to a min-
ister's involvement in politics. When-
ever his involvement begins to obscure
his role as a minister of the gospel he
has gone too far. The ministry commit-
ted to him is too important ro be im-
periled by the welfare of earthly
kingdoms. When the minister's reputa-
tion as a political figure overshadows
his reputation as a man with a message
from God, his political involvement
has damaged his influence to preach
the gospel. A man has made a wrong
choice when he gives up the ministry,
even to save his country through the
political process. A minister serves
God and man best when he prepares
and encourages others to run for
public office. Jerry Falwell is not
atrempting to be a role model tor
young preachers as he exercises his
function as a national leader in the
political arena. He would be the first
to agree. He is unique in this country
as he exerc ises dual  ro les as
pastor/educalor and statesman. Few
men have the capacily lo lunction in
the mul t ip l ic i ty  of  ro les and mainta in
balance and spiritual credibility. I per-
sonally believe God has raised him up
for a special task and his political
involvement requires an incredible
balancing act. Clearly, in this area God
has given him wisdom beyond most, if
not all, his peers.
For decades Fundamentalisr min-
isters ignored politics and sometimes
even the real world altogether. Our
apocalyptic view of the world did not
recognize our  dual  c i t izenship-
heavenly and earthly. Now that we
realize our responsibility as good
stewards of God, let us exercise these
roles wisely, remembering that God's
will on earth will not be achieved
through either the Democratic or
Republican party. t
The Preacher and Politics
by Truman Dollar
his may surprise you, but I
have a strong opinion about a
constitutional convention to
consider a statutory balanced budget.
On the edi tor ia l  page o[  rhc Detro i l
News, I read two opposing views of a
constitutional convention-one writ-
ten by the Detroit News staff and the
other by Griffin Bell, former U. S.
Attorney General under Jimmy Carter.
As I read I realized that many think
that as a minister I should not have any
political opinions, and if I do, I should
keep them to myself. I find that a
curious interpretation of the Constitu-
tion and a strange view of my position
in the community when considered in
its historical perspective.
The relationship of church and
state has been thrust into bold public
debate in the last decade. The U. S.
Supreme Court has taken an increas-
ingly aggressive part in building a
great wall of separation between
church and state. This judicially un-
warranted action has challenged all
the traditional roles that have bcel
played out by ministers and Christian
laymen. The erosion of some freedoms,
coincidental with a new wave oI Con-
servatism, has thrust Fundamentalist
min is ters in to leadership s i tuat ions
unknown to them for a century. Their
function in these areas needs to be
reexamined in light of American
judic ia l  h is tory and the b ib l ica l
posture of the minister in politics.
The framers of the Constitution
never  in tended to kecp God or  min-
isters out of government. There are too
many religious ymbols in our national
life for any serious-thinking person to
believe that. The history of the U. S.
Constitution and government in no
way supporls any such suggeslion.
Free speech is not denied because one
talks about God or for God.
Those who wrote the Constitution
intended that the corporate power of
the church never be used to unduly in-
f luence the pol i t ica l  [u ture or  dei ign
ol our nation. At the same time,
governmenl  \ {as nol  lo  use i ts  conl
s iderable power lo  Juminate.  dcf ine.
or control the religious life of the
74 Fundomentol istJournol
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From the first day we opened
our doors, we started a tradition
of excellence atLibertv that is
still all-encompassing.
We strive for it in spiritual
character. In academi-cs. In ad-
ministration. In the arts. In ath-
letics. Everywhere. Close to our
nation's caoital and Colonial
Williamsbure, we re located in a
region rich in American history
where we are continually re-
minded of our nation's b6drock
principles, as well as our biblical
roots. This heritage is very
much our own, Dart of our tra-
dition, and partbf our legacy to
each student who passes this
way. There may be nothing we
can teach them that is more rm-
portant than to be the best they
can be. We strive to oroduce
young men and women who are
not onlv authorities in their
fields,6ut individuals of true
Christian character, deeply
rooted in biblical principles.
So far, the ideal has paid off.
Our graduates are making an
impact all over the country, both
professionally and spiritual ly.
They re bankers, they're busi-
nessmen and women. thev're
teachers and counselors and
mathematicians. They re minis-
ters and graduate students, and
wherever they are, theyle carry-
ing on the tradition of excellence.
LIBERTY UNI!'ENITY, Lpchburg, VA 24506
Call Toll Fne: l -800446-5000
FrurKial Aid infnmation available on rcqw$. Applicana for adrnir{on art coBiderEd wid}drl Egard @ sex, race, national cigin, or hardicap.
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